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ABSTRACT
Final sentences are a neglected area of research in Biblical Hebrew. Apart from an
investigation by Mitchell (1879) in the previous century, and a more recent article by
Muraoka (1997), this is certainly an area of Biblical Hebrew grammar in need of research.
Biblical Hebrew grammars propound a variety of ways final constructions can supposedly
be expressed. The main thesis of this study is that the diversity of final constructions in
Biblical Hebrew is not merely different syntactic realizations of the same semantic
meaning, but that each syntactic construction carries definite semantic nuances.
Traditional grammars, because they are sentence-based, present some shortcomings in the
description of final sentences. I will briefly expose some of the linguistic presuppositions
of traditional grammars, and their inherent limitations with respect to the study of final
constructions.
Recent developments in general linguistics, especially the variety of approaches subsumed
under the broad classification textlinguistics, create new opportunities to address Biblical
Hebrew grammar. I will explore this relatively recent developments to the study of
language, in order to determine whether insights from studies conducted in terms of this
paradigm can be used to describe final constructions more adequately.
A number of theses are presented in Chapters 2 and 3, which are evaluated in Chapters 4
to 6. The findings are presented in a summary of at the end of each chapter. The final
results of this investigation are summarized in Chapter 7.
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SAMEV ATTING
Finaalsinne het tot dusver min aandag geniet in Bybelse Hebreeuse navorsing. Afgesien van 'n
ondersoek deur Mitchell (1879) in die vorige eeu, en 'n onlangse artikel deur Muraoka (1997), is
hierdie 'n navorsingsgebied wat vra om nadere ondersoek.
Volgens Bybelse Hebreeuse grammatikas kan finaalsinne op verskeie wyses uitgedruk word. Die
hooftese van hierdie studie is dat die verskeidenheid van finaalkonstruksies in Bybelse Hebreeus
nie bloot verskillende sintaktiese opsies is om dieselfde semantiese betekenis te realiseer nie, maar
dat elke onderskeie sintaktiese konstruksie 'n besondere semantiese nuanse weergee.
Omdat hulle eng op die beskrywing van die sin gebaseer is, hou traditionele grammatikas
tekortkominge in vir die beskrywing van fmaalsinne. In hierdie studie wys ek kortliks op die
linguistiese voorveronderstellings van die tradisionele benadering, en op die inherente
tekortkominge van so 'n benadering ten opsigte van die ondersoek van finaalsinne.
Onlangse ontwikkelinge in die algemene linguistiek, veral die verskeidenheid benaderings
saamgevat onder die begrip tekslinguistiek, bied nuwe moontlikhede vir die beskrywing van
Bybelse Hebreeus. Ek sal hierdie nuwe benadering tot taalstudie ondersoek om vas te stelof dit
aangewend kan word om finaalsinne beter te beskryf.
Verskeie tesisse word in Hoofstukke 2 en 3 geformuleer en dan in Hoofstukke 4 tot 6 geëvalueer.
Die resultate word aan die einde van elke hoofstuk saamgevat. Die uiteindelike konklusies van
hierdie studie word in Hoofstuk 7 saamgevat.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The present study is an investigation into the linguistic expressions of final constructions
in Biblical Hebrew narrative prose. The investigation is presented in seven chapters.
In Chapter 2, I will state the problem and provide briefly an historical overview of the
treatment of final sentences in Biblical Hebrew grammars. Provisional hypotheses will be
formulated, based on the insights drawn from the grammars, and the corpus for this
investigation will be delimitated.
In Chapter 3, I will explore the challenges and prospects that modern textlinguistic
approaches hold for the investigation of final constructions. This is deemed necessary due
to the limitations inherent in traditional grammatical approaches which will become
apparent in the historical overview in Chapter 2. A textlinguistic framework for this study
will accordingly be outlined. Based on the methodological insights gained from the
textlinguistic approaches, the initial hypotheses will be expanded.
In Chapter 4 final constructions introduced by final conjunctions, the so-called
conjunctional final constructions will be investigated and evaluated in the light of the
hypotheses formulated in Chapter 3 regarding these constructions. These constructions
present an appropriate starting point to the investigation of final constructions as they are
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
2more easily recognized as such since they are "marked" by their conjunctions as final
constructions.
In Chapter 5, the conjunctioniess final sentences will be analyzed. Attention will be paid to
their unique characteristics. Insights gained form the investigation into the study of
conjunctional final constructions in Chapter 4 will be reviewed with respect to the
investigation into conjunctioniess final constructions in Chapter 5. The hypothesis
formulated in Chapter 3 concerning conjunctioniess final sentences will be reconsidered in
the light of the findings of the conjunctional constructions and consequently confirmed,
expanded or modified.
In Chapter 6, an analysis of Genesis 27 will be made. This text represents an excellent case
study as it contains examples of both the conjunctionless and conjunctional final
constructions in a coherent narrative. Genesis 27 consequently provides the possibility to
compare the two categories of final constructions and to apply and test my hypothesis
concerning their usage in a coherent text. The premise for this investigation stems from the
insights gained from the individual studies that were discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 7 will briefly summarize the main conclusions of this study.
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3CHAPTER2
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND HYPOTHESES
2.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Biblical Hebrew grammars present a variety of ways in which final constructions can
supposedly be expressed. The problem is even greater in Bible translations, where a great
number of Biblical Hebrew constructions are translated as final sentences into the English
language. Are all these cases really syntactic realizations of final sentences in Biblical
Hebrew? If they are, why such a variety? If not, what syntactic means did Biblical Hebrew
writers have at their disposal to express a final relation? Final sentences sometimes express
the function purpose, on other occasions result. Can these notions be syntactically
differentiated? 1
This study is an investigation into the syntactic description of final constructions? in Biblical
Hebrew narrative prose texts from Genesis to 2 Kings. Except for a recent article by Muraoka
(1997,229-241) entitled, "The alleged final function of the Biblical Hebrew syntagm <waw +
a volitive form>" no recent comprehensive study has been undertaken on the subject as far as
I am aware of. The study by Mitchell (1879), "Final constructions in Biblical Hebrew: An
examination of some of the final constructions in Biblical Hebrew", is not only dated, but
covers only a section of the corpus, the infinitive constructions with preposition '7. Recent
1Joilon-Muraoka (1991, 633) note "Hebrew does not make any strict distinction between them, and often we may not quite
be sure about the precise nuance." Waltke and O'Connor (1990,38) likewise note, "In Hebrew (as in many languages) the
expression of purpose and consequence are not always readily distinguished; the precise sense of the relevant constructions
and particles must be determined from the context." Cf. also Meek (1956,40-43).
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4developments in general linguistics, especially the variety of approaches subsumed under the
broad classification textlinguistics, create new opportunities to address some of the
problematic constructions of Biblical Hebrew.
In this chapter I will present a brief historical overview of the treatment of final constructions
in Biblical Hebrew grammars. The grammars in question are Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley,
henceforth referred to as GKC, Jouen-Muraoka, Williams and Waltke and O'Connor. Based
on this analysis, I will present an initial hypothesis, and delimitate the corpus to be
investigated in this study. I will then present an evaluation of two problems that are narrowly
related to the study of final constructions, i.e., mood and modality and that of co- and sub-
ordination. I will illustrate what implications insights from this investigation have for the
study of final constructions. Finally, I will draw a few conclusions that will further serve as a
framework for the investigation to be undertaken in this thesis.
2.2 FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN BmLICAL HEBREW: A BRIEF OVERVIEW
OF THEIR TREATMENT IN BmLICAL HEBREW GRAMMARS
The acute awareness of the limitations of traditional sentence-based approaches to
grammatical description has prompted this study. In the discussion that follows I will survey
the treatment of final constructions in different Hebrew grammars. This investigation reveals
a remarkable variety of syntactic constructions by which a final relation can, supposedly, be
realized.
2.2.1 Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley (1909)
The above authors discuss final constructions under the heading "Special Kinds of
)
Sentences," and regard final and consecutive clauses as two separate syntactic categories.
They specify two main categories for final clauses:
21make a distinction between the terms fmal construction, fmal sentence, and fmal clause. See paragraph 2.3.
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51. Those which are joined to the main clause by a simple waw copulative. In some
cases the final sentence is sub-ordinated directly to the governing verb. GKC
proceed to give various examples without discussing them, except for a brief
comment. Examples: 2 SamueI9:1, 1Kings 11:21,2 Samuel 13:25.
2. Final sentences introduced by final conjunctions WO?, '1::J.~;l, 'ip~, etc.
Examples: Genesis 12:13, Joshua 3:7, Exodus 20:20.
GKC consider the infinitive constructions with preposition ~ as equivalent to the final clause
(Genesis 11:5), and point out that negative final clauses are introduced by 1~.
The most important insights gained from GKC's treatment of final constructions are, firstly,
their recognition of final clauses as members of two-element syntactic constructions
consisting of a main clause and a final clause. Final clauses, according to GKC, are thus
dependent or sub-ordinated clauses. They are sub-ordinated to a preceding main clause either
by a waw or by the mentioned final conjunctions. Secondly, and equally important, is their
treatment of final and consecutive (result) clauses as syntactically distinct categories.
2.2.2 Joiion-Muraoka (1991)
Final constructions are discussed under the section "Indirect volitive moods (cohortative,
jussive, imperative)," though they never refer to the sentence types in the discussion as final
constructions. Some of the more pertinent observations by Jouen-Muraoka follow.
Volitive moods, according to Jouon-Muraoka (1991, 381), have two functions: when "used
with a purely juxtaposing waw they are direct volitives. When used with a waw expressing the
notion of purpose and/or consecution they are indirect or logically sub-ordinate volitives"
(italics mine). Unfortunately, Jouon-Muraoka do not indicate when waw is "purely
juxtaposing" and when it is "a waw expressing the notion of purpose or consecution." They
also point out that "the indirect volitive can express purpose as well as consecution: the exact
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6nuance can only be derived from the context" (381). They further observe that it is difficult to
distinguish between the notions purpose and consecution (a term they prefer instead of the
more commonly used designation, result), since "one is dealing with an intended effect or
result" (382). Jouon-Muraoka conclude by formulating the following rule: "To express
purpose or consecution the cohortative is used for the 1st person, the imperative for the 2nd
person, and the jussive for the 3rd person" (385).
Whereas the focus of GKC was to define final constructions syntactically, Jouen-Muraoka's
treatment of the construction concentrates on semantic issues that specify differences of
meaning. They omit to add detail on syntactic markers that differentiate meaning in related
constructions. Their distinction between direct and indirect volitives seems confusing and it is
not clear whether this contrast has any syntactic significance. Only upon careful consideration
of their examples does it become apparent that indirect volitives refer to volitives which are
syndetic and are the second element of two consecutive volitives. They treat the first volitive
as a direct volitive and from their examples it appears that direct volitives are mostly
asyndetic (Jouen-Muraoka claim though that direct volitives are used with "a purely
juxtaposing waw" - examples: Genesis 27:4, 1 Samuel 27:5, Exodus 3:3). These examples all
have a volition form followed by a syndetic cohortative. From their examples it is clear that
Jouen-Muraoka's indirect volitive moods are simply volitive moods co-ordinated and/or sub-
ordinated to a preceding volitive mood.
Although they do not spell it out in this way, Jouon-Muraoka's treatment again show final
constructions as two-element constructions. The first element is occupied by a volitional form
which they call the direct volition. The second element is sub-ordinated to the first and also
occupied by a volitional form, which they refer to as indirect volitives. They also indicate that
final sentences are occupied by verbal forms expressing modality. Jouon-Muraoka, because
they do not deal with final constructions per se, but discuss related constructions in their
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7treatment of "Indirect volitive moods" subsequently do not deal with conjunctional final
sentences.
Muraoka (1997, 229-241) in a recent article, completely revises the VIew regarding the
indirect volitives expressed in Jouon-Muraoka. According to him, these constructions (i.e.,
consecutive cohortatives) do not express purpose. He points out that in most such examples
the subject of the two consecutive volitives is not the same. The following quotation captures
Muraoka's revised position:
In summing up we would say that the syntagm in question does not have a function
of formally indicating a purpose. A sequence of volitive verb forms is a series of so
many expressions of the speaker's or writer's wish and will. The fact that in some
cases the second verb can be more elegantly translated as indicating a purpose of the
first is essentially a question of pragmatics and translation techniques, and not of
descriptive grammar and syntax (1997, 240).3
2.2.3 Williams (1984)
Williams discusses final constructions under the section "Syntax of Clauses" (1984, 86).
Unlike Jouon-Muraoka, he differentiates between final and result clauses as two distinct
syntactic categories. He claims, unambiguously, that final clauses express purpose. However,
according to Williams final clauses do not express result. Biblical Hebrew has a separate
syntactic category to express result.
Williams proceeds to list seven ways in which final clauses can be realized:
l. By means of the simple waw with the precative mood (Genesis 27:4).
2. By means ofwaw and the imperative mood (2 Samuel 21:3).
3. The preposition ~ and the construct infinitive (1 Kings 18:42).
4. The conjunction 1,t)O~ and the imperfect aspect (Genesis 12:13).
3Compare also my discussion of consecutive cohortatives in section 5.9.
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6. By the combination of the particle 1tp~ with a noun clause (Exodus 9: 16).
7. Negative purpose introduced by ~r:17:::l(Exodus 20:20) or rarely ~'ï W07 (Numbers
17:5).
Williams, seemingly, commenced with the functional notion "purpose" and then proceeded to
list as many constructions as possible which can presumably express this function. He does
not say whether his list is exhaustive. He describes final clauses without consideration of the
main clause. Important in William's approach to final constructions is that he does not treat
final and result clauses as a single syntactic category as Waltke and O'Connor do, but
discusses each category separately.
2.2.4 Waltke and O'Connor (1990)
Waltke and O'Connor deal with final constructions in two different sections of their syntax.
In their chapter on the "Jussive, Imperative and Cohortative" they discuss final constructions
under the headings "Cohortative in Dependent Clauses" (575) and "Jussive and Cohortative
after Imperative" (577). They do not refer to these examples as final constructions in that
section.
In their first section, "Cohortative in Dependent Clauses," they argue that the cohortative form
appears "with the nuance of purpose or intended result" (575), after another volitional form
(Genesis 18:30), and sometimes after a question (1 Kings 22:7). In the second section,
"Jussive and Cohortative after Imperative" they point out that after an imperative ... a verbal
form not preceded by its subject or a negative particle is normally either a jussive ... or a
cohortative" (577). They note, quite correctly I believe, that in the chain described above,
"The second volitional form signifies purpose or result, in contrast to the sequence imperative
4Here William's description is somewhat confusing as ii::lJ:';l should be followed by the PC to realize a fmal clause.
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used in final clauses are verbs expressing modality.
Waltke and O'Connor also investigate "Final and Result Clauses" in their chapter on co- and
sub-ordination (638-640). They claim that, "In Hebrew (as in many languages) expressions of
purpose and consequence are not always readily distinguished; the precise sense of the
relevant constructions and particles must be determined from the context" (638). They
recognize final constructions as two-element constructions indicating that "The main clause
expresses a situation, and the sub-ordinate clause either a purpose (final and telic clause) or a
consequence." They further maintain that the conjunction 'tP.~ is common in a variety of final
and result clauses (Deuteronomy 4: 10, Genesis 22: 14). Lastly, they show that final clauses are
introduced by WO~ with or without 'ip~(Exodus 4:5, Genesis18: 19), and by ":J.~;l, with or
without 'ip~, (Psalm 105:45, Genesis 27:10) (1990, 639). Negated final clauses are
introduced by 'tP.~,with N:' (Genesis 11:7, 2 Kings 9:27), or 1~,(Judges 9:5), and N:' WO~
(psalm 119: 11).
Waltke and O'Connor treat final and result clauses as a single syntactic entity. However, they
do not give due cognizance to the main clause that precedes the final clause. Upon closer
scrutiny of their examples, one discerns from the instances of purpose and result clauses
which they cite, that these constructions can indeed be divided into two distinct syntactic
categories.
2.2.5 Overview of Typical Examples of Final Constructions in Biblical Hebrew
Grammars
In the preceding section I have discussed the treatment of final constructions in four Biblical
Hebrew grammars. In this discussion I focused on their individual approaches to the problem,
without commenting on specific examples used in the grammars. The examples in the
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following table are representative of final and result clauses discussed in the grammars under
consideration.
Table 1: Summary of Typical Final and Result Clauses from Biblical Hebrew
Grammars.
Verse Comment
1 Kings 18:42
Williams
Genesis 12:13
Williams, GKC
Hebrew Text
n~ 'nh~~Pi~~
l'Ji~i;l ;'?-;~,~1~6~
:lli'?~~ 'W~~i1D')Jl
A final relation is realized between
wayyiqtol in the matrix followed by
an infinitival construction.
The final sentence is introduced by
the conjunction 1-P07 followed by a
Prefix Conjugation.ê The matrix is
occupied by a volitional form.
Deuteronomy 4: 10
Waltke and O'Connor
1 Samuel15: 156
Waltke and O'Connor
2 Kings 5:7
Waltke and 0'Connor
'i:r1-n~ Cl.l)~iD~,
'D~ i1~~~~ P'O~'~'i'W~
Cl'i:i?~iJ iQ~~l
ni'ni1?i ri~~i1?' ':J~
-',~~ 1J?6T ~r~~
The final sentence is introduced by
the relative itp~ followed by a Pc.
The conjunction wO~ followed by an
infinitive constitutes the final
sentence.
This construction has an interrogative
sentence in the matrix, and a result
clause is introduced by the particle
1 Kings 21:13
Williams
:nb~J Cl'~:t~:t ii1ip9~1 Result is expressed by consecutive
wayyiqtols.
Exodus 9:16
GKC
Exodus 20:20
Williams, Waltke and
O'Connor, GKC
'Tl't:l-:rO;?i}n~T "'1i:::l~~ Cl,?i~l
'1Jj-n~ "lI;1~;iJ ii:::l~~
:rJ~jT'?~~ 'O~ i~O WO'?,i
i~'Tt:l-'?~ Cl.!?iJ-'?~i1tpb i9~~1
Cl~D~ nio~ ii:::l.P.;l7 ':p
. . . Cl'ii'?Ni1'~:J
Cl:J':JS-'?.l)in~i' rrnn ~1;.l):::lTi
., •• , - T , • i~~rin 'nS:ï,?
T ":: "; ••
This sentence contains two co-
ordinated fmal sentences introduced
by ii:::l~~ and WO~ respectively.
Both are followed by an infinitive.
This verse contains three final
sentences. Co-ordinated final
sentences are followed by a negative
final sentence (asyndetic and therefore
not co-ordinated to the first two)
introduced by 't:l~:;l~. The first
ii:::l~;l~ is prefixed by ~.
2 Kings 5:10
Jouen-Muraoka
ib~? l~'?O.l)~''?~ "'?~ n'?~~J
rn:~Cl'O.!?S-.l);ltp t;1¥1J,)1 li'?iJ
:iiJtpi _3_~ _"l;tq~ :::ltD:l
In this construction a final sentence is
introduced by asyndetic PCSF.
The above examples show that final sentences are treated without giving consideration to the
verbal forms used, or attention to the two constituents of a final construction, viz., the matrix
5Also referred to as yiqtol, and abbreviated henceforth as PC. 1will also on occasion distinguish between the long form of the
prefix conjugation (PCLF), and its short form (PC SF).
61 have deliberately omitted the matrix, and so taken the example directly from Waltke and O'Connor, to show how
incomplete grammars sometimes present the material under discussion.
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and final clause. The grammars also do not differentiate between final constructions as a
syntactic category on the one hand, and as a semantic category on the other.
Evaluation of the Treatment of Final Constructions in Biblical Hebrew
Grammars
I have already made some critical comments regarding each of the four grammars
2.2.6
investigated. In the following, I propose to expound on two major concerns that all four
grammars, either directly or indirectly, address. These are:
l. Two of the grammars discussed (Waltke and O'Connor, Jouen-Muraoka) treat
final and result clauses as a single syntactic category, whereas the other two (GKC
and Williams) regard them as separate syntactic categories. I would tend to agree
with GKC and Williams based on the following reasons: Final constructions, as a
single syntactic category, can express both purpose and result, without any
difference in the syntax of the construction. It is my contention that one should
distinguish between real result and intended result. 7 Final clauses, because they are
occupied by modal verbal forms, can only express intended result. Real result,
however, is a separate syntactic category quite distinct from final clauses. The
verbal forms used (indicative as opposed to modal) and the unique syntax
(consecutive wayyiqtols" can express real result)? distinguish real result as a
different syntactic category. The problem with the above-mentioned Biblical
7The distinction made by Quirk et al. (1985, 1107-1108) is quite helpful in this regard. They note that the basic semantic
difference between purpose and result clauses is that, whereas the former is putative, i.e., it is hypothetical, describing that
which might be, or possibly come into existence, the latter is factual. They further claim that both purpose and result clauses
express result (hence the difficulty in distinguishing between the two), the disparity being that, in the latter the result is
actually achieved, whereas in the former the result has yet to be achieved. Purpose clauses can thus be described as a desired
or aimed at result.
8According to Michel (1960, 20-21), wayyiqtol is not important in itself, but is used by the writer to indicate a dependant
relationship to a preceding action. He asserts that, in examples where a perfect is followed by a wayyiqtol, the two forms do
not have the same meaning. The perfect indicates action that stands absolute, independent, as a stated fact at the beginning of
a series of actions. Wayyiqtol indicates actions that develops from this fact. The relation between the two verbal forms is
therefore one of fact and consequence. Wayyiqtol, as a member of a construct chain, either continues the preceding chain, or
expresses the result of a preceding action. Michel concludes that wayyiqtol "schein nach dem perf eine ausdem Factum sich
ergebende Handlung, nach einem irnpf es. ein in Verlauf einer fortIaufenden, sich aus- und nacheinander entwickelnden
Handlungskette sich ergebendes Glied zu bezeichnen, in beiden Fallen also ein Folge".
9See section 2.2.5, I Kings 21:13. Real result can also be expressed by weqatal, cf. Longacre (1994,52). Both the verbal
forms wayyiqtol and weqatal are indicative, and therefore cannot express intended result.
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Hebrew grammars IS that they do not differentiate between real and intended
result.
2. Problematic about the way in which these grammars treat final constructions is the
fact that they do not give attention to the matrix or the governing sentence. This is
particularly true of the approach of Waltke and O'Connor, Williams and, to a
lesser extent, Jotion-Muraoka. As a result they neither differentiate sufficiently
between the various sentences nor present their examples in a systematic way.
GKC is the only grammar exempted from this criticism as they show that final
clauses are members of two-element syntactic constructions and, as such, are the
dependent element of that construction. GKC also clearly show that final clauses
are introduced by waw or, alternatively, by a conjunction.
2.2.7 A Brief Overview of the Translation of Final Constructions in Modern English
Bible Translations
Closely related to the treatment of final constructions in Biblical Hebrew grammars are their
translation in modern English Bibles. A brief consideration of the English translations is
therefore deemed necessary as translators often allow themselves to be guided by Biblical
Hebrew grammars and commentaries which, for their part, also draw on the grammars for
their exegetical comments.'? Some English translations underline the point that, since there is
little consensus regarding which Biblical Hebrew constructions are syntactic realizations of
final relations, a variety of constructions are consequently translated as such in the English
language. The following examples sufficiently illustrate the point. The translations consulted
were the Kings James Version (KJV), the New International Version (NIV), the New English
IOGrOSS (1996, 1) is severely critical of the way syntax is treated in biblical exegesis. He claims that "Die meisten
exegetischen Monographien zitieren und analysieren nicht Satze, sondern Verse bzw. Versteile, wobei die Unterteilung der
Verse die masoretischen kantilenischen Akzente nachvollzieht, nicht aber Satzgrenzen berucksichtigt." He continues by
asserting that "Die problematische Beziehung zwischen alttestamentlischer Exegese und Syntax des Althebraischen zeigt sich
in der Tatsache, dass die meisten Dissertationen und Habilitationen im Bereich des AT unter souveraner Ignorierung neuerer
syntaktischer Forschung sich mit Verweisen auf die Grammatik von Gesenius-Kautzsch aus dem Jahr 1909 begnugen ... "
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Bible (NEB) and the Revised Standard Version (RSV). In each case, a brief comment
indicates the differences and similarities between the translations.
It should be abundantly clear from the examples in Table 2 that Bible translators allow
themselves great liberties in their treatment of final constructions. It appears that translators
often depend on their "gut feeling" to translate such constructions. Rather than considering
the syntax of the Biblical Hebrew construction, they seem to be guided by the following
criterion: a construction is considered as final if it can be translated as such in the target
language.
2.3 HYPOTHESIS
Before I spell out my hypothesis for this study, I need to make a few comments regarding the
terminology I will use in this investigation and what I mean by it. In this study I will
henceforth deliberately speak of "final constructions" when referring to the problem to be
investigated. This is deemed practical as final constructions are two-element syntactic
arrangements, consisting of a matrix or main sentence, and the final clause. II
I find the German distinction of "Vordersatz" for the matrix, and "Nachsatz" for the final
clause particularly appropriate, as it clearly identifies and differentiates between the two
components of the final construction. Although one is apt to translate the German "Satz" with
"sentence" in English, I will use the term final sentence with reference to the "Nachsatz". In
this study therefore, the term "final sentence" will always refer to the "Nachsatz" and not the
entire final construction.
llCompare also Niccacci (1990, 125-151), who alludes to similar constructions as two-element syntactic constructions (2
SC). He refers to the "Vordersatz" as the protasis and the "Nachsatz" as the apodosis. I, however, prefer to avoid using these
notions in this sense as they normally are used with reference to conditional sentences. Niceacei's term "two-element
construction" is a better notion than the designation ''two-clause construction" as the elements of the constructions can be
either clauses or sentences.
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Table 2. Final Constructions in Bible Translations
CommentTranslationsHebrew TextVerse
The New InternationalGenesis 1:26
o,~ i1tv'u:J "Let us make man ID our Version and the King
T -: -:-
':Jtn1,j~~ ':J07~f image, after our likeness: and James Version translate the
weyiqtol following the
cohortative as consecutive,
let them have dominion ..."'1"Ti
New International Version
"Let us make man ID our whereas the New English
image, in our likeness, and let Bible translates the same
them rule over ..." construction as final.
New English Bible
"Let us make man ID our
likeness and image to rule ... "
Both RSVand NEBj~~~} Revised Standard Version1 Samuel9:8
"'::J.-~~1,j:J mi1 'The servant answered Saul translations do not seem to
• T: T:' ...
the
they
considered
which
'l9fl ';PW ,u~) again, 'Here, I have with me have
't:lt1~1 the fourth part of a shekel of weqatals
silver, and I will give it to the translated as equivalent to
O'ii';~i1 iV'~';
v: T an infinitival construction.man to tell us our way' ... "
':J~j,-n~ "~i1'.. : -- '.' .. : KJV produced a really
peculiar translation of the,:J';T King James Version
And the servant answered first weqatal, the second
Saul again, and said, Behold, they translated as an
I have here at hand the fourth infinitival construction.
part of a shekel of silver: that
will I give to the man of God,
to tell us our way.
New English Bible
Wait! I have here a quarter
shekel of silver. I can give
that to the man, to tell us what
we should do.
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Although some grammars refer to the "Nachsatz" as the final clause (See GKC and Williams),
I will use the term sentence. I would not want to enter into the discussion concerning the
differentiation between a clause and sentence in this study, and sometimes use these
designations interchangeably. The German language does not seem to make the distinction
between a clause and a sentence as is done in English.
The matrix, as the independent element of the final construction will also be referred to as the
main sentence or the main clause. Final constructions thus display the following pattern:
Main Sentence I
Followed by a syndetic yiqtol (Short form)<.-c_o_n_o_u_n_ct_i_o_n_le_s_s_fi_ln_a_l_s_e_n_te_n_c_e_s--.Introduced by final conjunction (conjunctional finalsentences), succeeded by asyndetic yiqtol (Long
form).
The above diagram illustrates that the "Nachsatz" of final constructions can be realized
syntactically in one of two ways:
(a) Those constructions which are introduced by a conjunction and, henceforth, referred to as
conjunctional final constructions.
(b) Those without conjunctions, hereinafter denoted as conjunctioniess final constructions.P
These constructions are problematic as the verbal forms, which occupy them, are always
introduced by a waw.
121 refrain from using the linguistic terms "marked" and "unmarked" as labels for the two groups. The notions marked and
unmarked can refer to a variety of categories. In this study they refer specifically to the presence or absence of a conjunction
in the final clause, respectively. It will be established later that Biblical Hebrew has very subtle grammatical means of
marking its constructions, viz., word order, verbal form, position in the sentence, i.e., initial, non-initial, etc. Many of these
"markers" have been overlooked by grammarians in the past. The terms conjunctional and conjunctionless which, following
Kuhr (1929), 1have chosen to use, are also not quite correct, as waw, which is always present in conjunctionless sentences, is
also a conjunction. However, they present a more appropriate option than using the designations marked and unmarked.
Compare also Van Walde's (1997, 25ft) discussion of the concept of markedness in Biblical Hebrew.
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(c) The question asked then, is: when is this waw co-ordinate and when is it sub-ordinate?
Because of the importance of the problem of co- and sub-ordination to this study, I will
elaborate on its relevance to this investigation in section 2.5.1.
In the above discussion, I have outlined some syntactic features of final constructions, based
on my investigation of the mentioned grammars. These observations will form the basic
premise for this investigation. Using the above-mentioned premises as my point of departure,
I will investigate the following hypothesis in the rest of my study.
It is my contention that, with regard to "conjunctionless" final constructions:
1. The matrix is exclusively occupied by a verbal form expressing volition "Aufforderung",
for a final relation to be realized. Conjunctionless final constructions are, therefore,
restricted to direct speech.
2. The "Nachsatz" of conjunctionless final constructions is also subject to a restriction: the
verbal form that introduces the "Nachsatz" is always syndetic and prefix conjugation
short form in cases where such a differentiation is morphologically marked.
With regard to "conjunctional" final constructions:
3. I expect to find that a greater variety of verbal forms occupy the matrix of conjunctional
final constructions, and that this group realizes a final relation in both direct speech and
narrative.
4. The "Nachsatz" is introduced by a final conjunction, which is always sentence initial and
asyndetic.
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5. The "Nachsatz" of conjunctional final constructions is always occupied by the yiqtol
verbal form, never qatal, weqatal or wayyiqtol, as the latter forms are not expected to be
following a sub-ordinating conjunction.
6. I also hypothesize that the two categories of final constructions, i.e., conjunctional and
conjunctionless final constructions, are not merely variant syntactic constructions
expressing the same meaning. They cover different syntactic ranges, e.g., the one group is
used for the 1st person, and the other is used for the 3rd person.
2.4 DELIMITA TION AND IDENTIFICA TION OF CORPUS
This study will confine itself to an analysis of final constructions in Genesis to 2 Kings. This
demarcation however, is only applicable to the conjunctioniess final constructions. The
conjunctional final constructions, which occur less frequently, and are overtly marked by a
conjunction as final will, with the exception of poetic texts, be treated in their entirety. A
restriction of this group to Genesis to 2 Kings will severely reduce the number of samples to
be investigated, and could have implications for the validity of the conclusions. This
investigation will consider the semantic notion "resuIt" only insofar as it is a function of final
constructions, i.e., intended result. Real resuIt constructions, also known as consecutive
clauses, will not form part of the investigation.P
I will not include the cases of the preposition! followed by the infinitive!" to express final
relations. This exclusion is deemed necessary as the inclusion of this group, which are very
common in Biblical Hebrew, will render the present study unduly cumbersome. It is also an
attempt to separate purpose as a semantic and thus a functional notion, and purpose as a
13An example of such constructions is I Kings 21:13. In this text, a result is realized by means of a consecutive wayyiqtol
sequence.
14For a treatment of these cases see Mitchell (1879). This study is, however, somewhat dated. I am not aware of recent
literature in this regard.
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syntactic category, i.e., realized by syntactically identifiable final constructions. This study
will consequently focus on final constructions as a syntactic category, and such cases where
they are treated as a semantic category, which are often the case in Biblical Hebrew
grammars, will be excluded. Whether it is entirely possible to separate semantics and syntax
in the discussion of final constructions, remains to be seen. IS
This study will uphold the distinction between prose and poetry." Only prose texts will be
considered and poetic texts within the corpus will be disregarded. Poetic texts, which present
their own peculiarities, are easier to consider once a theory based on prose text has been
formulated.'? One should, however, guard not to apply indiscriminately the insights gained
from a study of prose texts to poetry texts (Gross 1976, 10).
2.5 FURTHER PROBLEMS RELA TING TO THE STUDY OF FINAL
CONSTRUCTIONS
I have alluded to some of these problems earlier, but because they are vital for this study and
affect crucial issues, they need to be considered in more detail.
As early as the turn of this century, Mitchell (1879), having selected final constructions as his
field of study, observed that final constructions are a greatly neglected field of research in the
ISDen Exter Blokland discounts such a possibility. He asserts that "Only an approach that integrates syntax, semantics, and
pragmatics can make any claim to comprehensiveness, and that an approach from one point of view in total isolation of the
others is impossible ... "(1996,4). He further claims that "Syntax and semantics both serve a goal of communication, they
can both be seen as sub-ordinate to pragmatics, since the latter reflects the nature of communication as social phenomenon. In
the same vein syntax can be seen as sub-ordinate to semantics, since the former is involved in the technique of conveying
meaning" (1996, 4).
16See De Regt, who states: "Since prose and poetry are separate idioms in Classical Hebrew, in a grammatical inquiry they
have to be treated separately" (1988,4).
17For a discussion of the benefits of prose over poetry texts and vice versa in syntactic research, compare Michel (1960) and
Gross (1976). These studies contain an interesting contrast. Michel uses data from the Psalms, and therefore poetry for setting
up his theories concerning the Biblical Hebrew conjugations. In his introduction, Michel defends his choice of poetry over
prose texts. He contends that the typical word order, which is important in prose, in most cases has very little relevance in
poetry. The meaning of the verbal forms derived from prose texts, accounts for difficulties when applied to poetic texts. A far
more serious limitation of prose texts, however, is that they present an almost monotonous sequence of past events, which
severely restrict their usefulness in a study on tenses. The Psalms, Michel argues, are much more suitable for a study
concerning tenses, as situations in the past, present and future are described by the events depicted in the Psalms. Gross uses
prose texts as his point of departure. He considers the major shortcoming and danger of Michel's work therein, that he
attempted to define a language system on the basis of a theory derived exclusively from poetic texts. Such a procedure, Gross
contends, is putting the cart before the horse. He consequently suggests "Es empfiehlt sich also, mit dem an der Prosa
gewonnenen syntaktischen Wissen an poetische Texte heranzutreten, ohne allerdings dieses unkontrolliert in die poetischen
Texte einzutragen" (1976, 10).
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study of Hebrew grammar. He claims, "I need not suggest that I have received little aid from
other investigators, as it is well known that the subject which I have chosen has thus far been
lamentably neglected" (1879, 2). As I have mentioned earlier, Mitchell's study, however,
focuses on the cases with ~ infinitive, which will be excluded in this research.
Almost a 100 years later, Niccacci (1990, 125-126) confirms that this is still the case. From
the outset I would like to advance a possible reason for this state of affairs, which I will return
to in more detail later (see sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2). The syntactic description of final
constructions is the subject of two areas on which there is little general agreement, and which
also received scant attention from Biblical Hebrew scholars. I am referring, firstly, to the
enigma of co-ordination and sub-ordination in Biblical Hebrew.!" The particular problem is
that conjunction we can be used both as a co-ordinating as well as a sub-ordinating
conjunction. This fact becomes a problem in conjunctionless final constructions, which are
joined to their matrix by we.
The second problem concerns the issues of mood and modality, areas that also need special
attention in research on Biblical Hebrew. Because final constructions deal with the attitude of
the speaker towards an action, the question of mood and modality in Biblical Hebrew
becomes important. Both areas impinge directly on final constructions, and I will
subsequently discuss both these aspects in more detail.
2.5.1 The Problem of Sub-ordination and Co-ordination in Biblical Hebrew
It is not my intention to exhaust this topic, nor do I profess to propose a solution to this
problem. However, a few observations of relevance to this study need to be made. A comment
by Gross (1996, 118), captures the consensus that prevails among Biblical Hebrew scholars
regarding the problem of co- and sub-ordination, "W. Richter hat ausfuhrlich beschrieben, wie
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schwierig es ist, im Hebraischen funktionierende Kriterien fur Subordination oder
Koordination von Konjunktionalsatzen zu benennen und anzuwenden ... "
2.5.1.1 Waltke and O'Connor
Waltke and O'Connor define co-ordination as the grammatical association of two or more
clauses, and sub-ordination as the grammatical control of one clause by another (1990, 633).
In sub-ordination, the sub-ordinated clause is thus grammatically dependent on the main
clause, whereas in co-ordination both clauses are grammatically independent and have the
same syntactic status. Co-ordination in Hebrew, Waltke and O'Connor note, is dominated by
a single conjunction we. 19 The problem is that sometimes the same conjunction we can be
used in sub-ordinated sentences as well" They further point out that "Unlike many
languages, Hebrew does not use a different word order for main and sub-ordinate clauses; the
general rule for verb-subject-object obtains in both groups, with many exceptions" (1990,
635).
2.5.1.2 Joiion-Muraoka
Jouen-Muraoka shows that waw, preceding the finite verb forms, may have a variety of
semantic values. Comparing Hebrew with Arabic, they point out that the latter has a definite
means to distinguish between the waw of succession, - here Arabic uses Ja (sometimes wa)
with the indicative ... and the final/consecutive waw - in this case Arabic uses Ja with the
subjunctive. Biblical Hebrew, he argues, has only waw to express both forms (1991, 380-
l8See, for example, Niccacci (1990, 125) who asserts that "It is true that inter-clausal relationships have not been studied to
any depth in granunars and this applies to both hypotaxis, and in particular parataxis."
19The problem is not confmed only to the we. Compare Richter's discussion on the difficulty of establishing criteria for
distinguishing between sub-ordination and co-ordination in conjunctional sentences (1978, 190). Richter notes "Die Konj
filgen sich derart mit einem Satz, daB mindestens zwei Satze miteinander verbunden werden; sie bilden eine Satzfilgung. Die
Satze sind selbstandig, die Relation ist gleichwertig oder ein Satz ist unselbstandig, die Fugung . verbindet einen
ubergeordneten und einen abhëngigen Satz" (1978, 193). See also Gross (1996, 118).
2~iccacci comments "If we consider waw for example, it is clearly 'neutral' in the sense that it tells us nothing about the
syntactic character of the connection it creates, whether it is co-ordinating (parataxis) or subordinating (hypotaxis)" (1990,
125). He also refers to the difficulty of formulating valid morphological, syntactic and semantic criteria for isolating
hypotaxis and parataxis.
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381). The latter observation is particularly important as the mentioned verbal forms occur in
final constructions.
The above problem becomes especially acute when the examples Jouon-Muraoka present are
considered. I have already highlighted the essence and the shortcomings of their argument in
section 2.2.2 and will not repeat it here. I mention only those aspects vital to the present
discussion, viz., Jouen-Muraoka's distinction between indirect and direct volitives is not very
helpful as, in the final analysis, it does not assist to establish syntactic criteria that will
indicate whether waw is co-ordinate or sub-ordinate. It follows from Jouen-Muraoka's
criteria, or rather lack thereof, that it depends entirely on the exegete to decide when a volitive
is direct or indirect.
2.5.1.3 Kuhr
Kuhr's somewhat dated but nevertheless very important study, "Die Ausdruckmittel der
konjunktionslosen Hypotaxe in der altesten hebraischen Prosa", provides same helpful
suggestions in the discussion of co- and sub-ordination in Biblical Hebrew. Perhaps most
important is the following observation,
... wo eine klare Erkenntnis des syntaktischen Zusanunenshangs durch das Fehlen
eines besonderen Verbindungsworts erheblich erschwert wird, eine systematische
Herausarbeitung und Untersuchung aller in Betracht kommenden sonstigen
sprachlichen Mittel - WortsteUung, Tempus - und Modusformen USW. besonders
dringend vonnoten ist (1928,3).
Kuhr illustrates that the frequent occurrence of waw does not prove that Hebrew is
"primitive" or that is does not have the means to express certain functions, but that there are
other means, previously overlooked by grammarians, available to the Hebrew writer. He also
realized that instead of espousing the vague term "context" to define nuances not readily
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recognizable, there are definite syntactic features to look at in the context." Among these are
the verbal forms used, word order, syndesis/asyndesis, etc., by which the exegete can be
guided. It is also clear, in the case of final constructions, that the verbal form that occupies the
main sentence could be of significance in describing the form.
Kuhr claims that "Satzstellung" is the most common form of hypotaxes. Hebrew has two
main ways of sub-ordinating clauses. Firstly, by "Eingliedrung" (imbedding) whereby the
sub-ordinate sentence is incorporated into the main sentence or, secondly, by "Angliederung"
whereby the sub-ordinate clause either precedes or follows the main clause (1929, 11).
Hebrew final constructions are fashioned on the principle of "Angliederung". In the majority
of cases the final clause follows the main clause.
Kuhr's study confirms the "Bildungsmuster" or pattern for conjunctionless final constructions
in Hebrew, i.e., matrix: we "Nachsatz". Kuhr rightly recognizes the sentence order for final
constructions, but no doubt, under the influence of Wundts, "Vëlkerpsychologie," tries to
explain this phenomenon psychologically:
Die Nachstellung des angegliederten Nebensatzes dient in unserem Falle zur
Bezeichnung des konjunktionlosen Absichtssatzes, indem, wie bei Finalsatzes
uberhaupt, die nachfolgende Satzstellung durch die Richtung des Denkens von der
Voraussetzung zu der beabsichtigten Folge veranlaêt ist, ... indem die
Haupthandlung als das Wichtigste zuerst ins Bewuêtsein tritt und dann erst die
begleitenden Nebenumstande folgen (1929, 11).
His insistence on following such criteria as "naturliche Denkrichtung" somewhat mars his
discussion of final constructions, as such considerations make it difficult to distinguish
21The term "context" has become rather problematic in Biblical Hebrew grammars and scholarly publications. The reader is
often referred to the "context" for a supposed closer nuance of a particular construction. Problematic, however, is the fact that
the reader is never certain what the contextual indicators are that support the writers' arguments. "Context", like the term
"emphasis" earlier, is conveniently being used where the writers cannot suggest definite syntactic and semantic arguments in
support of their position. Compare also Niccacci (1990, paragraph 159). See Muraoka (1985, xi) for examples of the
indiscriminate use of the term "emphasis." Compare also van der Merwe's (1990, 37-38) critique on Muraoka's use of the
term.
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between purpose and result clauses as a semantic category on the one hand, and as a syntactic
category on the other. It is thus not surprising that many of his examples are temporally,
logically or semantically, but not syntactically fina1.22
2.5.1.4 Niccacci
Niccacci recently made the somewhat radical statement, that co-ordination or sub-ordination
is not affected by waw in any way. He claims that the function of co- or sub-ordination is not
dependant on the waw, but on the position of the verb in the sentence. Co-ordination is the
sequencing of verb forms of the same syntactic status, while sub-ordination is the sequencing
of verb forms of different syntactic status (1994, 127-128)_23 Niccacci defines syntactic status
in textlinguistic terms, i.e., two sentences are co-ordinated if both belong to the same
textlinguistic level. Niccacci distinguishes only two levels, viz. mainline and background
information. It is implied that if one verb belongs to mainline and the other to background
information, the latter is sub-ordinate to the former. Unfortunately, Niccacci does not
adequately define the categories he uses, such as syntactic level, syntactic status, mainline,
background, etc. Without a clear definition of what he means by these terms, his claims
therefore cannot be tested.
2.5.1.5 Conclusions
All of the works discussed highlight the peculiar problem of Biblical Hebrew, i.e., the most
used conjunction, waw, can express both sub-ordination and co-ordination. Kuhr attempts to
take the argument further by urging the exegete to consider the context to distinguish whether
waw is co- or sub-ordinating. He identifies such contextual markers as word-order, modal
forms, and verbal forms, which can be used as guides to distinguish between the various
contexts.
22See Kuhr (1929, 45tl).
231 have tried to adapt and apply this rule for the present study by asserting that sub-ordination can only take place between
two different verbal forms (at least in the case of conjunctionless [mal constructions). The consequence of this theory is that
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Niccacci made some novel claims regarding co- and sub-ordination in Biblical Hebrew. Since
most textlinguistic descriptions of Biblical Hebrew still need to be further scrutinized as far as
their notional categories are concerned, it is difficult to judge Niceacei's views on co- and
sub-ordination at this stage. Furthermore, his claims can only be understood in the light of his
theory regarding the Hebrew verbal system, which will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.5.2 The Problem of Mood and Modality in Biblical Hebrew
Modality is defined as "The manner in which the meaning of a clause is qualified so as to
reflect the speaker's judgement of the likelihood of the proposition it expresses being true"
(Quirk et al. 1985, 219). For this reason, modals express that which is probable or possible,
but not yet factual. It follows then that commands, wishes, requests, statements of intent, like
purpose clauses, are expressed by modal forms. Modals have also been defined as expressing
a variety of moods or attitudes towards a possible state or action. In the next section, I will
attempt to answer the following questions: a) What, if any, is the difference between mood
and modality? b) How are these notions expressed in Biblical Hebrew? c) How does it relate
to our study of final constructions? I will make a few brief comments with regard to general
linguistics (Palmer 1986), and then proceed to discuss the problem in relation to Biblical
Hebrew.
2.5.2.1 Palmer
According to Palmer (1986), modality is a grammatical category similar to aspect, tense,
number and gender. Modality can be expressed by a system of modal verbs as is the case in
English. Other markers of modality include particles, of which the German language is a good
example, and mood, of which Latin serves as an archetype (1986, 33). Mood is a
morpho syntactic category in many languages, and is consequently expressed in the
morphology ofthe verb. This also applies to Biblical Hebrew.
two juxtaposed imperatives cannot realize a [mal relation to one another, neither can two consecutive, or a chain of
cohortatives for that matter. More about this claim in Chapter 5 inmy discussion of conjunctionless [mal constructions.
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The semantic function of mood is to express the opinion or the attitude of the speaker (1986,
2). Palmer distinguishes between epistemie modality, which is concerned with matters of
believe or knowledge, and deontic modality, which involves the necessity or possibility of
acts (1986, 18). Both epistemie and deontic modality share the following common features:
subjectivity, i.e., the involvement of the speaker, and non factuality (1986, 96).
2.5.2.2 Ljundberg
Ljundberg (1995) discusses the notions of tense, aspect and modality in some theories of the
Biblical Hebrew verbal system. I will focus on his treatment of modality. In this respect he
discusses the work of Beat Zuber, who proposes that the Biblical Hebrew verbal system be
viewed as a modal system. Ljundberg points out that although the idea is quite novel, it is not
entirely so. Much earlier, Driver suggested" ... the tenses in Hebrew ... might almost more
fitly be called moods" (cited in Ljundberg, 1995, 86). According to Ljundberg, Zuber presents
the Hebrew verbal system as a fundamental opposition between the indicative and the
modal/future (1995, 86).
Ljundberg draws attention to the following statements made by Zuber. Zuber firstly claims
that the suffix form and the wa-prefix form is identical in meaning. The choice between the
two is "determined on stylistic grounds as they are interchangeable" (cited in Ljundberg,
1995, 86). These forms, according to Zuber, make indicative statements. Likewise, Zuber
maintains, the choice between the prefix form and the waw + suffix conjugation is also made
on stylistic grounds, the meaning being identical (1995, 86). These forms express modal
statements. However, Ljundberg does not express his standpoint with regard to these
somewhat controversial and, in my opinion, downright questionable claims.
Ljundberg, following Palmer, further defines modality as meaning categorization, and mood
as morphological marking. Ljundberg presents a variety of theories and quotes many authors
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on the subject of modality. Unfortunately, he presents his arguments rather haphazardly, as if
he is just a disinterested and neutral observer. Hence, the reader is often left confused with
regard to his particular opinion and the arguments he presents.
2.5.2.3 Talstra
In his article, "Tense, Mood, Aspect and Clause connections in Biblical Hebrew" Talstra
(1997) stipulates three main objectives which he wishes to address. Firstly, he attempts to
make a distinction between an approach based on clause-level grammar as opposed to one
based on text-level grammar. Secondly, he sets out to perform an analysis of the verbal forms
of an entire text in terms of both text-grammatical and clause-grammatical categories.
Thirdly, he takes on the task of proposing a clear ordering of grammatical observations from
categories of text-grammar to those of clause-grammar and subsequently to categories of a
more functional or pragmatic type (1997, 81).
What is of singular significance to this study, is the conclusions Talstra draws for the
understanding of mood in Biblical Hebrew. He points out that, despite the fact that mood is
marked by a unique set of universally accepted morpho syntactic features, the question that
needs to be asked is to what extent mood is marked by text-syntactic phenomena.>' Aspects
such as mood cannot, and should not, Talstra argues, be established on the basis of clause-
level grammatical description, i.e., verbal forms, alone. We have observed that there are many
modal markers involved in identifying final sentences. These are, amongst others, the verbal
forms imperative, cohortative and jussive which express mood in Hebrew. In conjunctional
constructions modality is indicated by the conjunction. Yet other markers play an important
role in final constructions as I will illustrate in Chapters 4 and 5. These include, a change of
24Pahner (1986,2) alluded to a similar possibility when he asserted, "But modality ... does not relate semantically to the
verb alone or primarily, but to the whole sentence."
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subject between matrix and "Nachsatz", a change in verbal form between the matrix and the
"Nachsatz", etc.
2.5.2.4 Joiion-Muraoka
Jouon-Muraoka note that the question of tenses and mood have been greatly neglected by
ancient grammarians (1991, 353). The same cannot be said currently with regard to tenses,
with the proliferation of articles in the field, and particularly the interest that the aspect theory
generated in the discussion of the subject.ë The problem with mood, however, has not
changed at all. Except for a few casual observations, a systematic study of the phenomenon of
mood in Biblical Hebrew has yet to be undertaken."
2.5.2.5 Qimron
Mood is expressed in Biblical Hebrew by the various modal forms. Qimron observes that "the
distinction between the jussive moods in Biblical Hebrew is obscured in no small degree by
the fact that in most cases the morphological differences between the two moods have
disappeared (1987, 151)?7 He further claims that markers for modality in Hebrew are the
special form of the imperfect (jussive and cohortative) and the use of the particles '?~ and N~
(1987, 151). He considers the optative usage in Hebrew as consisting of two groups: Firstly,
those forms expressing desire, command, wish, negative wish, etc. Secondly, and of greater
and direct relevance to this study, he considers sentences connected by waw to a preceding
250f the studies that have elicited much interest and debate among Hebrew scholars are that by the Rundgren (1961), Sekine
(1962) and Kustar (1972). The work by Denz (1971), is equally important in my opinion, but has unfortunately received scant
attention in English speaking scholarship. Among the more recent publications that give attention to the problem of aspect is
that of DeCaen (1995), and Goldfjan (1998, 34-88). Compare also Comrie (1976 and 1985), for a general discussion of
aspect and tense. Related studies on the Biblical Hebrew verbal system includes that of S.R. Driver (1892), G.R. Driver
(1936), Meyer (1960), and Hughes (1970).
26n appears that this need in Biblical Hebrew is currently being addressed. Eep Talstra (personal communication) is currently
co-promoter of a doctoral thesis by a Swedish candidate B. K. Ljundberg, entitled "Tense, Mood, Aspect in Biblical
Hebrew."
27See also Schneider who conunents "In Verlauf der Sprachenentwickelung sind selbstandige Modus-Formen weitgehend
verlorengegangen. Thre Funktionen werden im Biblischen Hebraisch durch andere syntaktische Mittel ubernommen" (1978,
92).
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sentence "denoting a command, etc. - or coming after a protasis, an interrogative, etc." as sub-
ordinated to the preceding clauses and denoting purpose (1987, 151).28
2.5.2.6 Revell
Revell claims that the Hebrew verbal system consists of a set of indicative forms, representing
two categories qtl and yqtl, and a set of modal forms represented by the cohortative - 1st
person, the imperative 2nd person and the jussive 3rd person. He points out that for the 1st and
3rd person modals, distinct forms are still recognizable. 1st Person modal forms show the affix
iT which is lacking in the indicative. Some 2nd and 3rd person forms are short in contrast to the
long indicative forms. He eventually claims that "Distinct modal imperfect forms occur only
where the subject is first person, 2ms., or 3m./fs. Any original difference between the modal
and the indicative form of the imperfect has been lost where the subject is 2fs., 2.pl, or 3 pl."
(1989, 13).
2.5.2.7 Wolfgang Schneider
Wolfgang Schneider in his syntax, "Grammatik des Biblischen Hebraisch", discusses moods
under the heading, "Kennzeichung der Aussage-Absicht (Modus)" and makes the following
claims regarding moods in Biblical Hebrew:
1. Auêer dem Imperativ - und einigen restlichen Jussiv-Formen - hat das Hebraische
keine eigenen Verbformen (Modi), urn die Aussage-Absicht zu kennzeichnen.
2. Wenn Modalitaten uberhaupt durch einige syntaktisches Zeichen ausgedrtickt
werden sollen, stehen Partikeln zu Verfugung.
3. Dartiber hinaus wird die Aufmerksamkeit des Horers gelenkt durch Hinweise, die
in der Bedeutungs-Ebene des Textes liegen - Hierher gehëren auch Verben modaler
Bedeutung wie z.B. ?:l~"kënnen" und relative Verben
4. Syntaktische Zeichen fur die modal en Kategorien: "wirklich/unwirklich/mëglich"
(Realis/Irrealis/Potentialisr" kennt die hebraische Sprache nicht, auch keinen
"Konjunktiv" als syntaktiches Zeichen der inoeren Abhangigkeit" (1978, 228).
28A brief reference to mood like this one by Qimron, scattered over a variety of articles, is typical of the way the problem of
mood and modality has been treated by Biblical Hebrew scholars to date.
29Talstra (1982, 32) attempts to show that these modal categories can be realized in Biblical Hebrew by certain sentence
types together with certain conjunctions, word order, and verbal sequences, etc. It must be noted that, although some of his
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Schneider, like Qimron, considers the few morphologically distinguishable modal forms,
together with certain particles, as some of the few markers of modality in Hebrew. To this list
he also adds some verbs with modal nuances, and thus combines semantic with syntactic
features as mood markers. Schneider's list should include something which he alludes to on
two occasions (1978, 228 and 230) but strangely omits from his lists of "Aussage-Absicht"
markers. This is Schneider's statement that "In vielen Fallen ist die Aussage-Absicht eines
Textes order Satzes durch den sprachlichen und den situativen Kontext hinreichend deutlich"
(1978, 230). Context, according to Schneider, is also a valuable marker for modality in
Biblical Hebrew. Unfortunately, Schneider does not adequately identify the contextual
indicators that can serve as mood markers.
2.5.2.8 Conclusions on Mood and Modality
Talstra has, in my opinion, correctly argued that Schneider's categories should be expanded.
He questions Schneider's assertion that the context (see above) of conjunctionless verbal
forms is a sufficient explanation for determining the modal use of such forms, without
describing the markers in the context that would indicate such a use. Talstra then argues that
word order and clause order are rather sufficient markers of mood - and rightly should be
added to Schneider's list. He concludes by remarking "It seems to me that by means of a
detailed formal inventory of sentence types, conjunctions and the sequences of discursive
tense forms, one might be able to define several other modal functions of yqtl in discursive
texts" (1982, 32).
Talstra seems to be supported in this contention by Revell, who proposes the theory that yqtl
forms appear to have modal or indicative value depending on their position in the clause. He
examples are not entirely convincing, (e.g. his contention that the sequence ipf.c.- perf.c in Exodus 18:26,40:31 indicates a
finalis) the idea certainly warrants further investigation.
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claims that whenever an imperfect is clause initial it is modaeo and when it occurs in the
clause, it is indicative.31 Though Revell's idea is innovative, it is far too general and can be
refuted by various examples, in which yqtl appears to be modal in a non-sentence initial
position.32 Revell also does not indicate whether his claim holds true for both narrative and
discursive text. His contention that weyiqtol is modal in sentence initial position may find
support in the findings of this study of final constructions. It should be pointed out, however,
that one has to distinguish between the short and the long forms of the prefix conjugations in
such cases. It is my contention, for which I will provide support later, that in conjunctionless
final constructions, the yiqtol form is always syndetic and always shortform (with very few
exceptions) _J3
Talstra also claims that yqtl has a modal function, even when not morphologically marked,
and tries to demonstrate such a function for the 3rd person yqtl form.i" His criteria are far
more stringent than those suggested by Revell. Firstly, he distinguishes such a function for
yqtl in discursive text and then in narrative text. Secondly, he makes his claim only for the 3rd
person form and adds such criteria as word order, sentence order, verbal sequence,
conjunctions, etc. (1982, 32).
30Schneider (1978, 222) unwittingly came very close to admitting such a possibility himself. Commenting on two yiqtol
forms in Genesis 18:2 he claims "Die Aussage-Absicht der unbezeichneten Imperfect-Formen ... ist durch den sprachlichen
und situativen Kontext hinreichend gesichert. Nur in der deutschen Ubersetzung brauchen wir eine zusatzliche
Charakterisierung durch modale Ausdrilcke ("dl1rfenlmiigen")." Revell's solution will solve Schneider's concern by showing
that the problem is not that the German translation needs a "zusatzliche Charakterisierung", but that these forms are modal
because of its position in the sentence. Schneider's linguistic instinct caused him to translate them correctly as modal in
German, without however motivating his decision syntactically. He also notices correctly, that "Die Aussage -Absicht der
unbezeichneten Imperfect- Formen ... is durch then sprachlichen und situativen kontext hinreichend gesichert." - without
describing those linguistic and contextual markers that would indicate the modal nuances of the Imperfect verbalforms. A
definite contextual marker then, according to Revell, is the sentence initial position of the imperfects which is a further
marker for "Aussage-Absicht." Schneider, unfortunately, does not mention this in his list.
31Compare Niccacci who formulates a similar proposal "A YIQTOL which comes first in the sentence is always jussive
whereas indicative YIQTOL always comes in second position" (1990, 94). .
32See Genesis 43:14, Exodus 10:24.
33Gross (personal communication) also questions Revell's contention that yiqtol in non-sentence initial position is indicative.
Gross's own position is that yiqtol (long form) is modal and tends to gravitate towards sentence final position.
34See also Niccacci (1987, 7-19).
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2.5.2.9 Implications for the Study of Final Constructions
Some of the above claims have relevance for conjunctioniess final constructions in particular.
In many constructions, the final sentence is introduced by weyiqtol. In cases where long and
short forms can be distinguished, the short form of the prefix conjugation is used. However,
when the I" person is involved, the cohortative/long form occurs most frequently. These
forms, or at least their use in final sentences are all modal, according to Revell's theory,
irrespective whether they are morphologically marked (i.e., short as opposed to long forms in
2nd and 3rd person/5 and elongated in 1st person) as modal forms. With regard to Talstra's
claim, conjunctioniess final constructions always have a verbal form which expresses
"Aufforderung" in its main clause. According to Richter (1980, 190) and Gross (1996, 7) , an
immediately preceding conjunction marks a verb as modal. 36 In conjunctional final
constructions the conjunction therefore serves as the marker for modality.
2.6 CONCLUSIONS
2.6.1 The above survey suggests that Hebrew grammars identify various constructions
which realize a final relation.
2.6.2 The grammatical description of final constructions IS deficient, since most
grammars treat final clauses without due recognition of the fact that the final
clause is a member of a two element syntactic construction.
2.6.3 It is my contention that a closer syntactic description could be obtained and finer
35The opposition shortllong form for the jussiv can only be distinguished in a small variety of verbal forms.
36Richter asserts that all verb forms following conjunctions are modal. Compare also Gross who asserts that sentences with
conjunctions "durch die Konjunktion semantisch starker detenniniert und mehrheitlich als syntaktisch abhangig erwiesen
sind" (1996, 117). Richter earlier expressed a similar opinion. With respect to conjunctions, he writes: "Bereits auf der ersten
Ebene kann man eine Klassifizierung der Konj erreichen: Eine Gruppe leitet Worter/Wortgruppen oder Sátze ein, eine
weitere nur Satze. lhr Unterschied liegt in der Art der verbundenen Satze; bei ersterer sind die Satze wie die
Wërter/Wortgruppen gleichwertig, bei letzterer nicht, vielmehr ist der durch Konj eingeleitete Satz abhangig, der andere dann
iibergeordnet" (1980, 190).
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nuances identified by careful investigation of the matrix, and to observe what
implications changes in the matrix, i.e., verbal forms, for example, have for the
function of the final sentence.
2.6.4 I deem it necessary in an investigation like this one, to separate prose from
poetry. Most of the "strange" examples the grammars illustrate occur in poetic
texts. It can be argued that once a theory is established for prose text, it can then
be tested on poetic texts.
2.6.5 A further useful criterion is to systematically distinguish between narrative texts
and discourse texts?7 Recent discourse studies have shown that the verbal forms
and verbal sequences in direct speech differ from those in narrative. Final
constructions in Biblical Hebrew appear largely in direct speech."
2.6.6 The problem of co- and sub-ordination, and that of mood and modality are vital
considerations in a grammatical description of final constructions. Firstly, with
regard to co- and sub-ordination one has to define markers to indicate when waw
is co-ordinated and when it is sub-ordinated. This is important as the outcome
will determine whether the verbal form which follows are dependent (sub-
ordinated) or independent (co-ordinated). Secondly, in considering mood and
modality, one needs to know which verbal forms and syntactic constructions
have a modal function, as final clauses express what is possible or probable, and
are therefore modal. It is noticeable that Biblical Hebrew final clauses are always
translated into English with resort to one of the English modals, "may, might,
37In a recent discussion on the previous research on the Hebrew word order and sentence order, Gross c~ncludes that, for a
meaningful analyses of these phenomena "Die unterschiedlichen Textsorten mussen beruchsichtigt werden" (1996, 7). Gross
further identifies the following 'Textsorten' , "Prosa-Handlungsdarstellung, wërtliche Rede, Gesetztext, poetische Texte"
(1996,7, footnote 30).
38r will return to this issue in Chapter 3.
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can, could" etc.
Most of the shortcomings in the description of final constructions in traditional grammars as
evident in the overview, emanate from the basic linguistic model that forms the foundation of
such grammars. In the following chapter, I will briefly expose some of the linguistic
presuppositions of traditional grammars, and their inherent limitations with respect to the
study of final constructions. I will also explore a relatively recent development, generally
referred to as a textlinguistic approach to the study of language, in order to determine whether
insights from studies conducted in terms of this paradigm can be used to describe final
constructions more adequately.
Talstra's (1997) recent proposal for text-level grammatical analysis as opposed to the
traditional clause-level grammatical description, is important in this respect, as it:
(a) highlights the limitations for the current study inherent in traditional clause-level
grammatical analysis, as was evident from the historical overview in this chapter and,
(b) presents an alternative by explicating the prospects which a text-grammatical approach
could hold for a syntactic description of final constructions.
Since my initial hypothesis formulated in 2.3 is based on the clause-level grammatical
analysis of traditional grammars investigated in this chapter, it needs to be reconsidered in the
light of the insights gained from the textlinguistic approaches explored in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER3
THE STUDY OF FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN RELATION
TO RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TEXTLINGUISTICS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter, it is noted that one of the main difficulties in the description of final
constructions in traditional grammars is the treatment of such constructions without
consideration of the matrix sentence. This fact is hard to fathom, given that final constructions
are two-element constructions, consisting of a matrix and a sub-clause (the final clause).
Grammars simply note sentences that stand in a final relation to another construction, without
describing the matrix or governing construction. They also do not attempt to determine
whether the matrix has any significance for the form and function of the final clause. Another
glaring shortcoming is the failure to describe how final constructions relate to their immediate
contexts, i.e., how they are introduced and how they are continued? Simply put, what are the
verbal forms that precede and follow final constructions? In this regard, the observation by
Van der Merwe with respect to the new consciousness among modern linguists is very
significant. He claims that there is "a strong awareness of a growing number of observations
about language that cannot be explained without recourse to contextual concepts" (Emphasis
mine)(1997,4).
A possible reason for the situation described above is the particular language paradigm to
which the traditional grammars adhere. Most of these grammars simply reflect the linguistics
of their day. The basic assumption of traditional grammars is that the sentence is the highest
unit of grammatical description. As a resuIt, individual sentences were often described
without due consideration to their contexts. Schiffrin (1994, 20) argues that "differences in
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paradigm also influence definitions of discourse: a definition derived from the formalist
paradigm views language as 'sentences' ... a definition derived from a functionalist paradigm
regards discourse as 'language use'."
The introduction of textlinguistics, or discourse linguistics' as it is sometimes also called, to
the study of Biblical Hebrew during the last 20 years, possibly provides the tools and
methodology and presents an interesting new linguistic alternative whereby the above
mentioned shortcomings can be addressed. Although still in its infancy, textlinguistics has
brought novel insights into the description of old problems in Biblical Hebrew, and looks set
to further stimulate the discussion regarding Biblical Hebrew grammar over the next years.
This is quite ironic, since textlinguistics was introduced into Biblical Hebrew studies almost
by accident, one is tempted to say.' Wolfgang Schneider, generally credited for introducing
textlinguistics to Biblical Hebrew, had no intention of introducing a new linguistic model and,
in the process, stimulate discussion by providing a new impetus to the study of Biblical
Hebrew. His aim, when publishing his grammar, "Grammatik des Biblischen Hebraischen
Sprache," in 1974, was simply to present a "Lehrbuch" to his students of Biblical Hebrew. It
was only with the publication of two review articles by Eep Talstra in 1979 and 1982,
respectively, that the academic world ' began to take note of the merit and significance of
Schneider's work.
lBecause the approach is still in its infancy, a variety of terms are used by scholars. Among them are textlinguistics,
discourse linguistics, narrative syntax, text grammar, discourse, discourse grammar, discourse analysis. These terms are used
in a variety of ways, sometimes as synonymous terms, sometimes referring to different concepts. Schiffrin asserts that
"Although discourse analysis is an increasingly popular and important area of study - both on its own and for what it can tell
us about language, society, culture and thought - it still remains a vast and somewhat vague subfield of linguistics." See also
van der Merwe's (1997, 1-17), overview of the use of related terms describing discourse.
2This is certainly true with regard to the approach introduced by Schneider. Van der Merwe argues, however, that the stage
was set, as it were, for the introduction of a new linguistic model for the study of Biblical Hebrew. Firstly, traditional
sentence based grammars proved inadequate to deal with certain fundamental problems of Biblical Hebrew grammar,
including such as aspects of the Biblical Hebrew verbal system and word order. Secondly, in the field of general linguistics,
two important paradigm shifts occurred. The first is the shift from historical linguistics to structural linguistics. The second is
the shift from the paradigm of theoretical grammar, to that of the language user (1997, 4). These factors, among others, paved
the way for investigations of Biblical Hebrew constructions from a textlinguistic point of view.
3What Talstra succeeded in doing was to introduce Schneider's linguistic method and to make it accessible to the English
speaking academic community. His work was already known among German speaking scholars. See Gross (1976), for
example.
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In this chapter, I will address the relevance oftextlinguistics for the study of Biblical Hebrew,
by discussing the work of important contributors to this field. They are Wolfgang Schneider,
Eep Talstra and Alviero Niccacci. These scholars might be regarded as constituting the
European School." I will also discuss the contribution of an American scholar, RE. Longacre,
whose work follows in the "tradition" set by Schneider. Though somes others have also
applied the methods of textlinguisties, the work of the scholars under discussion has direct
bearing on the study in question. Thereafter, I will present the methodological principles of
and in terms of which I will reconsider my initial hypothesis in section 2.3.
this linguistic approach which will form the basis for my description of final constructions
3.2 WHA T IS TEXTLINGUISTICS?
Most traditional grammars can be regarded as sentenced-based grammars. We describe these
grammars III this way because they assume that "The sentence is the largest unit of
grammatical description.?" Longacre succinctly captures the weaknesses and the
shortcomings of such an approach when he states "For too long a time, linguistics has
confined itself to the study of isolated sentences, either such sentences carefully selected from
a corpus or, more often than not, artfully contrived so as to betray no need for further context"
(1983, xv). Individual sentences, therefore, have been described as linguistic "islands" as if
their contexts were unimportant. It is not difficult to recognize the seeds of such an approach
in Bloomfield's (Lyons 1991, 172) definition of a sentence as "an independent linguistic
form, not included by virtue of any grammatical construction into a larger linguistic form."
4r group these scholars together as they all proceeded on the linguistic method of the German linguist Harald Weinrich, first
applied to Biblical Hebrew by Wolfgang Schneider. Both Talstra and Niccacci followed Schneider in some significant way.
This, however, does not imply that these are the only European scholars of Biblical Hebrew that used textlinguistic
approaches. .
sSee for example Bodine (1992 and 1995), Endo (1993), and Den Exter Blokland (1996).
6Though Lyons is credited with this definition, it is in reality Lyon's attempt at concisely restating Bloomfield's definition of
a sentence as "an independent linguistic form, not included by virtue of any grammatical construction into a larger linguistic
form" (Lyons 1991, 172).
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What then is textlinguistics? Niccacci, following Weinrich, describes textlinguistics as "a
method used in linguistics to describe all the elements of a language including the functions
these have in oral and written texts ... a grammar which does not accept units beyond the
sentence can never even notice, let alone resolve, the most interesting problems of linguistics"
(1990, 19). This definition is far too broad, and it seems to equate textlinguistics with the
study of texts in general. Such an understanding of textlinguistics is exactly what Heinemann
and Viehwieger (1991, 17) caution against when they assert "Die Textlinguistik kann nicht als
Superwissenschaft verstanden werden, wohl auch nicht als Textwissenschaft."
Talstra, drawing on Lyons, refers to the text as the "oberste Einheit der grammatischen
Analyse" (1983, 1). He, therefore, simply shifts the boundary for the largest unit for
grammatical description from the sentence to the text.? This immediately raises another
concern. How does one define a text? The battle to define a sentence has been long and
protracted' and still remains without consensus. The struggle for the definition of a text, I
predict, will not be less arduous. Van der Merwe already hinted of this "jostling for position"
when he asserted that "Discourse linguistics may be said to be still in its infancy in that
scholars do not agree at all on how texts should be described from a discourse perspective, or
even on what a discourse is" (1994, 13). Whether such an agreement is attainable with the
growth of the method which Van der Merwe seems to be confident of, is open to speculation.
Van der Merwe, as we shall shortly see, shows that it is not just simply a matter of shifting
boundaries from the sentence to the text as Talstra had done. The question that needs to be
answered is "What is it that will be studied if the text is the largest unit of grammatical
description?" Will sentences remain the main focus - with more consideration given to their
contexts? Van der Merwe argues that such an approach does not present a significant step
?Joosten appears to hold a similar view. He asserts that "Under the general label of 'text linguistics' (or 'discourse analysis'),
the focus of grammatical research on Biblical Hebrew has, during the last twenty years or so, moved from forms and clauses
to the text as the ultimate frame of reference" (1997, 51).
8See Gross (1986), for example.
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forward (1996, 6-9). Schiffrin (1994, 24) refers to discourse as language "above the
sentence", but notes that many contemporary structural approaches to discourse view
discourse as consisting of units. She points out that in many of these approaches the sentence
is the unit of which discourse is comprised, and cautions that" ... several problems stem from
the reliance of definitions and analyses on the smaller unit of 'sentence' "(1994,25).
A commonly used definition of a text among discourse linguists is that formulated by the
German linguist Harald Weinrich, and subsequently adopted for Biblical Hebrew. According
to Weinrich, "a text is a logical (intelligible and consistent), sequence of linguistic signs,
placed between two significant breaks in communication.?" Niccacci, in particular, makes use
of this definition in his earlier work. This presents us with another problem and specifically to
the identification of the linguistic markers within a Biblical Hebrew text that would constitute
"a significant break in communication." One would then have to define the linguistic markers
that would indicate the start of a new text, and define linguistic markers that would indicate
the end of a text.
Niccacci (1995, 111) also defines textlinguistics as the "method of analyzing all the elements
of a sentence in the framework of the text." It can be seen from this definition that the focus
of grammatical analysis, even in textlinguistics, still appears to be the sentence, but that the
emphasis has shifted away from the sentence "an sich" to the sentence in relation to other
sentences, constituting the broader text. Therefore, it can be argued that the text, and not the
sentence, is the highest unit of linguistic description, and that the sentence can and should
only be described and defined in relation to the text.
9Quoted from Niccacci (1995). Translation by Watson.
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Van der Merwe, in two recent articles, lO attempts to define textlinguistics. He asserts, and
correctly so 1 believe, that scholars have been inconsistent and ambiguous in their use of the
term textlinguistics. Van der Merwe goes on to explain what he understands by the term
narrative syntax. He seems to regard narrative syntax as a specific approach of the broader
linguistic model, textlinguistics or discourse analysis.l1 Textlinguistics, according to Van der
Merwe, is any linguistic model that considers texts as its object of research. Van der Merwe is
careful to point out, however, that he does not only view textlinguistics as the simple shift
from the sentence to the text as the largest unit of grammatical description. This would imply
the study of text as an abstract unit similar to that of sentences. He summarizes his own
position as follows: "As a study of the structures and formulae displayed in specific
communication processes it involves both the conceptual and the social world of all the
participants in - and outside of the text of the Old Testament. When you embark on this
approach to Biblical Hebrew you cannot escape the fact that you are in the domain of the
study of language use" (1996, 13). By referring to the notion of "language use", he thus
adopts a concept from general linguistics which was earlier propagated by Schiffrin (1990,
24).
Van der Merwe defines his understanding of narrative syntax as follows "I will regard
narrative syntax as an approach to the study of Biblical Hebrew that investigates grammatical
phenomena not merely within the scope of sentences, but in the scope of text units." The
strategy suggested by Van der Merwe distinguishes itself from the textlinguistic conventions
discussed earlier - in that although the object of the study of both is the text, the former
studies sentences within the larger text unit, and therefore uses the same methods and
categories as sentence grammar. Van der Merwe, on the other hand, attempts to move away
10"An overview of Hebrew narrative syntax" (1997, 1-17), and "A critical analysis of narrative syntactic approaches, with
s~ecial attention to their relationship to discourse analysis" (1997, 133-156).
1 Van der Merwe considers textlinguistics primarily a term coined and used in describing the approach of European
linguists. The American counterpart oftextlinguistic is discourse analysis (1997, 136).
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from the slavish obsession with the sentence and, therefore, theoretical approaches, and
attempts to concentrate on a method which focuses on language use. This shift, in Schiffrin's
terms, is a transition from a more sentence-based structuralist paradigm to a functionalist
paradigm (1994, 20).
Although van der Merwe's proposal presents a worthy attempt to clearly define a specific
textlinguistic procedure, he still has to illustrate the applicability of what he has in mind to the
description of Biblical Hebrew constructions.
3.3 IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTORS TO THE FIELD OF TEXTLINGUISTICS
I will now consider some of the important contributors to the field of textlinguistics with
regard to Biblical Hebrew. In my discussion of these individual contributors, I will
specifically highlight those aspects of their work which are of significance to this study.
3.3.1 Wolfgang Schneider
Schneider is generally considered as the "father" of Biblical Hebrew textlinguistics.P As
already noted, when Schneider published the first edition of his "Hebraische Grammatik" in
1974, his aim was not primarily to stimulate linguistic research. He was, nevertheless, able to
introduce a new linguistic method to the study of Biblical Hebrew, by shifting the emphasis
from the sentence to the text as being the highest unit of linguistic description.
Although Schneider only made a few brief references to the linguist Harald Weinrich in his
grammar, his own work would be unthinkable without the theories of Weinrich, to whom he
is greatly indebted. In fact, his entire linguistic method is the adoption of Weinrich's linguistic
model for Biblical Hebrew. A discussion of Schneider, therefore, is impossible without
reference to Weinrich and, as Talstra rightly notes, "most of the important issues for the
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theoretical framework of Schneider's grammar are found in Weinrich's work" (1978, 270).
Accordingly, I will now provide a brief synopsis of the chief elements of Weinrich's
linguistic method.
The essence of Weinrich's linguistic theory, presented in his "Tempus. Besproehene und
erzahlte Welt" is his differentiation between "Besprechung" and "Erzahlung". Syntax,
according to Weinrich, and specifically the verbal forms, act as signals in the text that produce
a preliminary sorting of the world into that of 'speaker' and 'listener'. Weinrich claims that
"Es handelt sich bei den Tempusformen urn obstinat in der Zeichenkette des Textes
eingefiigte Morpheme, in denen der Sprecher dem Hërer ein Signal besonderer Art gibt. Das
Signal bedeutet in dem einen Fall: »Dies ist ein besprechendes Textstuck«, im anderen Fall:
»Dies ist ein erzahlendes Textsti.ick«" (1977, 28). He further contends that the communication
process divides the world into three main categories; that of speaker, listener, and 'everything
else', i.e., a rest category. "Unter dem Gesichtspunkt der Kommunikation, wird die Welt grob
eingeteilt in die Positionen Sprecher (»Sender«), Horer, (»Empfánger«), und »alles ubrige«
(Restkategorie)" (1977, 29).
Not only did Weinrich distinguish between discourse and narrative in texts, he also noted, on
the basis of a count of the distribution of verbal forms, that there are definite verbal forms for
discourse, and different forms for narrative. These sets are not mutually exclusive, however,
but as will be seen later for Biblical Hebrew, a particular form could have different functions
depending on its use in either discourse or narrative texts.13 Weinrich shows that the verbal
forms that predominate in narrative are the primary verbal forms of this text type.
Alternatively, those verbal forms that prevail in speech are the primary verbal forms in that
text type. The primary verbal forms are used to express communication on the mainline of
12Joosten claims that "The first published treatment of Biblical Hebrew grammar from a text-linguistic perspective would
seem to be that of W. Schneider ... " (1997, 51).
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the specific text type. Each text type also has less dominant or secondary verbal forms. These
secondary verbal forms are used to express communication which is not on the mainline of
the text. This differentiation leads to the linguistic opposition 'foreground' and 'background'.
The verbal forms used in a text, therefore, are linguistic signs that guide and determine the
mode of communication. In other words, by simply observing the verbal forms used, the
reader can establish whether the text is discourse, or narrative, and also determine the
linguistic level of the communication. Some verbal forms refer to the domain of speaker and
listener (first and second person), other verbal forms direct to the acts outside the domain of
speaker and listener (for which the third person is mainly used).
Applying this scheme to Biblical Hebrew, Schneider, on the basis of a similar counting of the
distribution of verbal forms in different text types, 14 reached the following conclusion:
In Erzahlungen uberwiegt eindeutig das Imperfekt consecutivum (ic) mit ca. 75% aller
Tempusformen. Dem entspricht ein Geringes Vorkommen des Imperfekt (I) und das
Perfekt consecutivum (pe) vonje 2%.
In Texten und Textteilen, die nicht erzáhlen (Z.B. Gesetze, Predigten,
Prophetenspruche, Psalmen), einschlieêlich der Dialog-Partien aus den Erzahlungen,
iïberwiegt nicht ganz so eindeutig, aber doch deutlich das Imperfect (I) mit ca. 50%
aller Tempusformen. Dem enspricht ein geringes Vorkommen des Imperfekt
consecutivum (ic) mit ca. 5 %.
Das Perfekt (P) dagegen ist in der Texten aller Gattungen ziemlich gleichmaêig
vertreten, und zwar in der Erzahlungen mit ca. 22%, in anderen Gattungen mit ca.
28%.
Das Perfekt consecutivum (pe) kommt uberwiegend in solehen Texten vor, in denen
das Imperfekt vorherrscht (ca. 20%)" (1978,182).15
13For a different view see Endo (1993,329) who claims that the distinction discourse/narrative does not play significant role
in the functional differentiation of the verbal forms.
14Many scholars, following Schneider's lead have successfully applied the distinction narrative/discourse in their own
research. One recent example is Verheij in his dissertation "Verbs and Numbers" (1990). Verheij notes-regarding his own
method ''Narrative and discourse are examined separately in the present investigation primarily because these text types make
different selections (quantitatively) from the verbal system (1990, 93).
15In a similar verb count on the distribution of verbal forms for 1 Kings 2 and Deuteronomy 7, Talstra confirms Schneider's
findings ''to a certain extent", based on data produced by a computer program used to establish clause relations within a text
(1995,273-274).
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Schneider concludes from these data that the Imperfekt consecutivum, wayyiqtol, and the
Imperfect, yiqtol are the principal tenses and are in opposition to one another. This means that
wayyiqtol is the main narrative tense whereas yiqtol is the main discourse tense. Wayyiqtol
verbal forms build the mainline in narrative text." Consequently, qatal is a secondary tense in
narrative text. In such texts qatal does not continue the main storyline, but pauses it and so
introduces background information. Schneider, then, like Weinrich before him, distinguishes
between foreground and background in the text relief. Wayyiqtol - W- X- Qatal corresponds
to the opposition foreground/background in narratives, and yiqtol - Qatal/ W-qatal17 correlates
with the opposition foreground/background in discursive texts.
Before I proceed with Schneider, it should be noted at this point that Weinrich recognizes
three basic oppositions in any verbal system:
1. "Sprechhaltung" - This refers to the mode of communication: narrative versus discourse,
and informs about the orientation of the speaker/sender.
2. "Relief' - This relates to whether the communication presents foreground or background
information.
3. "Perspektiv" - Backward versus zero. Indicates whether there are deviations from the
'mainline' of the narrative.
I have already shown that by applying this system to Biblical Hebrew implicates the verbal
forms wayyiqtol and yiqtol as the main forms differentiating "Sprechhaltung". Wayyiqtol,
referring to narrative and yiqtol, presents the main discourse tense. We have also seen that in
narrative the opposition foreground/background is realized by wayyiqtol - W-X-Qatal.
Similarly, in discourse it is Yiqtol - QataVW-qatal.
16The matter is not quite so simple in discourse texts where a greater variety of verbal forms express the mainline of the text.
We shall see later that the backbone of discourse text is weqatal and not yiqtol.
17This opposition follows logically from Schneider's verb count, but is not quite correct for discourse texts, as we shall
shortly see.
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Talstra (1996, 278) succinctly captures Schneider's position with regard to qatal and yiqtol in
discourse text when he asserts "In Schneider's system the qatal forms have a past perspective
in discursive texts - that is they refer to acts or facts coming into existence before the actual
communication ... On the other hand W-qatal forms have a future perspective; i.e., they refer
to acts or facts coming into existence after the actual communication (cf. W-qatal clauses after
yiqtol ... and following imperatives ..." The previous statement is of utmost importance in this
particular study. Both Niccacci (1995) and Longacre (1992) contend that weqatal, and not
yiqtol as Schneider claimed, presents the "main storyline" in discourse, i.e., the degree zero
perspective. It shares this degree zero with yiqtol and the volitional forms, particularly the
imperatives, unlike in narrative where wayyiqtol is the only degree zero verb form.I8 It should
be pointed out though, that weqatal, however, like wayyiqtol, always takes sentence-initial
position, but is never at initial position in the verbal sequence. One might then say that
weqatal takes initial position at sentence level, but not at text level. This position, in
discourse, is always occupied by yiqtol or the volitional forms, or various other constructions.
Weqatal then is a verbal form that continues the action after it is introduced by either one of
the mentioned forms, so that despite presenting the backbone in discourse, on a text level,
weqatal is essentially a continuation form.
3.3.2 Eep Talstra
Much of the credit that goes to Schneider as the pioneer of Biblical Hebrew textlinguistics,
must necessarily also go to Talstra for introducing Schneider to the wider (especially the
English-speaking) academic world, with two excellent essays wherein he discusses
Schneider's work. In his first essay "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible 1: Elements of a
Theory," Talstra defines his aim as "to describe the main issues of Schneider's syntax in
18For a somewhat different view see Talstra (1995, 166-178).
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connection with the theoretical background and also to indicate which points of the theory
could be corrected or further developed" (1978, 169).
The major shortcoming of Schneider's grammar was his oversight to spell out his theoretical
presuppositions. It is in this respect that Talstra's contribution is of particular significance, by
highlighting the theoretical principles that undergird Schneider's work. He emphasizes the
following central concepts of this approach evident in Schneider's work:
(i) Schneider, first of all, moved away from the sentence to the text as the largest unit of
grammatical description. Consequently, a language should be studied according to its
function as a means of human communication.
(ii) Secondly, Talstra claims that the European structural influence can be seen in
Schneider's definition of syntax as describing all grammatical signals in a text that
produces a preliminary sorting of the world into speaker and listener.
Talstra regards Schneider's approach as formal since he starts with the formal features of the
text and then proceeds to the functions of these formal classes. Talstra identifies this method
in the following definitions presented by Schneider:
VC: Verbal clauser'" Any clause beginning with a verb is a verbal clause; The verbal
clause is used for the statement A does B.
NC: Noun clause: Any clause beginning with a noun is a nominal clause; The noun
clause is used for the statement A is B.
CNC:20 Complex A complex nominal clause is when the nominal predicate of a NC
nominal clause is substituted by either a VC or a NC.
Talstra points out that Schneider's description of the verbal system is textlinguistic in nature.
As a result, he attempts to describe the function of each verbal form in the process of
19For a different opinion on verbal and noun clauses, see Gross (1996, 9-17).
2°Gross recently questioned the validity of a eNe ill Biblical Hebrew, in an article entitled "Is there really a 'compound
noun clause,' inBiblical Hebrew?" (1999, 19-49).
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communication. As I have dealt with this aspect to some extent in my discussion of Weinrich
and Schneider, I will not dwell on it any further.
Talstra supports Schneider's opinion that grammatical analysis should proceed from form to
function and stresses that the description of forms should precede the allocations of functions
in grammatical research." Talstra concludes by establishing that the adaptation of a
"structuralistic, textlinguistic theory to Hebrew to be very useful and inspiring, but that the
model does need further development." The neglect of semantics in Schneider's work, is
according to Talstra, one major aspect that needed refinement.
In the second of his review articles on Schneider, "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. II:
Syntax and Semantics," Talstra sets out to address exactly the abovementioned shortcoming.
He summarizes what he attempted to do in his first article as follows: "to demonstrate that the
most rewarding use of a structuralistic, textlinguistic theory for the grammatical description of
Biblical Hebrew will come from a consistent analysis, starting from linguistic forms and
going to communicative functions" (1982, 26). He further highlights the following
deficiencies in Schneider's work "It was also concluded, however, that a formal textgrammar,
as proposed by Schneider is likely to meet with difficulties when it has to describe either
linguistic forms that appear to possess more than one function (e.g. the modal use of yqtl) or
the relationship between syntactic and semantic levels of a text" (1982, 26).
Of particular interest to this study is Talstra's treatment of discursive tenses and modality. I
will now briefly focus on that discussion. Talstra finds Schneider's treatment of the modal
interpretation of unmarked verbal forms or clauses particularly wanting. In most such cases,
Schneider would refer to the context as a sufficient warrant for the modal description of a
21This has been the basic approach of the "Richter School" who insisted on first describing the "Ausdruckseite" before
conclusions can be made with regard to the "Inhaltsseite." The term "Richter School" refers to that approach to grammatical
research propagated by the German scholar Wolfgang Richter and his students, among others Walter Gross, Hubert Irsigler
and Harald Schweizer.
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specific form. Talstra aptly points out that Schneider should not only mention context, but
should also describe it. That is, he should make clear what it is about a certain context that
justifies a modal interpretation of the specific verbal form. He asserts, quite correctly I
believe, that both word order and order of clauses can serve as markers of modality. Talstra
then attempts to give examples, both in narrative and discourse, to show how a more complete
list of the formal conditions for the modal interpretation of certain verbal forms can be
obtained by specifically describing the context. He concludes "It seems to me that by means
of a detailed formal inventory of sentence types, conjunctions and sequences of discursive
tense forms, one might be able to define several other modal functions for yqtl in discursive
text" (1981, 32). I fully support this statement and only time and further study will reveal its
full significance. Lastly, it is perhaps best to let Talstra speak for himself when summarizing
his second article:
1. One should try to analyze from linguistic forms to linguistic functions. A further
refinement of Schneider's Syntax is in my opinion very well possible. Section 2 and
3 have tried to show that a grammatical description of linguistic phenomena, left by
Schneider to semantic and literary interpretation, can be found (although it is
improbable that one synchronic description of Biblical Hebrew can be made).
2. Semantic analysis should be performed within the framework set by the syntactic
features of a text, because in linguistic communication syntactic and semantic levels
co-operate and do not function mutually independently. This also implies a
procedure which analyses from theformal to the functional aspects of a text (1981,
38).
Talstra's contribution to textlinguistics cannot be overemphasized. It is almost true to say, that
in order to understand Schneider, one has to have read Talstra (unless of course one has been
acquainted with the work of Weinrich). Talstra does, by systematic presentation of his
theoretical principles, make the work of Schneider far more accessible and understandable.
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In a more recent article Talstra (1997), attempts to apply some of the theoretical principles he
expounded on earlier. Talstra argues that the ongoing debate about whether the verbal system
of Biblical Hebrew is based on the categories of time or aspect, limits the field of research
into Biblical Hebrew to clause level categories. He proposes a larger field of research, based
on the following criteria: Firstly, a clear distinction "between an approach based on clause-
level grammar and one based on text-level grammar" needs to be made. Secondly, an analysis
of "the verbal forms of an entire text in terms of both text grammatical and clause
grammatical categories" is necessary. Thirdly, there needs to be "a clear ordering of
grammatical observations and conclusions: from classes of text-grammar to categories of
clause-grammar and next to classifications of a more functional and pragmatic type." Talstra
proceeds in his article to apply these criteria to the study of a specific text (1997, 81-103).
Talstra's proposals might have far-reaching implications for, and present a clear way forward
to, the study of final constructions. I have repeatedly argued that the problem in the analysis
of final constructions in traditional grammars, is the failure to adequately consider final
sentences in relation to their matrixes and, therefore, as elements of a two-member syntactic
construction. These grammars have persisted with what Talstra calls a clause-level
grammatical analysis. A text-level analysis, as Talstra recommends, appears to me at this
stage as providing greater possibilities for the description offinal constructions.
Talstra's call for the description of verbal forms of an entire text in terms of both clause-
grammatical and text-grammatical categories has definite implications for the study of final
constructions. Niccacci earlier suggested that sub- or co-ordination is dependent on the
syntactic status of the verbs in the construction, without necessarily defining what determines
the syntactic status of verbal forms. Talstra's proposal for the analysis of verbal forms in
terms of clause- and text-level grammatical categories appears to be a plausible way of
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approaching the issue. I will return to this in the analysis of the conjunctional and the
conjunctionless final constructions in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
3.3.3 Alviero Niccacci
Niccacci shows that the major difference between his work and that of his predecessors,
Schneider and Talstra, is his separation of poetic texts from narrative text and that the basis
for his work is therefore "a good reading of narrative texts" (1987, 10). However, in my
opinion, and in relation to this current study, his greatest contribution was attributing the
volitive forms to discourse'" and showing that they indicate mainline information. It is
remarkable that in many studies which present the Hebrew tenses as a two-verbal opposition
system, the volitive forms are normally not accounted for within that system." Verheij's
(1990) criticism that Niccacci did not contribute significantly to the work of Talstra and
Schneider is perhaps unnecessarily harsh.i"
An important difference in Niceacei's work from that of Schneider is his contention that
weqatal, like wayyiqtol in narrative, appears to be the mainline verb form in discourse. He
states "A chain of weqatal is characteristic of discourse just as a chain of wayyiqtol is
characteristic of narrative" (1995,118). Niccacci incorrectly asserts that Schneider established
"a basic opposition between narrative wayyiqtol and non-narrative qatal" (1995, 121).25This
basic difference, i.e., that the basic opposition between narrative and discourse is the verbal
22This fact is so strikingly obvious that it is strange that Schneider omitted to show where the volitional forms fit into his
textlinguistic scheme, though it is quite obvious that they belong to discourse. It is also my contention that it presents
mainline information in discourse.
23See Irsigler, for example (1978, 159). Compare also the discussion "Inversionspaare im hebraischen Verbalsatz", by the
same author (1996, 17-19).
24Van der Merwe cites at least seven instances where he recognises Niccacci to represent a development of Schneider (1997,
11-13).
25This is typical of the many inaccuracies in Niceacei's work. His work sometimes gives the impression of, despite many
astute observations, careless scholarship as many of his claims are presented without sufficient textual evidence in
substantiation. Van der Merwe, therefore, captures my sentiments when he writes "Niccacci tends to operate with
idiosyncratic, and often confusing, labels for the categories he uses" (1997, 11).
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forms wayyiqtol and qatal respectively, however, is what distinguishes Niceacei's work from
that of Schneider."
Of particular interest to this study is Niccacci' s rather novel view on co- and sub-ordination.
He asserts that co- and sub-ordination are not affected by waw in any way. He contends that
co- or sub-ordination does not depend on waw, as is commonly held, but on the position of
the verb in the sentence. Co-ordination, according to Niccacci, is a sequence of verb forms of
the same syntactic status. Sentence-initial verbal forms constitute a specific syntactic status
whereas non-initial verb forms indicate a different syntactic status. Sub-ordination is a
sequence of verb forms with different syntactic status (1994, 127-128). Such a theory, if it
proves to be valid, could solve many perplexities with regard to the problem of co-ordination
and sub-ordination in Biblical Hebrew. However, Niccacci did not provide enough evidence
to substantiate his view. In presenting his theory, he should at least have described the various
linguistic levels for both narrative and discourse. He also, in support of his theory, could have
attempted to allocate the different verb forms which function at the various levels. In this way
it would have been easier to ascertain whether his claim holds true or not. As it stands, it
merely remains an unverifiable contention, like so many ofNiccacci' s claims.
Another statement that Niccacci makes and which could be of relevance to this particular
study is the following: "Verb forms occupying the first position constitute verbal sentences,
signal the main level of communication and establish connections in the text" (1995, Ill). I
would like to contest his assertion that first-position verbs always signal the main level of
communication. This is disputable in conjunctioniess final constructions. The main verb in
these forms is weyiqtol which always occupy sentence-initial position. Final sentences,
however, provide background information, and not main level communication, as it
temporarily interrupts the mainline communication to provide a glimpse into the "Aussage
26According to Schneider (1978, 183) the basic verbal forms in opposition to one another is wayyiqtol and yiqtol.
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Absicht". In most cases, as will be seen in Chapters 4 and 5, the mainline weyiqtol then is
followed by weqatal which is also sentence-initial, but unlike weyiqtol, indicates mainline
information in discourse. In other words, after the short excurse into the intention of the
speaker, the writer, by opting for weqatal after weyiqtol, returns to the main level of
communication. Niceacei's claim would apply if he was to distinguish between the categories,
sentence-initial and text-initial. His supposition then, will only hold true for the latter
category.
3.3.4 Robert E. Longacre
Longacre acknowledges that his approach is similar to those followed by Schneider and
Niccacci.i" His differs from theirs in his insistence on the relevance of a variety of discourse
types for the analysis. Longacre's views, based, among other things, on a detailed study of the
Joseph narrative, distinguishes four discourse genres; narrative, procedural, hortatory and
expository or instructional discourse.
To understand how Longacre arrived at theses genres, it is necessary to briefly interrogate his
discourse modular approach to Biblical Hebrew grammar. In terms of this approach
Longacre basically proposes that Biblical Hebrew grammar be considered as a series of
discourse types, each type representing a particular module of this hypothetical grammar.
Longacre proposes four distinct discourse types, namely, Narrative, Procedural Discourse,
Predictive Discourse and Hortatory Discourse. He broadly distinguishes these types on the
basis of the form and function of the verbs that occur in them. Longacre thus follows
Schneider, whom we have seen, distinguishes between narrative and discourse texts. As
Schneider has done before him, Longacre differentiates between foreground and background
in the text relief, and for each discourse module identifies the verbal forms that constitute the
27See Longacre (1992,177).
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backbone/mainline/primary story-line as opposed to the forms that convey the
background/non-mainline or secondary story-line.
The following is a brief summary of Longacre's four discourse types.
(i) Narrative. In such texts, the verb forms focus around wayyiqtol, which forms the
backbone or primary story-line. NQTL constitutes the secondary story-line.
(ii) Predictive Discourse. He defines such discourse as a story told in advance, e.g., 1
Samuel 10:2-7. Instead of wayyiqtol, the backbone is formed by WQTL and the
secondary story-line by NyQTL forms.
(iii) Procedural Discourse accounts for Longacre's third module. In this group, as in
Predictive discourse, WQTL forms the backbone. He describes such texts as "how to
do texts" and differentiates between "how to do" and "how it was done" procedural
discourse.
(iv) Hortatory Discourse constitutes Longacre's fourth and final group. This group is
characterized by a string of commands (imperatives, jussives and cohortatives), as
well as weqatal in its main story-line. Longacre points out that this group is quite
distinct from the other groups.
According to Longacre, therefore, weqatal serves as backbone structures in Predictive,
Procedural and Hortatory discourse. All these texts genres, i.e., Predictive, Procedural and
Hortatory, basically constitute discourse texts. Hence, in terms of the linguistic model for
Biblical Hebrew introduced by Wolfgang Schneider, Longacre suggests that weqatal
functions as the backbone in discourse texts. In narrative texts, wayyiqtol forms the backbone.
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Niccacci claims that Longacre's schemes posit an unnecessary large variety of texts types,
many of which are so similar that distinction is hardly possible. Furthermore, Niccacci
contends that verb forms often overlap and by posing so many different text types "it becomes
difficult to perceive a coherent, overall system of Biblical Hebrew verb forms" (1994, 118).
Hence, it is much more appropriate to work with the basic opposition narrative/discourse
rather than cloud the issue by introducing more text types as Longacre attempts to do.
Den Exter Blokland (1996) provides a more extensive critique of Long acres's approach. He is
generally more complimentary of Longacre's contribution than Niccacci, showing that at the
heart of Longacre's method is the tagmemic model, originally introduced by Pike (1996, 28).
The value of Longacre's approach, according to den Exter Blokland is that it is capable of
processing "any text from the highest level to the lowest" and that it has been applied to a
"sizable chunk of Hebrew text" (1996, 20) He also finds the notion of "verb rank" which
Longacre introduces quite useful as it implies that "clause types containing certain verbal
forms can be ranked according to the measures of dynamism they express, thereby indicating
that they either carry the main line or various sorts of background in different text types"
(1996, 20). Den Exter Blokland does, however, identify a serious shortcoming in Longacre's
approach which he summarizes as follows: "Longacre's descendent model is to a large extent
indeterminate, because its paragraph definition is not syntactical but based on semantic
notions" (1996, 21). This sentence, I believe, captures the essence of the shortcoming of
Longacre's work. Furthermore, den Exter Blokland argues that Longacre does not "provide
sufficient syntactical anchoring for his functions above clause or sentence level " (1996, 21).
Van der Merwe's (1997, 144) skepticism that some of Longacre's suggestions "throw a
shadow over the level of BH knowledge that underlies his analysis at the lower levels of
description", is consequently not without valid ground.v
28For his extensive critique of Longacre, compare van der Merwe (1994, 26-29) and (1997,142-145)
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I have pointed out earlier that Longacre joins Niccacci by recogruzmg weqatal as the
backbone'" structure in discourse. Longacre asserts "I consider the weqatal forms as backbone
structures in predictive, procedural and instructional discourses. Here they occur in their own
right and not consecutive to other verb forms" (1994, 51). The last statement is somehow
problematic. What Longacre failed to see is that, although as he rightly shows, weqatal, like
wayyiqtol is sentence-initial, weqatal notwithstanding, is never chain-initial. Ironically,
Longacre in discussing weqatal in predictive discourse shows that the weqatal chain is
introduced by an infinitive construction. What Longacre disregarded is that weqatal never
stands at the head of its chain, and even though always sentence-initial, it is primarily a
continuation form, signifying progress along the main narrative line. Longacre observes
correctly "The weqatal forms, in exactly parallel fashion to wayyiqtol forms in narrative, are
clause initial and cannot occur after conjunction or sub-ordinating particles." Whereas
"wayyiqtol forms give way to the perfect in narrative, so weqatal give way to the imperfect
yiqtol in prediction" (1994, 52). Yiqtol in discourse is like qatal in narrative and thus a
secondary verbal form. This claim is corroborated by this study on final sentences in which
the final sentence (a sub-ordinate sentence) is introduced by weyiqtol in sentence-initial
position. In the majority of these cases, as will be seen in the next chapter, the main sentence
includes a weqatal chain.
The contention that weqatal is a mainline form as Niccacci suggests, or backbone in discourse
as Longacre affirms, deserves closer scrutiny. Firstly, it should be noted that weqatal is a
continuation form and not a chain-initial form. This means that the direction of the flow of the
discourse and "the connections in the text", to use Niccacci' s words, are not determined by
weqatal but by those forms which occupy the first position in the chain. These are the "pegs
29Talstra appears to have a different opinion regarding what constitutes mainline information in discourse texts. He asserts,
"A storyline made up of wayyiqtol forms is more easily established than a mainline made up of yiqtol and qetol (imperative)
forms in an argumentative text" (1993, 278-279). With this statement Talstra seems to acknowledge the inherent difficulties
in describing weqatal as mainline or backbone, as it is primarily a continuation form, and does not give direction to the
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on the clothesline", to draw on that analogy. These pegs keep the clothes (weqatal forms) on
the line. Weqatal serves only as complement to these forms. Alternatively, it can be said that
weqatal places itself in the service of these forms, i.e., in a main sentence weqatal following
an imperative serves as a volition, in a sub-ordinate sentence weqatal following a final
construction with 1-PO\ expresses a result. Consequently, the mainline or backbone 10
discourse is not introduced by weqatal - on the contrary, the mainline or backbone IS
introduced by those forms which weqatal complements.i"
Another disputable issue to take up with Longacre is his claim that weqatal following an
imperative expresses purpose or result, and particularly result.Ï' This contention, in my
opinion, is questionable as discourse has formal syntactic means to express purpose/result,
i.e., the verbform yiqtol. A further dilemma is that weqatal expresses mainline information
and that it will be difficult to argue that the chain imperative/weqatal always expresses result.
If there is the odd exception, it might be semantic result or even logical/temporal result.32
However, the imperative chain does syntactically realize result in Hebrew. Weqatal in almost
all of such cases is simply a continuation form. It should also be noted that weqatal, as is the
imperative, expresses mainline information in discourse and, therefore, according to
Niceacei's view on sub-ordination, weqatal is always co-ordinate and never sub-ordinate to
narrative as the other forms do. It namely never introduces a verbal chain. It rather appears to place itself into the service of
the verbal form that introduces the verbal chain which includes yiqtol and qetol as Talstra has correctly pointed out.
300ne has to do an independent study to determine all the forms that weqatal continues. Yiqtol and the imperative are but
two examples of such forms.
3lSee Longacre (1989, 134). Cf. also Longacre (1994, 54). In the latter he claims that weqatal, following a chain of
imperatives, " ... do not simply continue the meaning of the command form but rather express result or outcome." This
statement seems to support my proposal in Chapter 4 that weqatal following a fmal sentence expresses real result, while the
preceding final sentence realises the semantic function of purpose. I differ from Longacre however, as I propose that weqatal
following an imperative continues the imperative fimction. My contention holds true for discourse texts. I am not aware of
what the state of affairs are for narrative texts. It is also not clear whether Longacre's claim concerns both narrative or
discourse texts. I will return to this issue in Chapter 4 with substantiation for my position.
32Longacre claims that Genesis 8:16-17 and Exodus 5:1, where weqatal follows an imperative, is translated result in most
English versions. However, Longacre is misdirected in Exodus 5:1, where the imperative is followed by weyiqtol (and not
weqatal as he claims), and therefore correctly translated as purpose/result by most English versions. I find also no compelling
reason why Genesis 8: 16-17 should be translated as a result as Longacre proposes. This is a normal continuation weqatal
after the chain is introduced by an imperative. The Hebrew text abounds with such examples. See Deuteronomy 4:1,8:1.
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the imperatives. This fact will exclude the possibility of weqatal realizing a final clause in
discourse, should Niceacei's position on sub-ordination and co-ordination be proven tenable.
3.4 PRELIMINARY THESES FOR A TEXTLINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF
FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS
It has been repeatedly noted by various scholars that discourse texts have a far less structured
form than narrative texts. Talstra thus concludes that it is easier to apply Weinrich's theory to
the latter than to the former (1995, 276). He further notes that "a storyline made up of
wayyiqtol forms is more easily established than a mainline made up of yiqtol and qetol
(imperative) forms in argumentative texts" (1995, 278-279). Endo points out that in discourse
texts "a greater variety of verbal forms ... and more freestanding verbal forms were available"
(1993, 329). Gross likens discourse verbal forms to poetic texts?3 Because of this greater
variety of verbal forms in discourse texts." the text relief of these texts is far more multi-
dimensional f than that of narrative texts. Gross aptly notices this and concludes:
Wahrend in erzahlender Prosa alle Satze miteinander verkniipft werden - Satzweiser
wa= -, zueinander in syntaktische Beziehung treten, weshalb auch jede Art von
Asyndese syntaktische Bedeutung hat, kann in Rede jederzeits neu eingesetzt, ein
Satz gesproehen werden, der nicht in syntaktische Beziehung zu vorhergehenden
Sarzen tritt, sondem fur sich steht, wie jeweils der erste Satz einer Rede oder, - bei
Rede und Gegenrede - der erste Satz der Gesprachserëffnung (1976, 77).
Gross is attentive to the greater variety or modes of expression in discourse than in
narrative." He also identifies the peculiarity of discourse texts where a verbal form can
introduce a chain and then is continued by another verbform, mainly weqatal. This is due to
the fact that the verbal form for mainline communication in discourse, that is weqatal, never
33"Poesie entspricht zumeist den Redeformen nicht der erzahlten, sondern der besproehen Welt" (1976, 77).
34It has been repeatedly pointed out in this discussion that whereas mainline communication in narrative is restricted to
wayyiqtol forms, a variety of verbalforms express mainline communication in discourse.
35Talstra, aware or this problem poses the dilemma "It is not always clear what the relationship of yiqtol and qetol or W-qatal
forms is. Which of them marks the main line of argumentation in direct speech text?" (1995, 283).
36Verheij, comparing the distribution of verbal forms in Samuel Kings and Chronicles reaches the same conclusion. "The
discursive material shows quite another picture than the narrative texts ... Discursive text apparently makes a more varied
selection of the tense form system than narrative text does" (1990, 98).
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introduces the chain but is a continuation form. Gross's conclusion that these introductory
verb forms, simply "fur sich steht" and therefore "nicht in syntaktische Beziehung zu
vorhergehenden Satzen tritt" is to be questioned on the basis of the unique usage of weqatal in
discourse reiterated above. Most of the recent textlinguistic studies have concentrated on
narrative texts, so that the functions and verbal patterns of the verbal forms in discourse are
rather still unresearched. Final constructions are largely, but not exclusively, a function of
discourse, irrespective of whether the speech is direct or indirect.
My reconsidered theses,37 in the light of the discussed textlinguistic descriptions of Biblical
Hebrew regarding final sentences, which I will apply and test in the next three chapters are
thus:
3.4.1 With regard to the form and function dichotomy:
Bearing in mind the pitfalls of firstly describing functional categories and thereafter
identifying forms in the texts that appear to correspond to these categories, this study will
analyze from form "Ausdruckseite" to function "Inhaltsseite". All the expressions of final
constructions will be gathered through a careful reading of narrative texts and some computer-
generated search programs after which attempts will be made on the basis of differences in
form to ascribe various functions to them."
3.4.2 With regard to the verbal forms in discourse:
3.4.2.1 It is my contention that weqatal expresses the mainline in discourse. So does the
volitional forms (imperative), the infinitive absolute as well as yiqtol (LF). There
is a basic contrast between these forms though. To illustrate this difference, the
37These theses exclude those result sentences with i~~. See Seidl (1991), and result sentences introduced by':;') (normally
with an interrogative sentence in the matrix).
38Computer programs used were Eep Talstra's Quest program at the Free University of Amsterdam which proved
particularly helpful to gather data for the conjunctionless final sentences, and Logos (an electronic information program by
Logos Research Systems, Oak Harbor, Washington) which was used to search for the conjunctional fmal constructions.
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distinction between verbal forms which are sentence-initial and those that are
chain-initial, could prove helpful. The above-mentioned three, viz., volitional, the
infinitive absolute and yiqtol, are used to introduce a verbal chain (chain-initial)
and, as such, "signals the main level of communication and establishes
connections in the text.,,39 These are the discourse verbal forms which are,
according to Gross "in Rede jederzeits neu eingesetzt ... nicht in syntaktische
Beziehung zu vorhergehenden Satzen tritt ... fur sich steht ... der erste Satz einer
Rede ... der erste Satz der Gesprachserëffnung" (1976, 77). In other words, these
forms are chain-initial or forms which indicate, to use Gross' term,
"Gesprachseroffnung. "
3.4.2.2 Weqatal is always sentence-initial, but unlike the forms described above, is never
used for "Gesprachserëffnung," i.e., chain-initial. Although weqatal is always
sentence-initial, it is in essence a continuation form which follows the verbal
form mentioned after the conversation has been opened by these forms. Hence,
weqatal is an initial form on sentence level but not on text level. Weqatal,
however, places itself at the disposal of these chain-initial verbs, i.e., weqatal
following an imperative will carry forward the volitional function.I" and function
on the mainline of the communication.
3.4.2.3 Weyiqtol is a secondary tense and expresses information which does not lie on
the mainline. Because weqatal expresses mainline information, one would not
expect it to occur in sub-ordinated clauses in discourse. Final clauses do not lie
on the mainline, but express background information.
3'>Niccacci (1995, Ill)
40Against Longacre (1989, 134)
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3.4.3 Final constructions are two-element syntactic constructions: My thesis
regarding this construction is as follows:
3.4.3.1 These constructions consist of a main sentence "Vordersatz", and a final clause
or "Nachsatz".
3.4.3.2 In conjunctionless final constructions the matrix "Vordersatz" must be occupied
by either a verbal form expressing "Aufforderung" or an interrogative sentence.
The diagram below illustrates the pattern for conjunctionless final constructions.
Main sentence Final sentence
I-~~( Imperative)
t--~~( Interrogative)
'--~~( Negative volition)
Weyiqtol
(Sentence initial)
3.4.3.3 In conjunctional final constructions a different situation manifests. The final
conjunction is always followed by the long form'" of the prefix conjugation in
cases where the distinction long/short form is morphologically realisable. The
range of conjunctional final constructions is wider as a greater variety of verbal
forms may occupy the main clause in such constructions. Among these are
weqatal, another final construction, wayyiqtol and a nominal sentence. Examples
will be supplied in Chapters 4 and 5.
41See also Richter (1978, 191).
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3.4.4 Conjunctioniess final constructions: The problem of sub-ordination and co-
ordination:
3.4.4.1
3.4.4.2
I have discussed Niccacci' s thesis of sub- and co-ordination." and have presented
arguments why such a thesis is not tenable. The question of co-ordination and
sub-ordination is important in identifying if there is a final relation between
successive verbal forms. In conjunctional final clauses sub-ordination is marked
by the conjunction. In conjunctioniess final clauses it is not quite so
straightforward. Final clauses are dependent on sub-ordination. It is my
contention that sub-ordination is dependent on the syndetic juxtaposition of two
verbal forms (in the case of conjunctioniess final clauses). In other words, with
respect to conjunctioniess final constructions, for a final relation to be realised
between two successive verbal forms, two conditions must prevail.
3.4.4.1.1
3.4.4.1.2
There must be a change in the verbal forms involved. This implies
that successive imperatives, or cohortatives can never realise a final
relation. In this study, the short or long form of the same verbal
conjugation (i.e., yiqtol 3rdperson long or short form, the cohortative
form in the 1st person as opposed to the normal L" person form)
constitute different verbal forms.
The first verbal form must be a form expressing "Aufforderung" and
the second verbal form must be syndetic.
In the verbal sequence imperative/weyiqtol there is a change in verbal form and,
as such, a final relation can be realised.
42For Niceacei's view see section 2.5.1.4.
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What about a cohortative chain, so common in direct speech sections? Because
there is no change in verbal form from the main to the final clause, it is my
contention, to which I will return in Chapter 5, that two cohortatives cannot
express a final relation as two cohortatives represent the same verbal form.f
Final constructions and the linguistic distinction discourse/uarrativer'"
It is my contention that conjunctioniess or unmarked constructions occur
exclusively in direct speech (as it requires a verbal form expressing
"Aufforderung" in the matrix). I do however, expect to find conjunctional final
constructions in both discourse and narrative texts.
It is also my contention that conjunctional and conjunctioniess final constructions
cover different domains in Biblical Hebrew. Conjunctioniess final constructions
are amenable mainly to expressing final relations in direct speech in narrative
texts. It is very common in 1 Samuel to 2 Kings as well as the narrative sections
in Genesis ... especially narrative sections with many direct speech sections as in
the Joseph narrative in Genesis 37 - 50. Conjunctional final constructions express
finality in discourse/speech texts and such constructions are very common in
Deuteronomy.
I further suspect that the semantic ranges covered by the two constructions will
differ with very little overlap."
43See section 5.9.
44By discourse text I mean direct speech texts. I am aware that direct speech occurs frequently in narrative texts.
45More about this in Chapter 5.
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3.4.6 With regard to the distinction clause level and text level grammatical
description:
3.4.6.1
3.4.6.2
Because final constructions are members of a two-element syntactic construction,
it must be analysed on both clause as well as text levels. The treatment of final
constructions in traditional grammars seems to have been confined to a narrow
clause level analysis.
A distinction of verbal forms on the basis of clause level and text level
grammatical analysis could yield answers to the problem of sub-ordination and
co-ordination. It will also possibly yield solutions to final sentences which are in
non-contact position," often very far removed from its governing verb in the
matrix.
3.4.7 With regard to the distinction purpose/result in final clauses:
Although this study purports to be a syntactic analysis, it is my contention that
the distinction purpose/result cannot be differentiated purely on syntactic
grounds, but that semantic considerations will inevitable have to playa role in a
meaningful discussion of these concepts. In my investigation concerning the
distinction purpose/result I expect to endorse Talstra's (1982, 38) claim that "in
linguistic communication syntactic and semantic levels co-operate and do not
function mutually independently."
3.5 CONCLUSION
In the preceding paragraphs, I have undertaken to sketch the mam theoretical and
methodological assumptions that will form the basis of my investigations of final
constructions in the chapters to follow. In so doing, I have attempted to present a framework
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for a textlinguistic approach to the investigation of final constructions. These were finally
presented as a set of hypotheses. Much of these suppositions/hypotheses will be tested in the
ensuing chapters and consequently will be either confirmed, modified or proven untenable. In
Chapter 4, I will address the problem of conjunctional final constructions. In Chapter 5, the
conjunctioniess final constructions will be examined. In Chapter 6, an analysis will be
conducted of Genesis 27 where these two groups are used alternatively. Chapter 6 also
presents a good case study to compare conjunctional and conjunctioniess final sentences and
to double check my hypothesis concerning the usage in an complete text, as opposed to
individual examples from various texts, as was the case in chapters 4 and 5.
46See Chapter 4 for a definition and discussion of the syntactic relevance of the terms contact and non-contact.
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CHAPTER4
CONJUNCTIONAL FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter I will analyze and describe the conjunctional final constructions. Final
constructions, we have seen, can be divided into two groups: those with, and those without
conjunctions. Ihave referred to them as conjunctional and conjunctionIess final constructions
respectively. The former is much easier to recognize as they are marked by the conjunction as
final sentences. The latter group is not marked in the same way. Yet we can be sure they are
final because, as we shall see in the next chapter, they are syntactically marked by such
features as verbal sequences, verbal forms, syndesis, and word order, among others.
The conjunctional final constructions present an apparent problem, as the conjunctions
involved can function both as prepositions or as conjunctions. Their functions can be
differentiated, however, by a simple rule: When the preposition/conjunction precedes a noun, I
it functions as a preposition. When it is immediately succeeded by a finite verb or an
infinitive, it functions as a conjunction.
The conjunctional final constructions are of two types. Firstly, those in which the conjunction
immediately precedes a finite verb (always prefix conjugation long formj.' Secondly, those in
IThere are differences of opinion whether infinitive constructions constitute sentences. If that be the case, the infinitive is
preceded by a conjunction and not by a preposition. There are also other reasons why infinitival constructions are treated as
sentences in this study: Firstly, they are used in the same way as sentences with fmite verbs in final constructions. Secondly,
they can be co-ordinated with final sentences which have fmite verbs in their "Nachsatz",
2There is one exception, viz., Joshua 4:24, where the conjunction is followed by a qatal. This is no doubt a text critical error
and the apparatus shows that the problem resulted from the Masoretic vocalisation, and suggests that this form be read as an
infinitive with a suffix.
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which the conjunction IS followed by an infinitive. The following conjunctions and
conjunctional combinations introduce final sentences.'
2. '!):::l~~
3. ,~~
4. ,~~ WO~
5. ,~~ '!):l~~
6. '!):::l~~~
7. ~'; '!):l~~
8. ~'; WO~
9. ~'; ,~~ WO~
4.2 OBJECTIVES
Below I have outlined some objectives for this chapter, based on the hypotheses and
methodological and theoretical assumptions presented in Chapter 3. These are:
4.2.1 To identify and describe the syntax of conjunctionless final constructions.
4.2.2 To test the contention that conjunctional final constructions occur in both narrative and
discourse texts.
4.2.3 To test the hypothesis that weqatal expresses the "mainline" in discourse text and, as a
result, does occur not in final sentences. Final sentences are sub-ordinated and as such
relay background information.
4.2.4 To explore the relationship between purpose and result in final sentences.
3See also Muraoka (1997, 229).
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4.2.5 To test the hypothesis that the range? of conjunctional final constructions are wider
than those of conjunctioniess final constructions (This can, however, only be fully
realised in Chapter 5 once the range of conjunctionless final constructions has been
determined).
4.3 METHODOLOGY
I approached the study of conjunctional final constructions in the manner described below. I
deemed the following approach necessary since most studies conducted on final constructions
thus far, have paid too little attention to the construction as a whole. Most analyses were
restricted to a sentence-level grammatical description of final constructions which, we have
seen in Chapters 2 and 3, severely limit the linguistic description of final constructions. My
approach is, accordingly, aimed at using both sentence-level as well as text-level grammatical
analyses to describe final constructions.
In the discussion that follows, I will consider each conjunction, and each conjunctional
construction separately. Each case is investigated individually, and below are some of the
questions that are put to the texts.
In relation to the matrix or "Vordersatz:"
(i) What is the verbal form occupying the matrix? i.e., yiqtol, qetol, qatal, weqatal, etc.
(ii) Is the verbal form in the matrix volitional or non-volitional?
(iii) Is the matrix occupied by a single verb or a verbal chain?
4By range I mean the number and variety of constructions possible.
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(iv) What is the form of the verb governing' the matrix?
(v) Is the "Nachsatz" of the final construction in contact or non-contact position with its
governing verb (Contact position is when the final sentence i.e., "Nachsatz",
immediately follows its governing verb. In the non-contact position the final sentence is
separated from its governing verb by a verbal chain). The syntactic significance of the
labels contact and non-contact is that the former can easily be described in terms of a
sentence-level analysis whereas a text-level analysis provides greater options for
describing the latter.
(vi) Is the construction under investigation part of a discourse or narrative text?
In relation to the "Nachsatz", the following are the chief considerations:
(i) Which conjunction introduces the "Nachsatz"?
(ii) Is the conjunction syndetic or asyndetic?
(iii) Is the verbal form in the "Nachsatz" a finite verb or an infinitive?
(iv) If a finite verb, for which person is the verb marked (1st, 2nd or 3rd )?
(v) Does the "Nachsatz" follow or precede its matrix?
(vi) What type of sentence follows the "Nachsatz" and what is its relation to the "Nachsatz"?
Consideration will also be given to whether there is a subject change between the
"Vordersatz" and "Nachsatz". Since the "Nachsatz" is syntactically definite," i.e.,
51refer to the verb occupying the initial position in a matrix constituting more than one verb (i.e., a verbal chain) as the
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Final conjunction + yiqtol or infinitive
final constructions will be differentiated on the basis of the verbal forms that occupy the
matrix,
A very important aspect is that in my treatment of conjunctional final constructions, those
examples from poetic texts, although included for the sake of completeness, will not be
among those constructions analyzed. I have alluded in section 2.4 to the reasons why I have
excluded poetic texts from my corpus. I do in no way suggest that poetic texts are not useful
for syntactic investigation, but propose instead that such an investigation should only be
entered into once an hypothesis for prose texts has been formulated.
In the following presentation of my findings I will start with the conjunction 1~O~ as it is the
. .
most numerous of the conjunctional constructions. The verb following the conjunction will be
investigated with respect to its markedness for each verbal person separately Cl~O!yiqtol 3rd
person, 2nd person, etc.), in order to test whether the conjunctional and conjunctioniess
constructions do not perhaps cover different verbal persons. It is my contention at this stage
that conjunctioniess final constructions are mainly found with 1st and 3rd person verbal forms
in the "Nachsatz". In contrast, conjunctional final constructions primarily have the 2nd and 3rd
person verbal forms in the "Nachsatz", with the number of 1st person cases negligible.
Therefore, by creating separate categories for each case according to its markedness for verbal
person, provision will be made to test the above contention.
govenling verb.
6By syntactically definite, I mean that the construction occupying the "Nachsatz" is more "predictable" (i.e., the final
conjunction is followed by either yiqtol or infinitive) than the construction occupying the matrix.
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For the purpose of greater clarity I will propose a variety of syntactic categories to be
investigated. In each category I will identify different construction types based on my analysis
of the individual cases. The following table outlines the various categories.
Type A Non-contact Position. These are constructions in which the final conjunction WO'? is
not syntactically linked to an immediately preceding sentence (consisting of only one
verb) in the matrix, but to a verbal chain. This verbal chain is usually, albeit not
always, introduced by a volitional form, the "governing verb", and is succeeded by a
chain of weqatals, so that the verbal form preceding WO? is usually a weqatal form. I
therefore refer to the final sentence as being in non-contact position, as the final
sentence is detached from the governing verb which introduces the chain.
TypeB Contact Position. These are constructions in which the matrix is occupied by a single
verb that governs it.7 In these constructions the final sentence is sub-ordinated to an
immediately preceding sentence (consisting of a single verb) and not to a verbal chain.
The matrix is occupied by a volitional form in most cases. I refer to these sentences as
being in contact position as they are juxtaposed to the verb on which they are
dependent. In other words, they are in contact with their governing verb and not
separated from it by a verbal chain as in construction type A.
TypeC Volitional. In this type the matrix is always occupied by a volitional form (Regardless
if it is a single volitional form or a volitional chain)."
TypeD Non- Volitional. Characteristic of this type is that the matrix is not occupied by a
volitional form." The latter i.e., non-volition in the matrix, IS confined to the
conjunctional final constructions, and can be in contact as well as non-contact position.
It also occurs in discourse as well as narrative texts.
7Examples where the matrix consists of an imperative chain are also constituted under category B as the imperative chain
consists of verbs of the same form and, therefore, according to this study, does not constitute a verbal chain. I have defmed
only those constructions where there are different verbal forms involved (i.e., imperative followed by weqatal, infmitive
absolute followed by weqatal, etc.) as verbal chains.
8Hence these categories are not entirely exclusive (except for A and B, C and D), but overlap at some points.
9Categories A and D are exclusive to conjunctional fmal constructions.
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The attributions A, B, C and D are totally arbitrary, and further varieties will be identified and
added as other categories of conjunctional final constructions are considered. By arbitrary I
mean that the allocations (A, B, C and D) do not carry any intrinsic value relating to its
importance, neither do the allocations signify rank in relation to its significance. Whereas
types A and B, and C and D are mutually exclusive, the combination Band C, or A and C, as
well as A and D are attested. Distinguishing the categories A, B, C, and D has merely a
heuristic function. The ultimate merit of these categories will only be clear at the end of the
study.
4.4 CONJUNCTIONAL FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS WITH WO~
4.4.1 Statistics'"
The particle WO,? occurs 272 times in the Hebrew Bible. It functions 67 times (25% of all
cases) as a preposition. As a preposition, it is followed by a nominal form. In this construction
(i.e., when followed by a nominal form), it is not found at all in the minor Prophets. Likewise,
it does not occur in Ezra, Nehemiah, Ester, and Joshua to 2 Samuel. Most common
occurrences are in 2 Kings (15 times), Psalms (18 times), Isaiah (16 times) and Ezekiel (9
times).
As a final construction, WO? occurs 205 times in the Hebrew Bible. It precedes an infinitive
construct 72 times. As such it is most prevalent in the books of Jeremiah (13 times),
Deuteronomy (12 times), and Ezekiel (12 times). For the rest it is spread out fairly evenly
over the books of the Hebrew Bible.
!OSee also Brongers, (1973, 84-96).
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The most frequently occurring form of 1lJ'O,? in final constructions is 1lJ'O,? followed by the
prefix conjugation (longform). It is attested 133 times in the Hebrew Bible (a little under 50%
of all WO,? cases in the Hebrew Bible), occurring most frequently in Deuteronomy (47 times),
Ezekiel (28 times), Jeremiah (16 times), Exodus (16 times) and the Psalms (14 times). These
books contain 50% of all final W'07 constructions. There are remarkably few examples in 1
Samuel to 2 Kings: 14 cases in all, of which 10 occur in 1 and 2 Samuel.
Figure 1 shows the distribution ofW'O'? in the three major divisions of the Hebrew Bible.
4.4.2 Observations Regarding the Distribution of1lJO'? in the Hebrew Bible
The graphs are self explanatory to a large extent. I will highlight just a few points of interest:
4.4.2.1 In the Torah, W'07 is used predominantly as a conjunction with the construction
W'O,? yiqtol most common. lts prepositional use is extremely rare.
4.4.2.2 The prepositional use of W'O,? is more common in the Neviim though restricted to
1 and 2 Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel.
4.4.2.3 The distribution of the constructions 1lJ'07 yiqtol and 1lJ'07 infinitive are spread. .
more evenly among the books of the Neviim, though the occurrences of 1lJ'O,?
constructions (of whatever kind) are very rare in the minor prophets.
4.4.2.4 In the Ketuvim the conjunctional use of W'O,? again far outnumbers its
prepositional use. The construction 1lJ'O,? yiqtol far outnumbers other 1lJ'O,?
conjunctional usages.
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4.4.3 WO,? Yiqtolll
4.4.3.1 l-PO'? Yiqtol3rd Persou'f (Singular and Plural)
Genesis 12:13, 27:25, Exodus 4:5, 13:9, 16:32, 20: 12,23: 12, Leviticus 23 :42, Numbers 27:20,
36:8, Deuteronomy 5:16, 5:29, 6:2, 6:18, 11:20, 12:25, 12:28, 13:18, 14:29, 17:19, 17:20,
22:7,23:21, 24:19, 25:15, 31:12, 31:19, Joshua 4:5-6, 1 Kings 2:3, 18:39-40, 8:43, Isaiah
28:13,41:20,44:9,45:6, Jeremiah 7:23, 10:18,32:14,35:7, 36:3, 51:39, Ezekiel 4:17,6:6,
12:16, 12:19, 14:11, 16:54, 19:9, 24: 11, Hosea 8:4, Amos 9: 12, Obadiah 9, Habakkuk 2:2,
Zechariah 12:7, Psalm 30: 13, 60:7, 78:6, 108:7, 125:3, 130:4, Job 19:29, 2 Chronicles 6:31,
6:33, 31:4, 32: 18.
A study of the above texts presents the following results. I will analyze and describe the
different syntactic configurations using the criteria spelled out earlier, after which I will
attempt to define functions for these forms.
4.4.3.1.1 Type A: Non-Contact Position - A Verbal Chain Constituting the Matrix
Numbers 27: 18-20
iTiVb-?~iT1iT~,m~~,18
i:J r:rn-,ip~iV~~11j~1:;:l~'ipi~~-n~"'l~~nj?
:,~!+'17:-n~t909'
iT:r~ry-?f ~~~?lFJjiJ 'J+'~~~~~7in~ D70~iJ! 19
:CliT~:J\!h in~ iTn~1~'
,~?~ ~Ji:iTr~iTnn;, '20
?~"J~r~pnj~-Sf 1'~9~~-i~o~
Comment: The volitional chain in the matrix is introduced and governed by the imperative
l~-nj? in verse 18. This action (instruction) is "carried forward" by a chain of four weqatals,
llr have divided conjunctional [mal constructions into two main groups. The first of these I will refer to as the WO,? yiqtol
group. In this group the conjunction WO,? is followed by a [mite verb (yiqtol) in the [mal sentence. The second major group
will be referred to as the WO,? infmitive group, as the verbal form in the [mal sentence is an infmitive as opposed to a [mite
verb.
123rd Person refers to the person for which the verb is marked (1st, 2nd, or 3rd). The verbal forms will be distinguished
according to the verbal number, and each will be examined separately.
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each having volitional force.v' The weqatals are governed by the volitional form which
introduces the chain. The final sentence is related to the "collective idea" expressed by the
verbal chain. The final sentence is in non-contact position as it is separated from the verb
which governs the matrix by a chain of weqatals.
Exodus 4:4-5
i1~b-?~ i11i1',a~~14
T :l!':nS~
tJ.:J1':::J. ih~1
i-T': 'n?0'~1
T -:.-
i:::J. PJD~l
:i9~:J i1~O?'i1:1
1j;O~~l~O~ 5
C)iJ':i~~'ïj?~ C)Dj~ ';j?~ i11i1':l'!.~ i1~}j-':)
::lpV,~ ';j?~i. PD~' 'ïj?~
Comment: The first point of interest in this example is that the final sentence is in non-contact
position. The imperatival construction l!: n~~ is the governing verbal expression in the
matrix. It is separated from its final sentence by a chain of wayyiqtols. This wayyiqtol chain
describes the events that ensue following the "Aufforderung" in verse 3. Unlike the weqatals
in the previous example, the wayyiqtols neither carry volitional force nor are governed by the
matrix as the weqatals typified in the previous example. Rather, the wayyiqtols comment on
the command given in the matrix and is co-ordinated to '9~~1in verse 4.
Durham (1987, 2) interpreted the final sentence as an independent sentence which draws a
conclusion from the preceding. "On this account they will believe that Yahweh, the God of
their fathers ... has appeared to you." He further makes the comment that WO~ here is the
equivalent of 'in the face of such evidence'. He does not indicate why such an interpretation
l3This factor is what makes the form weqatal so unique in discourse. It is a continuation form. One should-not simply speak
of it, as some scholars do, as expressing mainline in discourse, although it can fulfil this function too. TIlls, however, is not
their primary function. Weqatal, as it is never chain initial, always places itself in the service of the verbal form which
occupies the chain initial position, or the verbal form with which it is co-ordinated. This may, but might also not be, the
immediatelypreceding verb.
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of']~O~ is possible or even necessary, or if there are any other examples where 1~o~can be
interpreted in a similar way. Noth (1962, 29) interprets l,pO~ as an interpretive comment by
the narrator. He puts the entire construction in italics "[ ... 'that they may believe ... ]" Noth
correctly translated the construction as modal whereas Durham translated the English
equivalent of the indicative. Both commentators do not seem to make much of the fact that
WO~ introduces a syntactically dependent sentences."
The two examples above show two very contrasting specimens of type A constructions. In the
first case the final sentence is sub-ordinated to a verbal chain consisting entirely of discourse.
In the second example a combination of discourse and narrative separates the governing
verbal expression from the final sentence. As noticed from other examples, it is often very
difficult to determine where the actual chain starts which governs the matrix. Deuteronomy
11:8 serves as a very good example. In this example, the chain is introduced by an
interrogative sentence which is found in the previous chapter (Deuteronomy 10:12).
The following are all examples of final constructions where the final sentence is in non-
contact position. This construction is by far the most common in conjunctional final
constructions, in contrast to conjunctioniess final constructions where the contact construction
is expected to be more common. Examples: Exodus 13:9, Numbers 27:20, Deuteronomy 5:14,
11:8, 11:21, 12 :25, 12:28, 13:38 14:29, 17:19,22:7,25:15,31:12, Joshua 4:6, 1 Kings 2:4,
18:40, 8:43, Jeremiah 7:23, 32: 14,35:7,36:3,2 Chronicles 6:33, Ezekiel4: 11,4: 17.
14In general, I use secondary literature very sparingly. The examples show that commentaries mostly make exegetical
decisionswithout necessarily indicating the syntactical features that would support or undergird those decisions.
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4.4.3.1.2 Type B: Contact Position - The Final Sentence is Dependent on a Single
Verb/Sentence in the Matrix
Genesis 12:13
n~ 'nh~~:r'1D~13
lJ;::l~~~7-;~;':WO~
:17/p, '~~~ilt;1~Di
Comment: The above construction consists of a volition in the matrix, expressed by an
imperative. The particle ~~ indicates that the imperative expresses a request rather than a
command. This final sentence and matrix are In contact position, which means the final
sentence is juxtaposed with the matrix. There is a subject change between the main and the
final sentence. The final sentence '7-::l~"WO~ is followed by a weqatal form ilt;1~Dl. What
is the syntactic status of this verb? Does the waw indicate co-ordination or sub-ordination? In
either case to which verb is it co- or sub-ordinated?
There are two possibilities. Firstly, ilt;1'D1 is co-ordinated with ~r'1D~.In this analysis the. . .
final sentence '7-::l~':WO~ is thus imbedded as background information in the chain
introduced by ~r'":10~and completed by ilt;1'D!. In such an interpretation ilt;1:D1 is therefore. . . . .
not co-ordinated with the conjunctional final sentence '~-::l~"WO,?
A second possibility is to see weqatal as co-ordinated to the conjunctional final sentence
'7-::l~"WO~. GrOSS,15 is of the opinion that, although weqatal cannot occupy the first
position in a final sentence, it can be co-ordinated to it, and thus proceed or "carry forward"
the initial final sentence. Such an interpretation will concord with the description of weqatal'"
15Personal communication. He asserts that such an interpretation, following the Vulgate, is common in "deutschen und im
romanischen Sprachraum." .
16According to Joosten (1997, 58), "Weqatal is basically modal." Compare also Joosten (1992, 1-14). I would be more
careful with such a statement, however. As a continuation form, weqatal usually follows the modal forms, imperative, jussiv
and cohortative. As such, weqatal places itself at the service of the chain initial modal verb. Whether one can therefore
conclude that the weqatal verbal form itself is a modal form, as Joosten does, is questionable.
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as a continuation form in Chapter 3. Gross proposes that such sentences be translated "und
dann" in German.
I would tend to support the second solution. Firstly as such an interpretation supports the
notion of weqatal as a continuation form. This solution also presents a possibility for the
Biblical Hebrew writer to distinguish between purpose and resuIt in the "Nachsatz" of final
constructions (See also Genesis 2: 13). The second solution, however, would require a revision
of an earlier hypothesis in which I, following Longacre, postulated. According to this view,
weqatal only expresses "mainline" information in discourse. I? Such an assumption would
imply that weqatal cannot realize final sentences which, according to the thesis expressed in
this study, convey background information. It therefore appears that weqatal as a continuation
form is not restricted to the "mainline" but can also express background information.
One can thus read "Say you are my sister, that it may be well with me, and then my soul will
live because of you." There is a difference between the conjunctional final sentences i1t;l~Dl
and '7-::l~':WO!. The difference is one of mood. The former expresses "realis", definite
result or consequence, the later "irrealis", purpose or intended resuIt, i.e., that it may go well
"
The following examples all have the final sentence in contact position with the matrix. Exodus
16:32,20:12,23:12, Leviticus 23:43, Deuteronomy 5:16,5:29,23:21,31:19, Joshua 4:5-6, 1
Kings 8:43, Ezekiel 12: 16, Jeremiah 36:3.
l7Cf. section 3.3.4.
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4.4.3.1.3 Type C: Volition18 in Matrix
These forms are recognized by some form of volition in the matrix. The volition can be an
imperative, an imperative chain, an imperative continued by a weqatal chain, or an infinitive
absolute."
Habakkuk 2:2
,m\~,i1'i1~~JJ.t'~,2
.: - T : ••• -:--
1irlJ:Jinf
nin~i1-';.t' '~:J1
:i:J ~"Jip -y11: 1~o~
Comment: Volition in this example is expressed by an imperative. This is followed by another
syndetic imperative which continues the "Aufforderung". There is a subject change between
matrix and final sentence. The final sentence is in non-contact position. Considering the
previous examples, a weqatal following the initial imperative would also be possible in the
matrix (Numbers 27:18-20). On account of Habakkuk 2:2, it appears that weqatal could
replace the imperative as the second element in the chain. How it will affect the function of
the construction is unclear. There are not enough examples in the corpus to investigate a
possible functional differentiation. Other examples: Genesis 12:13, Exodus 20: 12, 23: 12,
Numbers 36:8, Deuteronomy 6: 18.
Exodus 20: 12
19~cn~1 1~:J~cn~ 1~~ 12
i1~:r~iJ';~ 1~9: 1~:J'~~WO~
o :l!1(1j1~ry';~i1Ji1~-'W~
Comment: The volition in the matrix is realized by a single imperative. The final sentence is
thus related to a matrix comprising a single verb unlike the previous example (Habakkuk 2:2).
The final sentence is in contact position with its matrix. There is a subject change between the
matrix and the final sentence. This construction is a good example of the difficulty inherent in
181use the term volition for the German "Aufforderung".
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distinguishing between purpose and result in final constructions. Is the promise of long life the
result of honoring of parents? Or is the goal of honoring parents that the obedient person
might receive the promise? Both are true, depending on the perspective. On the basis of the
example in Genesis 12:13 it would appear that one can differentiate syntactically between
purpose and result. Constructions introduced by the final conjunctions express purpose. In this
respect, it is well to heed the definition of Quirk et al. (1985, 1107-1108) that a purpose is an
aimed at or desired result. 20 When the construction is continued or carried forward by weqatal,
as in Genesis 12:13, the co-ordinated weqatal final sentence expresses a real result. It is my
contention, to which I will return later, that in order to express co-ordinated purpose
sentences, the Biblical Hebrew writer will use co-ordinated conjunctional final sentences. In
this instance the writer has used weqatal instead, thereby expressing a result instead of another
purpose sentence.
The distinction between intended result and real result is unfortunately not made in the
Biblical Hebrew grammars.". The function of purpose, therefore, seems to be that which is
syntactically expressed by the construction under discussion.
It seems that Durham (1987, 277) tried to solve the problem by producing a translation that
attempts to indicate both purpose and result. "Give honor ... that you may surely prolong your
days." The word "surely" is certainly redundant, unless it is an attempt to translate the
certainty of the promise and, consequently, the result aspect of the construction.
19There are more ways of realising volition in Biblical Hebrew. These are the only examples which I could find attested for
in the matrix oq-pO( yiqtol [mal sentences.
20Quirk et al. (1985, 1107-1108).
21Cf section 2.2.6.
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4.4.3.1.4 Type D: Non-Volitional Verbal Forms in the Matrix
(i) "Wish" in Matrix
Deuteronomy 5:29
1(l~-~r.J29
tn '; i11'Cl::l::l'; i1~i11
Cl~r.J~i1-';~ni~r.J-';~-n~ ,'biVS, ~ni~~,;S
. T - T - Cl~~~ Cli),~'~';lD6~~~" i~6~
Comment: A wish, expressed by the construction 10'-~O, introduces the matrix. 1(l~-~Ois
followed by an object sentence introduced by weqatal, and the entire construction constitutes
the matrix. The two infinitive constructions in the matrix describe the demonstrative pronoun
i1} and, as such, the content of the wish. The final sentence is in non-contact position.
Unfortunately, there are very few cases where the matrix is introduced by an interrogative in
the corpus. The majority of these examples appear in conjunctionless final constructions and
are discussed in greater depth in Chapter 5.
(ii) Hypothetical "When ... then ..." Sentences as Matrix
In these sentences a hypothetical situation, introduced by the conjunction, '~, is sketched. The
reader is admonished to do something, after which a l~O~construction concludes with a
result, so that we have the following pattern:
When ... then ... so that. Two such examples are found in the book of Deuteronomy.
Deuteronomy 22: 6-7
l'J7;l '~n~~,iS~-1j? ~Ji?'~~6
Cl~~'~ i~ Cl~n,~~ r'J~ry-';.tJi~ r ~r';~~
Cl'~~:J.i1-';'!)i~ Cl'n'El~i1-';'!) n~::l' osm
. ..- - :6'~~6:,;.tJ-Cl~D"njPr:r~iS
Cl~i1-n~ n';?iVnn~iV 7
"l/-njPn- O~;~~v'~n~l
o :Cl~O:t;'l=?'J~i]l i ::l~'~ WO~
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Comment: In verse 4 the hypothetical "when" situation is introduced by ~::;).The "then"
sentence starts with the negative "Aufforderung" (prohibitive) rTft:'nt? followed by a
positive "Aufforderung" rT7~t;l lJ'~.The final sentence is not only dependent on the
immediately preceding volitions, but also on the entire "when" sentence and concludes it.
Notice that the hypothetical situation is followed by an "Aufforderung", which obedience
results in the promise expressed in the final sentence.
Deuteronomy 24: 19
~r;r~i91 l:r~~l~~~Pi~PD~~19
iT1tl:1::li~il
inr;rj?~ ":li0t:1 ~?
i1~i1~i1J~?~?' oin~? ,~?
.::. T~1ïÏ~T ~ )~~ - w6~
:1~7:i1f?J~0 ?j::l
Comment: As in the previous sentence, the final sentence is not sub-ordinated to the
immediately preceding volition, but to the entire idea expressed by the "when" construction,
and again concludes the segment.
(iii) "Jahweh Rede,,22 Final Constructions
In these construction types, of which most examples occur in Ezekiel, Isaiah and Exodus,
Yahweh declares his intention after which follows a conjunctionaI1~0~ final sentence.
Ezekiel4: 16-17
Oï~-p ~?~,~~~,16
0?iV1'~::l T 6rTS~i1~D i~tD ~:J:Ji1
~;~~~1 ?I?~~~' Dryj'-1?~~1
:1nt9~ 1i~~W~1 i1'J1W9~ 0'01
22r am aware that "Jahweh Rede" is not a syntactic category, but because this group displays definite features which
distinguishes it from those mentioned, I include it as a separate category offmal constructions.
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Q~~1QT)? 1'9ry~WO~ 17,~n~,~~~1~~J'
. T : • - T:
~ :Q~i~~1i'O~1
Comment: The matrix is occupied by a "Jahweh Rede" where Yahweh sketches some future
intention using various verbal sentences. The "Jahweh Rede" is introduced by a participle
sentence, followed by a weqatal. The weqatal expresses the consequence of Jahweh's action.
The following verbal form 1ntq~is induced by the chiastic construction. The final sentence
introduced by WO~ expresses the intended result or purpose of Jahweh's action. See also
Ezekiel 16:53-54 and Isaiah 41:20,43:20,43:26,45:3,45:5-6. These examples, however all
have 2nd person verbal forms in the "Nachsatz", and it would appear that in the "Jahweh
Rede" final constructions, the addressees are directly affected by the "Jahweh Rede" in the
matrix.
Significant about the syntax of "Jahweh Rede" constructions is that the matrix is governed by
a participle sentence (see ,~~ ~~~iJabove) and as mentioned previously, the verbal form in
the "Nachsatz" is mostly in the 2nd person. Compare also Exodus 8: 18, 11:7, 16:4,
Jeremiahl0: 18 and Ezekiel 6:6, 12:16.
4.4.3.1.5 Summary of the Syntactic Features of l.pO~ Yiqtol (3rd Person) Final
Sentences
(i) Most common in the category WO~ yiqtol 3rd person are the instances where the final
l.pO~ sentence is sub-ordinated to a preceding verbal chain. In such cases the final
sentence is not syntactically sub-ordinated to its immediately preceding the verb (i.e.,
the last verb in the weqatal chain), but is governed by the chain initial verb, which is
normally a volitional form. The "Nachsatz" is syntactically sub-ordinated to the verbal
chain in the matrix. This verbal chain is introduced by an imperative (Numbers 15:40,
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Habakkuk 2:2) and "carried forward" by consecutive weqatals, or even a second
imperative as in Habakkuk 2:2.
(ii) It is common in W07 yiqtol 3rd person final sentences to have a volitional form in the
matrix, although a few special cases exist where there are no "Aufforderung"
(Jeremiah 10:18, Ezekiel 6:6). Conjunctionless final constructions, as we shall see in
Chapter 5, all have an "Aufforderung" in the matrix, and a comparison with
conjunctional final constructions with "Aufforderung" in their matrix could therefore
yield significant results. Should an "Aufforderung" be present in the matrix of both, it
is my opinion that the semantic range and the syntactic construction differ.
(iii) The conjunctional final constructions can be sub-ordinated to a single verb matrix as
well as a matrix consisting of a verbal chain. Conjunctional final sentences can also
express a final relation where there is no volition in the matrix (Deuteronomy 5:29). It
is my contention that the above is not possible with conjunctioniess constructions.
(iv) It is worth noting that there is always a subject change between the matrix and the
"Nachsatz" in conjunctional final constructions with 3rd person verbal forms in the
"Nachsatz" .
(v) A very important observation is that in cases where weqatal follows the W07
"Nachsatz", I have suggested and attempted to illustrate that weqatal shows its
character as a continuation form (see the discussion on Genesis 12: 13 in section
4.4.3.1.2). I have, however, altered my earlier hypothesis (cf. 3.3.4) that weqatal
expresses continuation only on "mainline" to include the possibility that weqatal
convey continuation on the background information also. I have also distinguished the
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two forms (i.e., WO~ yiqtol followed by a consecutive weqatal) as syntactically
expressing intended result (purpose) and real result or consequence respectively. I will
return to this important aspect later in the discussion (section 4.4.3.2.6).
4.4.3.2 l~O~Yiqtol2Rd Person
Exodus 8:6,8:18,9:29,10:1-2, 11:7, Numbers 15:40, Deuteronomy 4:1,5:33,6:2,8:1,11:8,
14:23, 16:3, 16:20, 29:5, 29:8, 30:19, Joshua 1:7, 1:8, 3:4, 1 Kings 2:3, Isaiah 23:16 (P),
43:10,43:26,45:3,66:11, Jeremiah 4:14,35:7,44:29, EzekieI6:6, 16:54, 16:63,25:10,26:20,
Psalm 48:14, 51:6, 68:24, 130:4, Amos 5:14, Job 19:29, 40:8, Proverbs 2:20, 19:20, Ezra
9:12, 1 Chronicles 28:8.
This category is unique to conjunctional final constructions and, in most cases, there is no
subject change between the matrix and the final sentence. The categories (types) described in
the Methodology in section 4.3 will again be employed. Additional types of constructions,
unique to this category, will be added if necessary.
Like the examples with the 3rd person, instances where WO~ is followed by the 2nd person
verbal form could either be syntactically sub-ordinated to a single verb, or to a verbal chain.
However, the cases in which WO~ is sub-ordinated to a verbal chain are less frequent than in
those examples with the 3rd person, where it seems to be the major usage. In contrast to
examples of WO~ yiqtol 3rd person, occurrences with "Aufforderung" in the matrix are also
less numerous. The semantic range of 1~o~yiqtol 2nd person constructions are very small
(i.e., the number of different verbs appearing in this construction are very few), with the verb
l'1' showing a high frequency, accounting for five cases from a total of twenty six. Below, I
will list the same categories (sentence types) as mentioned above and supply each type with a
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few examples to show that the syntactic constructions recognized for WO~ yiqtol 3rd person
are also valid for 1.!)O~yiqtol 2nd person constructions. The examples presented are not an
exhaustive list, but are randomly selected cases. After the listing of the particular types, Iwill
discuss some cases peculiar to WO~ yiqtol 2nd person.
4.4.3.2.1 Type A
Exodus 8:18, Numbers 15:40, Deuteronomy 6:18,16:3,29:5,29:8, Ezra 9:12, Ezekiel 16:63.
Ezra 9:12
OiP:J:J'; ':Jr-1rY';~o;)'ni:J:t i1r-1Jj,12
-rÓ»- :. O~~:J:J~,~~r.l-,;~o~~ró:J'
O';iJj-iJj on~i:t!)·'obS0 ,01-in~~S,
T - TT: T : 1P~ryD.Wo~
r}~ij :J't!)-n~ 0~~~~1
:O';iJj-iJj 0;)' :J:J'; 0r-1tV1im
T -.: •• :. ';: - :
Comment: A chain of prohibitions constitutes the matrix. The final sentence is in non-contact
position. There is no subject change between the matrix and the final sentence. The
conjunctional final sentence 'P~IJ~Wo~ expresses purpose or intended result. The weqatals
O~~~~, and 0~~'Jii11 following the final sentence express real result or consequence. A
suitable translation is thus: "that you may be strong, and then you will eat the good of the land,
and will leave it as an inheritance for your children forever."
4.4.3.2.2 Type B
Deuteronomy 4:1,8:1,16:20,30:19, Amos 5:14.
Amos 5:14
l'1-';~' :Jit!)-'tV11 14
T - : ,'ryt:1: 1~O~
:O~~O~ 1tp~~ O~t;l~ ni~~~r'ii';~ i11i1~1;;-'i1"
Comment: The matrix is occupied by an imperative. The final sentence is in contact position
with the matrix. There is no subject change between the matrix and the final sentence.
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4.4.3.2.3 Type C
Deuteronomy 4:1,14:23, 16:20,16:40,30:19, Joshua 1:7-8, Jeremiah 35:7, Isaiah 23:16.
Joshua 1:7
ï~~ rr~~1.plO p'J 7
':r~.p i1~b ~n~'W~ i1'JiniT';~~ nitv~'? ,b~';
';,~b~1 r~:1~90'10D-';~
';'~~(lWO~
:l~D 'W~ ';j~
Comment: The matrix is occupied by a negative "Aufforderung" '10D-';~. The matrix and
the final sentence are in contact position. There is no subject change between the matrix and
the final sentence.
4.4.3.2.4 Type D
Exodus 8:6,8:18,10:2, Deuteronomy 6:2, 11:8,30:19,1 Kings 2:3, Isaiah 43:10,43:26,45:3,
Jeremiah 44:29, Ezekiel 12:6, 16:54, 16:63, 26:20.
Exodus 8:6
'~r9!~'9~~J
:1:l'D';~i11i1'~r~-'~l)'JD 1.pO~
Comment: What constitutes the matrix of this construction? One possibility is that the verbal
sentence 1~~!::;)constitutes the matrix. The form of this sentence is due to elipsis and could
therefore be loosely be translated, "It will be as you have spoken" or "I will do as you have
spoken." There is subject change between the matrix and the final sentence. The final
sentence is in contact position with the matrix. One could also translate the matrix with "as
you wish" in English, i.e., "whichever way you prefer", or "as long as the purpose is served",
i.e., that he (Pharaoh) might come to the realization that there is no one like Yahweh. This is
the way it was interpreted by most translators e.g., the NRSV, "As you say!", the NRV, "Be it
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as you say", the NIV "It may be as you say". Childs (1974, 123) "Let it be as you say" and
Durham (1987, 100) "Just as you say" also translated similarly.
Another possibility to be considered is to interpret the matrix as the speech introducing verb
'9N~1. In this case the content of what was said is of secondary significance, i.e., "And he
said ... in order that, you may know that there is no-one like Jahweh." The final sentence in
this understanding/interpretation expresses the purpose of'9N~]. Further investigation should
be done, however, regarding the ways in which the speech introducing verb '9N~J is normally
continued to justify the merit of the latter option. Secondly, there are no instances where 1~o~
is sub-ordinated to wayyiqtol.
4.4.3.2.5 Type E: Final Constructions With the Verb l'ï' in the "Nachsatz"
This category is unique to the conjunctional final construction 1~o~yiqtol 2nd person and
occurs exclusively in the book of Exodus. The frequency of cases where 1'1' follows WO~ in
the 2nd person (either singular or plural) are high in this relatively small corpus. In all of these
cases, 1'1' is followed by an "object" sentence introduced by '~ and in one instance, by ,tq~.
A similar construction is attested in Ezekiel, which, however, is expressed with weqatal
without 1~O~.
Exodus Il :4-7
i11i1',aN i1j i1tVb,aN~1 4
:rJ'J~O lin~ N~i, '~~ i1~~7iJ·"n~O~
rJ:'J~O r)~~ 'i:J~-';~ n01 5
iNO~-';~ :J.iQ~iJi1il~~ ,i:J~O
i1ai1:J.,i:J:J. ';j1 rJ'n'i1 ,nN 'tVN i1n;Jil)i1·,i:J:J. il'
T •• : : rJ'J~r;rJ~-S~~~~,~T~i?~~i1D~D!6
nrrtn ~'; 1i1b::)itVN
TT: ~~on~';T1i1b·~i
i1rtiJ~-1~1 tV'~O~ i:ltv~ :J.j:;rr'Jtr ~'; ';~Jtq: 'P ';j~1 7
';~J~' 1'~1 rJ:'J~O 1';1 i11i1~i1j~~ itq~ 11l'"}rlWo~
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Comment: In this final construction the matrix consists of a speech by Yahweh. The speech is
introduced by a temporal reference i1!~1'iJn~D~,followed by a participial sentence.
:O:~¥Q lin~ ~~i' 'j~ which, in tum, is succeeded by a chain of weqatals. The
matrix/final construction is thus in non-contact position. There is a subject change between
the matrix and the "Nachsatz". The final sentence is followed by an object sentence
introduced by iïq~. Notice that Yahweh is spoken of in the 3rd person in the final sentence.
although Yahweh is the subject of the matrix. Does Yahweh speak of himself in the 3rd person
or should the final sentence be understood as a comment by the narrator? Although there are
many cases of the former in Biblical Hebrew.P the latter option seems more plausible in this
case. By utilizing this construction the writer enables the narrator to momentarily halt the
narration and to provide the reader with additional information. I have devoted a separate
category to such constructions expressing "Narrative comment" in 4.3.2 to which I will return
later. An alternative option would be to interpret the conjunctional final sentence as
syntactically dependent on the speech introducing verb i9~~1.I have, however, earlier
expressed the merits and demerits of such an option and spelled out my reservations about
such a possibility (See the discussion on Exodus 8:6, section 4.4.3.2.4).
Exodus 8:5-6
i1i7~~7 i1~b iO~~l 5
"n6'? ~'?l' 1~9ni1
~~~~1 ~'7~T~~1~T~,~n~~
~'t.9Q1~~Q0'~'T~~~iJn'~~iJ~
:i1n~~t:li~~~ pj
~~~7~i9~~JilJ9~ i9~~16
:1j'ii'?~ i11i1'~r~-':J l'''JDWO~
23Cr. Genesis 18:19.
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Comment: There is no subject change between the matrix and the final sentence. The final
sentence is followed by an object sentence introduced by '~. The final sentence, like the
previous one, expresses the purpose of the intended action, i.e., "that you may know "
Other examples: Exodus 8: 18, 9:29, Deuteronomy 29:5, Jeremiah 44:29.
Similar constructions in the book of Ezekiel demand closer scrutiny.
Ezekiel 12:14-15
i1i1' 1'nj'::lO 1iVN ';j1 14
: ... T ~~ iN'''1~9~N_':';:)1
~'';n1rT~1:'';~S
... 0:: - T :
:CliJ''JD~ p'1~
i11iP 'jN-'~ 11'i'1 15
T : • -:. : T:
:ni~1N:J. ClniN 'n'1i1 Cl'i~:J.ClniN '~'E:li1:J.
T -; TT' •.• : • - T •• -: -
Comment: Observe that the WO,? is omitted and the verbal form is weqatal and not yiqtol. The
function of these sentences are also clearly that of result. Do we have here a later version of
the same construction where WO,? has become redundant? This seems unlikely as the use of
WO,? is quite common in Ezekiel (see Ezekiel 4:17, 6:6, 12:16, 12:20, 14:5, 14:11, 16:63,
24:27,25:7,25:11, etc.). This example should be seen in the light of the fact that the language
used in Ezra and, Ezekiel in particular, have often been categorised as "late" Hebrew. These
Books are characterised by somewhat "eccentric"24 language use when compared with the
Hebrew found in the rest of the Hebrew Bible.
A possible difference between the two constructions could be that of mood. With the
construction in Ezekiel the writer uses weqatal, and thus shows a definite resuIt, i.e., "and you
will know." The cases with WO,? yiqtol express the realm of the possibility or probability
therefore ... that you may/might know. The writer, therefore, deliberately chooses this
24Cf.Greenberg (1997, 395). On the book jacket Greenberg is conunended for capturing in English the "richness and
subtleties of the problematic Hebrew original."
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particular construction in Ezekiel to express a definite result or consequence. In support, my
earlier suggestion is apt, viz., that conjunctional final sentences is used by the Hebrew writer
to express purpose or intended result, whereas secondary weqatal final sentences (i.e., those
final sentences co-ordinated to conjunctional final sentences, e.g., Genesis 12:13, Ezra 9: 12)
express real result.
4.4.3.2.6 Excursion: The Sequence l.IJO~ Yiqtol +Weqatal
Although I have discussed similar examples previously in the treatment of individual cases
(e.g., Genesis 12: 13, Ezra 9: 12) , I will now give special attention to this phenomenon,
because I consider these constructions of great importance to the current investigation.
In the book of Deuteronomy, in particular, there seems to be a very special usage of weqatal
following l.IJO~ final sentences. In quite a few cases the l.IJO~ final sentence is followed by a
weqatal chain. I have already briefly expressed my opinion about such cases (see Exodus
11:4-7), but will now discuss it in more detail. I have suggested that in such cases the weqatal
chain is co-ordinated with the WO~ yiqtol final sentence. It would mean, syntactically, that
the weqatal chain expresses co-ordinated final sentences following l.IJO~ yiqtol.
Consequently, they would also be sub-ordinated to the matrix. Weqatal, as a continuation
form, never occupies the first position in the conjunctional final chain (it is not possible, as the
verbal form following a conjunction is always asyndetic). However, it can be co-ordinated to
a final sentence and, therefore, serves as a consecutive final sentence after the initial l.IJO~
yiqtol construction.
I have hypothesized in Chapter 3 that weqatal, because of its function as mainline verbal form
in discourse, does not occur in sub-ordinated sentences. Notwithstanding, these examples
indicate that it is a fallacy to restrict weqatal to purely mainline information. In its function as
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a continuation form, it can continue a verbal form and thus build a chain, both in mainline and
in non-mainline discourse. Hence, the contention that weqatal does not occur in sub-ordinated
sentences is only true insofar as weqatal never introduces sub-ordinated sentences Gust as it
does not occur in chain-initial position in mainline). However, it can be co-ordinated to a sub-
ordinated sentence.
The construction under discussion occurs either episode final (i.e., concluding a particular
episode, e.g., Deuteronomy 5:33), or episode initial (introducing a particular episode, e.g.,
Deuteronomy 4:1). A good example to start with is Deuteronomy 8:1 in which the
conjunctional final sentence is followed by a chain ofweqatals.
Deuteronomy 8: 1
O;:liJ ~n~~':;J~~ 1ip~ i11¥~iJ-~? 8
. n;tD~7 1n~~n
11'~t:lWO,?
°D'~~1
On~:l1
': T
r}~iTn~Of:)tq1'1
:o:J'nj~~ i11i1' 1l~iV:J-1iV~
'.' •• -; - T : -:. '.' -:
Comment: The above type of construction is quite common in Deuteronomy. The matrix
contains an "Aufforderung". The final sentence is followed by a weqatal chain. How is this to
be interpreted? In such cases with weqatal, the emphasis in the final sentence is on the
purpose of the action/speech and the weqatal chain expresses the consequence or result of the
action that proceeds from the" Aufforderung" in the matrix. I have earlier suggested that there
is also a difference in mood in the two constructions. The conjunctional final sentence is
modal (therefore in the English translation one should always translate with an auxiliary verb
can/could, may/might, etc.). The weqatal is indicative and thus expresses a real result.
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The weqatal chain introduced by l:lQ':J.'}i is co-ordinated to the preceding final sentence. It
proceeds the chain governed by niw'p'~ 1n~tqn in the matrix. The conjunctional final
sentence 1i'ryn 1.pO(, therefore, occupies the initial position in the chain, and is proceeded by
the three syndetic weqatals. Whereas the final sentence expresses the purpose of the
governing verb, the weqatal chain expresses results or consequences. An appropriate
translation that indicates the difference would thus be: "... that you may live, and then you
will multiply, enter and inherit ... "
Other examples: Numbers 15:40, 5:33, (the word order III the matrix IS reversed). Cf.
Deuteronomy 11:8, 16:20, Ezra 9: 12)
Deuteronomy 4: 1
l:l'tO~tqOiT'?~i l:l'PDiT'?~ l'Otq '?~'Jtq' i1t;Wi 1
niwl''? l:l:Jn~ 10'?a ':J~~ iiD~-:- .;:.; .. - : i'ryn w6~
l:ln~:J.i
... T
r)~iJ-n~ l:lQtqi'1
:l:l?'/1Dj l:l?'(lj~ 'i:1'?~ i11i1~itp~
Comment: In this example the matrix does not consist of a verbal chain, but of a single verb
"Aufforderung". The matrix and the final sentence are thus in contact position. Notice that
there is no subject change between the matrix and the "Nachsatz". The "Nachsatz" i'~t:l WOl
expresses a purpose and the following weqatal chain result. As in the previous example, the
weqatal chain, l:lQtqi'1 l:lQ~~i, is also sub-ordinated to the main sentence introduced by the
imperative l'O~. Whereas the WO~ final sentence should be translated as modal, the
following weqatal chain is indicative, i.e., "listen to the ... that you may live, and then you
will enter and will take possession of the land. I need to reiterate that the basic assumption of
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this study, expressed in Chapter 3 (and modified in this chapter), is that weqatal is a
continuation form and, as such, can continue a mainline as well as a sub-ordinated sentence.
Deuteronomy 6: 17-18
LJ::?'ij';~ iiJii': ni¥o-n~ 1119~t:l 1iD~ 17·
:11~1iP~ 1'1PDi 1'D-r-Pi
ii1ii' 'J'l':! :::li~ii11il:Ï!!iin'(vl'1 18
T : •••• : -: l~-:::l~'~1~O~
n~:::l1
T T
ii~~iJ r)~iTn~ D~'J~l
:~n)j~7ii1ii~ l'~~~-1iP~
Comment: The "Aufforderung" in the matrix is expressed by the construction ln9~t:l 1iD~
(See also Deutemomy 14:23, 22:7). This construction is carried forward by the weqatal
D'~~l. The weqatals D~~1 and D~'J:1 following the final sentence signify the consequence
of the volition 1119~t:l 1iD~ whereas the final sentence 11 :::l~" Wo~ expresses the
purpose.
In all the examples discussed so far, the final sentence is followed by weqatal verbal forms.
There are, however, two examples where the final sentence is succeeded by a yiqtol chain.
How shall this construction be interpreted? The examples are found in Isaiah 41 :20 and
Ezekiel 6:6.
Isaiah 41: 19-20
0'J01 iitp~ r)~ 1~70~ lD~ 19
ii~'J~~ LJ'~~ 19~ rPi
:nn' 11w~m 1ii1tl iDi1:!
T : - - : 1~~~ :Wo~20
1l'7:.1
1D'(V'1
1,n' 1,;,:;)G~,
T : - .: -:
nKr iin(Vl' ii1ii'-1' ':;)
E) : i1~'J~:S~'J~':iDi'p"1
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Comment: Unlike in the previous examples, the final sentence 1~~~ WO,? is followed by a
yiqtol chain (all syndetic). The RSV translated the chain as co-ordinated final sentences, "that
men may see and know, may consider and understand together ... " The weyiqtol chain is,
therefore, dependent on the matrix introduced by lD~. I fully support such an interpretation of
the above construction as captured by the translation. The co-ordinated yiqtol chain expresses
purpose, and are all modal, which is indicated by the RSV translation.
Ezekiel6:6
i1J:J1nn Cl'1l'i1 Cl~'ni:Jwi~ 'IjJ 6
T: - ...: '.' . T ... '....: :
i1J~W'n ni~Ji11
T : ~:J~T)~.l~O~
Cl~'ninJm 1~W~'1
vÓ»- ::. : ; -: :
n~~~l
Cl?'71"~ m~~~i
Cl~'J~n 1l"'J1... •• T - : :.:
:Cl?'~~O m9~1
Comment: This construction deserves attention as it contains a combination of all the
examples discussed previously. Firstly, it presents a matrix consisting of the yiqtol verbs
i1:J:J1nn. and i1J~W'n. The "Nachsatz" consists of the co-ordinated final sentences
T: - ':;": T; T .
Cl?'(lin~\o 1~~~~.11:J~T)~.WO,? The final conjunction is followed by two co-ordinated
yiqtol verbal forms both expressing purpose. A similar construction (where consecutive
yiqtols follow the final conjunction) appears also in Isaiah 41:19-20 (see previous example) ..
In similar constructions in other books the conjunction would be repeated before the second
yiqtol (See Exodus 9: 16, Deuteronomy 4:40 and Deuteronomy 31: 12).
The co-ordinated final sentences are followed by a co-ordinated weqatal chain. All these (both
yiqtol and weqatal), in turn, constitute the "Nachsatz". I have previously suggested that the
change in verbal form in the "Nachsatz" represents a change of meaning, i.e., intended result
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or purpose (yiqtol) and real result (weqatal) as well as a change of mood. The WO~ yiqtol
indicating possibility or probability whereas weqatal expresses the indicative mood and,
therefore reality.
Gross (1974, 188) also identified similar examples with the verbal form yiqtol following the
modal ~';'R The corpus is very small, so that it is difficult to draw a final consclusion.
4.4.3.2.7 Summary of Syntactic Features oq.pO~ Yiqtol2nd Person Final Sentences
(i) In most of these cases, there is no subjeet change between the matrix and "N achsatz" .
(ii) It is my suspicion at this stage that examples with 2nd person verbal forms in the
"Nachsatz" are exclusive to the conjunctional final constructions and one would
therefore not find such cases in conjunctioniess constructions (see the next chapter).
(iii) Syntactically, most of these final sentences close the chain introduced in the matrix
(Ezra 9: 12). However, in some examples the chain is continued by weqatal verbal
forms following the final sentence. In such cases the weqatal verbal form is co-
ordinated with the immediately preceding conjunctional final sentence (and therefore
also governed by the final conjunction) and expresses real result or consequence
(Deuteronomy 4: 1).
(iv) The aforegoing discussion seems to corroborate my contention that weqatal in
discourse is a continuation verbal form. As such, it does not introduce sub-ordinated
sentences but can be co-ordinated to them. There is also the difference in mood in
these cases. I believe that the conjunctional final sentence is modal and the following
weqatal indicative (Deuteronomy 8: 1).
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(v) In the entire corpus there are only two examples where the final sentence is followed
by a weyiqtol chain (Isaiah 41 :20, Ezekiel 6:6) instead of the expected weqatal. I have
interpreted this weyiqtol chain as consecutive final sentences following the
conjunctional final sentence. These two cases is very unusual and presents an.
exception. I will show later that, with co-ordinated yiqtol final sentences, the final
conjunction is normally repeated immediately preceding the subsequent co-ordinated
yiqtols. I will return to co-ordination of final sentences in section 4.6.
4.4.3.3 1~o~Yiqtol 1st Person
These constructions are atypical for conjunctional final sentences as 1st person forms are more
common with conjunctioniess final sentences (see the next chapter). There are only 12 cases
conjunctional of yiqtol 1st person cases altogether, of which 50% occur in poetic texts.
Whereas the categories described in section 4.3 above could also be applied for the WO~ 1st
person cases, I will not dwell on it here but make only those observations specific to 1st person
conjunctional final sentences with I~O~.
I will argue and show, in the examples below, that in all the cases WO~ 1st person is only used
when the nuance which the writer wishes to express cannot be achieved with the
conjunctioniess sentences. I reiterate my earlier contention that 1st person final sentences are
realized primarily with conjunctioniess constructions as we shall see in Chapter 5. In the
following discussion, I will describe the conditions that are necessary for 1~O~ I st person
conjunctional sentence to be realized.
4.4.3.3.1 Final Constructions with no Volition in the Matrix
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It will be illustrated in the next chapter that, for a conjunctioniess final relation to be realized,
a volition (expressed by an imperative) or an interrogative sentence in the matrix is
compulsory. The example provided contains no volition in the matrix. The subject of the final
verb is 1st person singular. Because there is no volition in the matrix, the writer has to use the
conjunction WO~ in the final sentence.
Examples: Exodus 16:4, EzekieI20:26, Nehemiah 6: 13.
Exodus 16:4
i1iVb-'?~i1ii1~i~~~i 4
Cl~9~iTlaDry! D"?7 T i~~~b ~~~iJ
Cll'i1~~~i
iai~~ Cli~-i~7 T1~p~i
:~'?-Cl~ ~~)in~ l~:.D1~9~~wo~
Comment: There is a very specific reason why WO~ has to be used in the "Nachsatz" instead
of the conjunctioniess weyiqtol construction. The reason is simply that there is no volition in
the matrix, which precludes using a conjunctioniess construction. The matrix consists of a
"Jahweh Rede" introduced by a participial sentence. The matrix and the final sentence is in
non-contact position and there is no subject change between the matrix and the final sentence.
See also 2 Samuel 13:5 below.
4.4.3.3.2 Constructions with a Verbal Chain in the Matrix
2 Samuel 13:5, Exodus 16:4.
2 Samuel 13:5
'?1Jt!iJi~~~~O-'?.p J~~ J:r~ii1~i'? i9~~J 5
'~7~t)~O~l ~Di~~7~~:;l~~~1
~nin~ ian ~J ~jn
. -r ciri~~;J:;l6,
i1~i:::li1-n~~J~ si1ntDl';
T; • - i1~.~~ ï~~i.p;O~
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Comment: The volition in the matrix ~q~jfi is followed by a verbal chain, consisting of
another weyiqtol and a weqatal verbal form. Such a volitional chain demands a conjunctional
wo~construction in the final sentence as weyiqtol (i.e., the conjunctioniess construction) is
always final to an immediately preceding volitional (expressed by an imperative) or
interrogative sentence (never a verbal chain constituting differing verbal forms as is the case
here). Notice that there is a subject change between the matrix and the final sentence, and the
two elements are in non-contact position. The co-ordinated final sentences are constituted
firstly by the conjunctional final sentence i1~";1~ 'ip~WO/25 expressing purpose "that I may
see". This is followed by co-ordinated weqatal final sentence i1:r~O't:l~~~lexpressing result
or consequence "and then, (after which) I will eat ..."
4.4.3.3.3 Constructions Where the Matrix of a Final Sentence with WO~ Include an
Immediately Preceding Conjunctioniess or Conjunctional Final Sentence
Genesis 27:5, Exodus 33:13, Nehemiah 6:13
Exodus 33:13
l't p.~ 10'D~~9~ro~i1t;l~1 13
l~n;r-n~~~'~p'ïii1
1~:r~1
l'tp.~10-~~9~1~O~
:i1JiJ 'i~iJ 19~':;J i1~";11
Comment: Two constructions each expressing a final relation, immediately follow one
another. The first is a conjunctioniess final sentence 1~:r~1with a volitional form ~~ '~~ïii1
in the matrix. The second is a conjunctional final sentence and consists of the conjunction
WO~ followed by a 1st person yiqtol ~~9~(This 1st person form is the morphological short
form where the long form, cohortative, would have been the expected form). The second final
25The examples with .,~~ WQ'? will be discussed in section 4.4.3.4.
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construction is an asyndetic conjunctional final sentence ~rt.!)~1ITN~9~ WO~ which is not
co-ordinated to the first conjunctionless final sentence '~W:r~1,but consecutive to it. This
means that the preceding, including the conjunctioniess final sentence '~Hn~lconstitutes the
matrix of the second final sentence which "Nachsatz" is ~rt.!)~llTN~9~ 1'J!O(.
4.4.3.3.4 Summary of Syntactic Features of 1'J!O~Yiqtol 1st Person Final Sentences
I hope to show in Chapter 5 that the 1st person final sentences belong to the domain of the
conjunctionless final construction.
(i) I have tried to argue here however, that sometimes the story demands a construction
which is syntactically not attainable with the conjunctionless final constructions. There
are two such constructions.
(a) Constructions which require a 1st person verbal form in the "Nachsatz" but have
no Volition in the matrix (Exodus 16:4).
(b) Consecutive final sentences of which the first final construction ("Vordersatz" and
"Nachsatz") serves as matrix for the second final sentence introduced (Exodus
33:13).
(ii) Although the above appears to support my earlier contention that the range of WO~
final constructions is far greater than the conjunctioniess final constructions, such an
assumption can only be vindicated once the conjunctioniess final constructions have
been investigated in Chapter 5.
(iii) It is also my contention at this stage that, in cases where there are overlap between the
conjunctional and the conjunctionless final sentences, (like the 3rd person for
example), the groups will nevertheless cover different syntactic constructions. Again
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clarity on this issue is subject to the investigation of conjunctionIess final
constructions in the next chapter.
4.4.3.4 "Irregular" 1~o~Yiqtol Constructions
There are a few constructions with 1~o~yiqtol which seem to deviate from the norm
described above. In the following discussion I will elaborate on these cases. Constructions
which have 'ïq~ 1.vO~or 'ïq~ in the "Nachsatz" are typical examples. Examples: Genesis
18:19, Genesis 27:10, LeviticusI7:5, Deuteronomy 27:3, Joshua 3:4,2 Samuel 13:5, Jeremiah
42:6, Ezekiel 20:26.
There are some cases where WO~ is followed by the relative 'ïq~ without seemingly
changing the meaning or supplying a special nuance to the final sentence. Such cases are
always followed by finite verb yiqtol and never by the infinitive. The matrix is occupied by
both volitional (Genesis 27:10) and non-volitional forms (Genesis 18:19), and the final
sentence is governed by both a single verb (Genesis 18:19) as well as a verbal chain (Genesis
27:3). There are examples, though not treated in this corpus, where the relative 'ïq~ functions
as an final conjunction in the same way as WO~ (See Deuteronomy 6:2-3).26
Deuteronomy 27:2-3
r)~iT'?~ n";1~iTn~1'~.vD'W~ Di!!~ i1:iJl 2
l! 1(lj,;n1'?~i11i1~-'W~
n;'?'1~D'~~~ ~~ t;1bpW1
:I'~:::l Dn~ riltm
~}~;,:p n~iiJ i1~;niJ ''J~1-'?~-n~ 16'~~~D~:l-:3
r)~iJ-'?~ ~jt;l 'W~ 1.vO~
iV~'~n:J!!J n~J r)~ ~~ 1(lj~'ij'?~ i11i1~-'W~
:l! ~'Dj~-'H'?~ i1Ji1~'~1'W~~
26Cf. also the discussion on co-ordinated final constructions in section 4.6.
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Comment: The matrix and the "Nachsatz" is in non-contact position and there is a subject
change between the matrix and the final sentence. itq~ does not seem to affect the meaning of
the sentence at all. Even if itq~ should be omitted, it appears the sentence would still be the
same.27
4.4.4 l-P07 Infinitive
Genesis 18:19, 37:22, 50:20, Exodus 1:11, 9:16,10:1,11:9, Leviticus 20:3, Deuteronomy
2:30,6:23,8:2,8:3,8:16,8:18,9:5, 17:16,29:12,29:18, Joshua 4:24, 11:20, Judges 2:22,
3:1, 1 Samuel 15:14, 17:28, 1 Kings 8:60, 11:36, 12:15, 2 Kings 10:19, 22:17, 23:24,
Isaiah 30:1, Jeremiah 7:10,7:18,7:19, 11:5,25:7,27:10,27:15,32:29,32:35,43:3,44:8,
50:34, Ezekiel 14:5,21:15,21:20,21:33,22:6,22:9,22:12,22:27, 38:16, 39:12, 40:4, Joel
4:6, Amos 1:13, 2:7, Micah 6:5, 6:16, Habakkuk 2:15, Zechariah 13:4, Proverbs 15:24,
Nehemiah 6:13,2 Chronicles 10:15,25:20,34:25.
The W07 infinitive cases compnse the second major group of conjunctional final
constructions. As the name suggests, the final sentence is constituted by the conjunction 1,p07
followed by an infinitive. I will attempt to demonstrate in the following discussion that most
of these constructions, unlike the W07 yiqtol discussed in the preceding section, show no
subject change between the matrix and the final sentence so that it can be translated "in order
to" or "urn zu" in German. The subject of the matrix, in such instances, is also the subject of
the final sentence. I will also attempt to show that these cases mostly express purpose, the
final sentence conveying the "Aussage Absicht", or simply the "Absicht."
27n must be pointed out, however, that the verb ~':::l never occurs after WO~ in finite form. The verb ~':::l occurs in three
other texts in conjunctional final sentences, i.e., Genesis 18: 19 and Deuteronomy 6:23 as hifil infmitives, and Leviticus 17:5.
preceded by .,tP.~, though. It could well be that the unique use ofWO~ followed by the relative is induced by the verb ~':::l,
but one should be careful with such a few proof texts.
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wo~infinitive appear almost exclusively in prose text, without a single occurrence in poetry
(though WO~ yiqtol sentences are quite common in the Psalms). Even in those books with a
great percentage of poetic texts, like Isaiah and Ezekiel, the instances are mainly in the prose
sections of the corpus.
The four categories identified, i.e., Type A: Non-contact position, Type B: Contact position,
Type C: Volitional, Type D: Non-volitional can all be attested for in 1,pO~ infinitive cases.
The examples of WO~ infinitive final constructions distinguish themselves from those
discussed previously, however, in that there are relatively few instances where the matrix
consists of a volitional verbal form, which means that Type D is very common and, Type C,
though attested for, occurs less frequently. The majority of the WO~ infinitive sentences are
also not sub-ordinated to a preceding verbal chain, but to an immediately preceding single
verb sentence. Most of these constructions are therefore in contact position with their
governing verbs. Consequently Type B constructions would appear to be the "rule", with
Type A the "exception."
Because I have dealt to some extent with the four categories in the foregoing discussion of
WO~ yiqtol constructions, the above observation that these categories are also attested for in
WO~ infinitive constructions should suffice. I will accordingly focus on categories specific to
WO~ infinitive (I have mentioned earlier that I do not consider these categories as conclusive,
and that I will add to it if the need arises).
4.4.4.1 Type F:28 Purpose Sentences
28Type E is restricted to WO,? yiqtol Z'" person.
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In all of these instances WO~ is followed by an infinitive and there is no subject change
between the matrix and the final sentence. These cases are always translated "urn zu", in
German and "in order to" in English. I will attempt to show that in such final sentences the
function purpose, rather than result, seems to be primary. They occur in both narrative and
discourse and express the "Aussage Absicht."
Genesis 50:20
i1!)i ''?!) Dt1JiDn Dt1~120
T T ~~t!lS'~~~n 'o~H'?~
:J'TD,p n;OiJ'? i1JD 6i~~TA·tD~1~O~
Comment: The matrix consists ofa qatal form of the verb. There is no subject change between
the matrix (or at least the immediately preceding verb) and the final verb. There is also no
volitional form in the matrix. The final sentence is in contact position. The final sentence
expresses purpose, which could be a resuIt of the lack of subject change between the matrix
and the "N achsatz" .
2 Kings 10:19
l' Ji1j-'?J1 1'iJlr'?:J '?!):::li1,~, Jr'?J i1t1!i119
T-: T: T: T - - - .. .: \7~ ~~';1p
ii?9'-'?~ iD'~
'?!):l'? ''? SiTi~ nJi ,~
--- ,p~'-'ip~''?S
i1~.rT~'?
i1:tP+'~ i1~+, ~1i1'.1
,?,p:tiJ 'J~lJ-n~i':;l~iJ WO,?
Comment: The narrative changes from direct speech to a comment by the narrator to give the
reader an insight into the intentions of Jehu. The matrix contains a qatal verbal form, and no
"Aufforderung". There is no subject change between the matrix and the "Nachsatz" and the
two are in contact position.
Exodus 1:11
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Cl'~D ,,~ 1'';,lj 1D'~~1 11
.. ClDS~O~Tiráp i~o~
:o09-P'Tn~1 Cln~-n~ i1jj~~~ niJ:p9Q ''J~ 1~~J
Comment: The significance of this example is the fact that the final sentence is imbedded in a
narrative wayyiqtol chain. There is no "Aufforderung" in the matrix, as the matrix is occupied
by a wayyiqtol verbal form. The chain continues with another wayyiqtol verbal form p~l
after the final sentence. The matrix and final sentence are in contact position. This
construction is peculiar to the infinitival final constructions as the conjunctionless final
constructions are restricted to direct speech, and the 1-PO'? yiqtol constructions occur almost
exclusively in discourse.
Other examples of type F purpose sentences are: Exodus 10:1, 11:9, Deuteronomy 2:30, 6:23,
8:2, 17:16,29:12, Judges 2:22, 1 Samuel 15:15, 17:28, 1 Kings 8:60, 11:36, 12:15, Jeremiah
7:18,25:7,27:10,43:3,50:34, Ezekiel 14:5, 22:6, 22:9, 22:12, 22:27, 39:12, 40:4, Amos 1:13,
Micah 6:5, Habakkuk 2:15, Zechariah 4:12.
4.4.4.2 Type G: Narrative Comment
A final construction peculiar to 1~O,? infinitive constructions deserves attention. I will refer to
this construction as narrative comment. It occurs under the following circumstances: After a
narration of events or a statement in direct speech, the narrator supplies the reader with insight
into the motive/intention of the speaker or actor. This comment stands outside the story line
and is directed at the reader. It is difficult to define the syntactic relation of this sentence as it
does not appear to be dependent on the previous sentence and seems, in a sense, syntactically
independent.
Genesis 18:19
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"'xr~ in'~-n~l ,'~~-n~ i11~';,tp~WO~
i11i1~lj) 1'O~1
~~~01 i1i?:r~nitv~~
t:lD'J~~-L;~i11i1';~':;lDwo~
:,'L;l' ,:::rr,iD~ n~
TT"."· "; -: ..
Comment: The second WO~ infinitive construction is significant. In it Yahweh is referred to
here in the 3rd person whereas Yahweh is the subject of the main sentence. The sentence
introduced by 1~O~ is thus a comment by the narrator drawing a conclusion from the
preceding. In this sentence there is a change from direct speech in the matrix to narrative in
the final sentence. The question to be asked here is whether Yahweh is referring to himself in
the 3rd person - see also the comment i11i1~lj) 1'~~! which still forms part of the matrix.
If there is a change from direct speech to narrative, when does it take place?
Genesis 37:22
1~1~~t:li)7~ '9~~122
t:li-1:JsiDrrL;~
i1}iJ'i:J.iJ-L;~Tin~;1;~L;~V
i" ':J.i~:J. ,iD~
T;i:l-T1n~0r:rS~
t:l:r:Oin~ L;'~6 WO~
:":l~-L;~ i:l'iDi1L;
• T ... . -: -
Comment: In this example, there is a change from discourse (three negated volitions in the
matrix introduced by t:l:r-1:J~~D-L;~)to narrative in the final sentence. The final sentence is
an example of narrative comment. It is an insight that the narrator accords the reader. This
information is not available to the other listeners/actors present in the story. What is the
syntactic relation between the sentence t:l:r:O in~ L;'~iJ WO? and the previous negated
chain? Is the final sentence in this instance dependent or independent? Although the final
sentence introduced by WO~ flows logically from the preceding it appears to be syntactically
independent. See also Exodus 11:4-7.
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4.4.4.3 Type H: Inversion of the Pattern "Bildungsmuster"
Final constructions, we have seen previously, always follow the pattern:
Matrix ---------~Nachsatz" (1.pO~,yiqtol or infinitive)
There are a few examples where the final WO~ does not take initial position in the final
sentence but is preceded by'::;). The "Bildungsmuster" for final constructions is always
inversed in such cases, with the final sentence preceding the matrix.i"
1 Samuel 17:28
lJ'iLi:I~i'-';~;':l1:l ';;1~iT1'n~:J~'';~ ,!jaW!!1 28
. T-: T .: : - : T- 1;:1~~\\~~:~~~ïrTJ
rrn iT·i-iT~'?,a~~1
'~70~iT~iJiJ1~~6:~-~9bïq~~T 'a~S.pï
"9trrn~ 't:l-V'J: '~~
"9~~~.p1 n~l
iT9D~~iJn;~~WO~ '~
:n1"
T : T T
Comment: The matrix follows the final sentence. There is no subject change between the final
sentences and the matrix. The final conjunction always takes the initial position in the final
sentence, but in these cases the position is occupied by '~. The final constructions after '~
functions firstly as a final sentence after t:l7J: and, secondly, as "Begrundungssatz". Notice
the main sentence has the verbal form qatal. There is no subject change between the matrix
and the final sentence. The final sentence and the matrix are in contact position. See also
Ezekiel 40:4.
In this final construction, the normal order "Vordersatz - Nachsatz" is inverted, resulting in
the "Nachsatz" preceding the "Vordersatz". The reason for the inversion could be due to the
presence of the particle '~ which not only removes the final conjunction from sentence initial
29Compare 1Kings 12:15.
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position, but also reverses the normal order of the two elements of the final construction. In
most cases where the word order is inversed the sentence is introduced by the particle '~ (See
Ezekiel 40:4, 1 Samuel 12:28, Exodus 20:20 - though the final conjunction in this instance is
'1:::l'p'~30 and not WO~).
I will also argue below that the inversion allows for the expression of a past event. The same
is true with negated sentences introduced by Ni'?D (2 Samuel 10:3, 1 Chronicles 19:3). There
is one exception to this rule though in a case with '1:::l'p'~ (Exodus 20:20). I will return to this
case in my dicussion of'1:::l'p'~ in section 4.5.
I have also pointed out that in all the cases where the normal order is reversed the following
conditions prevail:
(i) The final sentence is either preceded by the particle '~ the negative interrogative Ni'?D
or the preposition ~.
(ii) The final conjunction is followed by an infinitive and never a yiqtol verbal form.
(iii) The matrix is occupied by a qatal verbal form.
(iv) The "Nachsatz" and the matrix are always in contact position.
A final comment needs to be made concerning the third condition. Contrary to the examples
thus far studied where final sentences expressed a future intention and an intended result or
consequence of an envisaged action, inversed final constructions with qatal in the matrix serve
as an interpretation of a past event. There is therefore a tense (by tense I understand
grammaticalized time) difference between the two constructions. Whereas constructions with
the "normal" word order express future events or intentions, the reversed word order
30ef. my discussion in section-l.S,
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expresses past events. The latter serves as an interpretation of the motives of an actor in an
event that has already taken place (expressed by the qatal verbal form).
4.4.4.4 Examples Where the Function Result or Consequences Seem to be More
Likely Than that of Purpose.
There are some instances where 1.!}O~infinitive seem to express result rather than purpose. In
such cases, of which most examples occur in the book of Jeremiah, it appears as if the final
sentence either conveys the result or that the matrix expresses the basis for the action
explained in the final sentence. In most cases one is tempted to translate thus, whereby, or
"wodurch" in German.
Leviticus 20:3
~1i1iJ iV~~~~~~-n~1D~~~~13
i~.!} :l'Jj?O in~ ~r:J'J=?i11
l!.b~ 1t:1~il')iO ~~
~iV:rPo-n~~O~ WO~
:~~-:-ri? CliP-n~ ';~TJ~1
Comment: The question that needs to be answered here is whether it was the intention to
despise Yahweh or was that which was introduced by WO~ merely the inevitable result of the
previous action. This case has similarities with the example just discussed (1 Samuel 17:28) -
it seems that in this instance it would also be possible to inverse the word order, i.e., final
sentence - matrix. One, therefore, would have expected the final sentence to immediately
follow the conjunction ~~. It appears, however, that the writer has different intentions with
this construction. Firstly, notice the word order in the matrix following ~~. The word order in
the construction allows for the expression of a past event ("Vorvergangenheit"). This sentence
provides a reason for the Yahweh's action. The matrix, introduced by ~~ therefore identifies
the past action that caused Yahweh to cut offender from the midst of his people.
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The final sentence is followed by a syndetic infinitive construction. It appears that the latter is
co-ordinated with the WO~ final sentence, and that there is no functional difference between
the two constructions. I will discuss such constructions in section 4.4.4.5.
Exodus 11:9
i1tOb-'?~i1ii1' ir,j~~i 9
i1~'9 6·~,"~:l)r,j.~'-~'?
:Cl'':i~Or)~~-'o~i~·ni:l~:WO~
Comment: The matrix consists of a statement by Yahweh. The final sentence expresses a
consequence of the events described in the matrix rather than a purpose. However, this
functional distinction cannot be differentiated syntactically (cf 1 Kings 12:15).
2 Kings 22: 16-17
i1ii1' ir,j~ i1j 16
i'~~;-,?.pl i1JiJCliP~iJ-'?~~ï~':i ~~~O 'j~iJ
:i17'i1~l'?9 ~':ii? i~~ i~9iJ 'J~1-'?~ n~
':n~il) itO~ mn 17
Cl'JD~T O'iiS~:7'1~~~1
CliTT i1~'p'O,?j~ '~O'l)~iJ l.pO~
i1~~n ~'?l ~;iiJClip~;l 'nr~Di1t;1¥~1
Comment: There is no subject change between the final sentence and the matrix. The matrix
consists of a "Jahweh Rede". The final sentence expresses the consequence of the action in
the matrix rather than the purpose. The translation "whereby they provoked me to anger with
the works of their hands" instead of the RSV translation "that they might provoke me to anger
with all the work of their hands," is to be preferred. This example again points to the difficulty
that there is to identify definite syntactic criteria to differentiate between purpose and result.
One could argue that it seems unlikely that it was their intention to provoke Yahweh but that
Yahweh's provocation was rather the consequence of their action. Other examples:
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Deuteronomy 29:12, 1 Kings 7:1031,2 Kings 23:24, Isaiah 30:1, Jeremiah 7:18,7:19, 11:5,
27:15,32:29,32:35,44:8, Micah 6:16.
As was clear from the cases analyzed, it is difficult to identify syntactic criteria to differentiate
between purpose and result. It is significant that in the instances where the function of result
rather than the purpose seems primary in WO~ infinitive final sentences, certain verbs seem to
recur. The verb O.lJ:J and the hifil of the verb mp are frequent. Brongers (1973, 87) is of the
opinion that the translation "urn zu" is used in particular for transitive verbs and the
translation "dam it" for intransitive verbs. This study shows that this distinction does not hold
as the three popular transitive verbs .lJ1~,i:Ji and CJ~i are all translated differently.
The common element in all the examples investigated is that they all express some form of
"Jahweh Rede". That, however, does not constitute a syntactic reason why one is tempted to
translate the construction as a result rather than purpose relation. One could argue that
"Jahweh Rede" has unique syntactic features and rules (i.e., there are many attested cases
where the Hebrew writer uses a strange convention where Yahweh speaks of himself in the 3rd
person). Although investigating the unique features of the syntax of "Jahweh Rede" would
make an interesting study, more work has to be done for such an argument to be used as a
support for the choice of translating the sentences under investigation with result rather than
purpose.
31See discussion in Brongers (1973,84-96).
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4.4.4.5 1~O~ Infinitive Followed by ~ Infinitive
There are a few cases where the WO~ final sentence is followed by another infinitive
construction. These examples are Leviticus 20:3, Deuteronomy 8:2, 8: 16. What is the relation
between the two constructions?
Deuteronomy 8:2
':::lj~:::l i1JW
T : • - T T
l}}iT'?f-n~ t;l':1~Jl 2
0'~9':1~ i1}~'ry'?~ i11i1',~~''?h 'iP.~
~t!~~WO~
~t!~~~
~~~~~'iP.~-n~n~J!
:~'?-O~,'n;~~ ,bwni1
• T:' : . -:
Comment: In verse 2 the final sentence ~t!~~WO~ is followed by two infinitive
constructions. All of these constructions express purpose. Notice that the two last infinitive
constructions are asyndetic. The entire construction expresses three consecutive purpose
constructions. God allowed Israel to have certain experiences ... to humble them. He humbled
them with the purpose of testing them. He tested them with the purpose of knowing what was
in their heart. The first conjunctional final sentence is thus sub-ordinated to the preeeeding
matrix. The succeeding infinitive constructions are dependent on the immediately preeeeding
construction.
Deuteronomy 8: 16
'~70;l 19 ~~~~OiJ 16
~'Dj~111'7:-~'?'iP.~
~t!~~WO~
~D~~WO~1
:~D'·XJ~~~~t:l'i!~
Comment: Verse 16 consists of two co-ordinated conjunctional final constructions. The matrix
is the preeeeding statement by Yahweh and contains no "Aufforderung". There is no subject
change between the matrix and the final sentences. The final sentence express purpose. The
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co-ordinated final sentences are followed by an infinitive construction ~P~'iJ(.This
infinitive construction expresses the purpose of the entire final construction (including the two
co-ordinated final constructions). A point of interest which I will raise again later in my
discussion of co-ordinated final sentences is that there are no instances where more than two
conjunctional final sentences are co-ordinated, as is the case in verse 16.
4.4.4.6 Summary of Syntactic Features of1.t)O~ Infinitival Final Sentences
(i) The WO~ infinitive constructions comprise a different distribution than the WO~
yiqtol groups. For example one seldom, if ever, finds an "Aufforderung" in the
matrixes of conjunctional final constructions with an infinitive in the "Nachsatz".
(ii) Very often the matrix is occupied by a qatal verbal form32 which is never 'the case with
conjunctional constructions with a finite verb in the matrix.
(iii) On occasion wayyiqtol " occupies the matrix" so that it can be concluded that the
wo~ infinitive final sentences realize final relations in narrative as well as 10
discourse. The 1~o~yiqtol constructions only realize final relations in discourse.
(iv) The non-volitional verbal form qatal, as has been noted, is the most common verbal
form in the matrix of 1~O~ infinitive final constructions. In the 1~o~yiqtol group, the
most common governing verbal form is a volitional form, often followed by a weqatal
chain and, therefore, is in non-contact position. Like the inversed cases, these
examples with qatal in the matrix allow for the expression of a past event.
32See Genesis 50:20, Deuteronomy 2:29-30, Deuteronomy 29: Il, 1 Samuel 17:27, 1 Kings Il :35-36.
33See Exodus 1:10, Deuteronomy 8:3, 2 Kings 22:16.
34Mitchell, discussing WO,?, formulates the following principle "The rule is that the perfect, - or its equivalent, the perfect
consecutive, - in the protasis is followed by the infinitive in the apodosis, while the imperfect, - or its equivalent the perfect
consecutive, - and the imperative require the imperfect in the dependent sentence" (1879, 23). This rule is confirmed by this
study.
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(v) Unlike the WO~ yiqtol constructions, where a subject change between the matrix is
the rule rather than the exception, the situation is precisely the opposite with the WO~
infinitive formations. Most l.pO~ infinitive verbal forms are in contact position and
very rarely has a subject change between the matrix and the 'Nachsatz" so that most
are translated "in order to". Hence it seems that the question of whether there is a
subject change between the matrix and the "Nachsatz" can serve as a syntactic marker
to indicate when a construction expresses purpose and when result. Instances in which
where there are no subject changes (like WO~ infinitive) are more readily interpreted
as purpose sentences.
(vi) Based on the different verbal forms in the matrix of the WO~ infinitive constructions,
it is clear that the finite and the infinitival cases cover different domains and are not
simply interchangeable. The range of the WO~ infinitival constructions is far greater,
and displays a greater variety of syntactic constructions.
(vii) One could conclude that the choice for either the infinitive or yiqtol after the WO~ is
syntactically and semantically determined by what the writer aims to express. Whereas
the l.pO~ yiqtol final constructions are restricted to speech - the l.pO~ infinitive
constructions can also realize a final relation in narrative. Whereas l.pO~ yiqtol
constructions only express a future intention and an intended result or consequence of
an envisaged action, certain l.pO~ infinitive constructions with qatal in the matrix
serve as an interpretation of a motive of a past event.
(viii) There seems to be a close relation between the WO~ infinitive constructions and the
infinitive construction with preposition (, evident from the few examples analyzed.
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An investigation of all the infinitive constructions need to be made before a suggestion
could be formulated in this regard. A further comment on these constructions will be
made in my discussion on co-ordination of final constructions.
(ix) A point of interest that needs to be made is that, apart from the marker identified in
item number (v) above to help distinguish between purpose and result, a second factor
is also important. Final constructions which include the verbal roots Ol):) and the hifil
of CJlp in their "Nachsatz" favor a interpretation/translation of result rather than
purpose. It would seem then that the issue of the semantics of conjunctional final
constructions also contributes to its interpretation as purpose or result sentences.
(x) Lastly it appears that an investigation of certain speech types like "Jahweh Rede" has
its own syntactic idiosyncrasies, which may also playa role in determining whether to
interpret the "Nachsatz" of conjunctional final constructions as purpose or result.
4.5 CONJUNCTIONAL FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS WITH THE CONJUNCTION
i1:l'p'~IN THE "NACHSATZ"
4.5.1 Statistics
Like 1~O~, 'i~p'~ functions both as a preposition as well as a final conjunction. The same
observations regarding the uses of1~O~ apply accordingly to 'i~~~. It occurs 48 times in the
Hebrew Bible. In most of these cases 'i~~~functions as a preposition (32 times). 35 For the
rest, the construction 'i~p'~ infinitive occurs only 7 times. There are 9 cases where 'i~p'~
functions as a conjunction, i.e., immediately followed by a finite verb. One of these occurs in
the Psalms. '1~'p'~ occurs most frequently in Genesis (9 times), as preposition (5 times), the
35In this respect it differs from WO,? whose primary function seems to be conjunctional.
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rest as final conjunctions. Its second most frequent occurrence is in the books of 1 and 2
Samuel, though in the majority of cases as a preposition.
The construction 1':J.~~ yiqtol does not appear at all in the Samuel books but the construction
1':J.~~ infinitive occurs 4 times in 2 Samuel. Exodus also shows a relatively large number of
incidences of 1':J.~~, with the construction 1':J.~~ infinitive occurring 2 times, the
construction 1':J.~~ yiqtol, 3 times, and two occurrences of 1':J.~~ as a preposition. It is
significant that in the books where WO~ is extremely common, i.e., Deuteronomy, Ezekiel,
and Jeremiah, 1':J.~~ does not feature at all. It could be speculated that at some stage in the
development of the language both forms were used. It seems plausible also that one of the
forms of1':J.~~ and WO~ is an older form which, in time, apparently became obsolete.
4.5.2 Observations Regarding the Distribution of 1':J.'p'~ in the Hebrew Bible.
Figure 2, see overleaf, which shows the distribution of1':J.~~ in the Hebrew Bible. From the
graph it is clear that the main function of 1':J.~~ is prepositional, except for the Torah where
the construction 1':J.~~ yiqtol is most prevalent.
4.5.2.1 Outside of the Torah the construction 1':J.~~ yiqtol occurs only once in Psalms with
no occurrences in the Niviim.
4.5.2.21':J.'p'~ infinitive occurs only in Exodus and 2 Samuel with no occurrences in the
Ketuvim.
4.5.2.3 1':J.~~ is completely absent from the books traditionally considered to contain "late"
Hebrew, i.e., 1 and 2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Ester, Daniel.
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Figure 2. Distribution of l1J,p;l in the books of the Old Testament.
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4.5.2.4 "'1:J.~~ is most prevalent in the Niviim, though absent in those sections where WO( is
common.
4.5.3 "'1:J.~~ Yiqtol or Infinitive
Because of the relatively limited number of the cases of "'1:J.~~ in the Hebrew Bible, Iwill
not distinguish between categories for yiqtol and the infinitive as was done for 1~O(. The
difference between these groups identified earlier will be kept in mind when the individual
cases of"'1:J.~~ are discussed. These case can then serve either as vindication or contradiction
of the principles already established.
Likewise, I will also not differentiate between each verbal form according to its markedness
for person (1st, 2nd, 3rd person). However, the relevant observations made with regard to WO(
could also be applied to "'1:J.~~. I will make a few observations of importance concerning the
"'1:J.~~ cases. "'1:J.~~ shows examples of all the categories attested for with 1~O(.
4.5.3.1 Type A: Non-Contact Position
Genesis 27:4
t:l'~.ptpO '7-i1tp~14
'n:J.i1~ ..,iV~:J. :,S T i1~~:J~-'. ~'?~~,
T·· :
'~~~ '~P'J:tt;1"'1:J.~~
:mo~ t:l"'~:::l
T ... "; ;
Comment: The matrix consists of an imperative chain '7-i1tp~1,,~ i1~'~!;T. The third element
in the chain i1/~~1is a conjunctioniess final sentence "that I may eat" and, therefore, sub-
ordinated and not co-ordinated to the preceding imperatives. This is followed by an asyndetic
conjunctional final sentence. The fact that "'1:J.~~ is asyndetic is of significance. This means
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that it is not co-ordinated to the previous final sentence. The matrix of this conjunctional final
construction is thus everything that precedes, including the conjunctionIess final sentence. For
other examples, see Genesis 27:19,27:31,46:34, Exodus 9:14. Compare also Exodus 33:13,
a similar example discussed previously with 1~O~.
4.5.3.2 Type B: Contact Position
Genesis 21:30
~"J~Onj?t'l
i11li'? ~~-i1~i1r:11:Jli:J
T •• : • '::. -; -
Comment: There is a volition in the matrix. This volition is expressed by a prefix conjugation
nj?t'l. There is a subject change between the matrix and the final sentence and they are in
contact position.
4.5.3.3 Type C: "Aufforderung" in the Matrix
Because of the small corpus, I will again use the previous example, Genesis 21 :30, which is
suitable for this category as well. I have made the point earlier that the sentence types are not
entirely exclusive.
Genesis 21:30
~"J~Onj?t'l
i11li'? ~~-i1~i1r:11:Jli:J
T ,.; • .::. -; -
:n~·ii1 1~:Ji1-n~ ~r:11Em~:J
- •• : - ... .; - T .
Comment: Notice the volition in the matrix. The matrix and the final sentence is in contact
position, and there is a subject change between the matrix and the "Nachsatz". In the cases
where there are volition in the matrix one can expect to find a finite verb (yiqtol) in the
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"Nachsatz" rather than an infinitive. Compare Mitchell's rule" (footnote 32, this chapter)
which was confirmed by the findings of this study.
4.5.3.4 Type D: Non-Volitional in the Matrix
(i) ParticipallNominal Sentence in the Matrix
2 Samuel 18:18
nj?; d~~~~l18
1!9iTP9.i)~'ip~n~~o-n~'~:lJ~i~-~~:1
1:;;1 ~'?-r~'o~':;J
~OtD"~ii1 '1~'!):J.
iO¢-S~ n~¥.~~ ",P~1
:i1JiJci~iJ 1.p cj~~~~ 1~ i1; ~Ji?~1
Comment: Notice that the matrix does not have an "Aufforderung" but contains a simple
statement expressed by a nominal sentence. The final conjunction is followed by an infinitive.
There is no subject change between the matrix and the "Nachsatz", which suggests the final
sentence expresses purpose rather than result.
(ii) "Jahweh Rede"
In this type, the matrix consists ofa "Jahweh Rede". This is followed by a final sentence.
Exodus 19:9
i1tDb-~~ i11i1~'O~~, 9
1~~i)~.p~1'~~i~:'~J~~~i1
19~ "~'J~ C~ij .!)Otq:'1~~~
C;i.!)~ 1J'O~~ 1~-C~!
:i1'i1~-~~ C.!)i1',~,-n~i1tDb1~~'
T ; '0' TT":' ': ': •• --
Comment: Yahweh states an intention in the matrix in a participle sentence ~~ ,~j~ i1~iJ.
The final sentence articulates the purpose of Yahweh's intention. There is no volition in the
matrix. The final sentence is in contact position with the matrix.
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4.5.3.5 Type H (Inversion/ Reversal of Pattern)
These cases have been discussed in depth earlier with 1.!?O,?and reference was also made to
some of the examples discussed below. There are four examples in which the sentence order
is inversed attested for '1:J.~;l. As with WO,?, all cases have the infinitive in the final
sentence which seems to be the only possibility with the inversion cases. Like 1.!?O'?the
inversion also follows the particle ':po With the '1:J.~;l cases, however, there are also
examples of inversion following the negated interrogative particle ~i'?Q, and the preposition
,? The verbal form in the inverted matrix is always qatal. The following exemplify the
inversion cases.
Exodus 20:20
Cl'ir'?~ i1iVb,~~~, 20
TT'.' .,' 1~,'n:''?~
C~t;l~ nio~ '1:J.~~·,?,~
c'ii'?~i1 ~:J
• ':: T T
1~~nn 'n'?:J.'? C~'JS-'?l' in~,' i1'i1n '1:J.l':J.1
T '.': ... .:.: ': .. : - T:' '::. -: -
Comment: Notice that '1:J.~;l is preceded by the preposition (. The final sentence precedes its
matrix. '1:J.~;l is followed by the infinitive which is always the case with inverted final
constructions. The verbal form in the matrix is qatal. Notice also the co-ordinated '1:J.~;l. The
waw connects the sentence to the previous '1:J.~;l and not to the immediately preceding qatal
verb which is also its matrix. This case is very as the matrix is "sandwiched" between its two
co-ordinated final sentences.
2 Samuel 10:3
cij'tr~ 11JIT'?~1irJ.!?-'P 'J~ n~~~] 3
,;rt~~";r:;u~cn~in i;l~9iJ
c'OD~~ '1'? n'?i9-':p
i1~~i),?1 i1!~'J,?1"~i)-n~ ,ipD '1:J.~;l ~i'?Q
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Comment: In this example the negated interrogative particle ~i'?D occupies the initial position
in the "Nachsatz" similar to':P in previous examples. This is followed by an inversion in the
word order resulting in the final sentence preceding the matrix. I have dealt with these
examples in detail earlier and this case further corroborates the conclusions reached in those
discussions.
1 Chronicles 19:3
l1JIJ~li~oP-'J.~'J~ n9~~13
~n'~9l':;J.~-n~ ï'17 ï;l~9iJ
Cl'r,jDJ.91~n'?it'~
r}~iJ '?~'J~1l~D'?l 1pr;r'? 11:J~~ ~'?D
~ :1'!~":r:t~ 1~~
Comment: The above two passages report about the same event but with subtle differences.
Both reverse the order to final sentence/matrix after the interrogative particle. In the Chronicle
version the infinitive is preceded by the preposition ~ which seems redundant. ~he subjects of
the final sentences are different. In the first, David is the subject, in order to show that it was
really David's intention and that he is actually behind it all. In the second Chronicles version
his servants are the subject. David is the motivator behind the scene and does not come to the
fore as clearly as in the first example.
2 Samuel 14:20
1:J1ï1 'J9-n~ :J:lO 11:J.li:J.'?20
TT- .. : ".... - -.-.
i1.:!iJ1:t:riJ-n~ :J~i' l;r~oP i1~~
Cl'ii'?~iJ l~~O no=?ry:p Cl~ry 'tr~1
o :r}~~ 1tp~-'?~ -n~ noP"];
Comment: This inverted case is preceded by neither an interrogative nor a '~, but simply by
affixing the preposition ~ to the 11:J.~~.It is similar to Exodus 20:20, except that in Exodus
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20, '~ precedes the final '1::lP'~( construction. i1_)iJ':t:riJ-n~ :l~i' ~7~~ i1~~ is the
matrix which follows the final sentence. Notice that the verb i1W17in the matrix is in the
, T T
initial position, as is generally the case in such constructions. Notice also that in those cases
where the conjunction is followed by an infinitive the matrix is often occupied by a qatal
verbal form, which further indicates the similarity between the '1:lP'~ and WO~
constructions.
4.5.3.6 Type G: Narrative Comment
'1:l'p'~ shows one case of narrative comment. Like the WO~ constructions an infinitive
follows '1::l'p'~ so that it may be concluded that the cases with narrative comment are
exclusive to infinitival conjunctional final constructions.
2 Samuel 17:14
';~iW' iV'~-';~, Di';iV::l~'D~~'14
';Elh'n~:ri~17a'~'~i1 '~1n -n~~ i1-::li~
i1:li~~ S~h'n~-: n~~-:r1i'~i1'; i11~i11~ï"
o :i117T'i1':n~':DiSiB:l~'::S~ 'i1' "~'~i1 Ti1::l~::lS
T TT'" T ; - '; T: • T -: - :
Comment: Yahweh is mentioned in the matrix as well as in the final construction. The second
Yahweh in i11i1~~':lij '1::l'p'~~ is redundant. The '1::lP'~ is preceded by a preposition ~
which also appears superfluous. In the other cases where '1::lP'~ is preceded by ( there is a
reversal of word order which is not the case here. This example is different from those
narrative comment cases discussed earlier in that here, not only the final sentence, but the
entire final construction expresses narrative comment.
4.5.3.7 Summary of Syntactic Features of '1::lP'~ Final Sentences
(i) '1::l'p'~ seems to function in the same way as WO~, so that the two are
interchangeable, as identical constructions are attested for both conjunctions.
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(ii) Some of the i1::l~~ constructions appear unusual, and rather archaic (i1::l~~ ~;~D,
i1::l~~7) as similar constructions are not attested for with WO~, which certainly is the
more common of the two conjunctions. Therefore, I would like to suggest that it is the
older of the two constructions which was later completely replaced by 1.i)O~.
(iii) Itwould seem that with i1::l~~ the function as final conjunction is secondary to that of
preposition. Of the 48 occurrences of i1::l~~ in the Hebrew Bible, it is used 32 times
as a preposition. The main role of WO~, in contrast, is that of final conjunction (67
times as preposition as opposed to 205 times as final conjunction).
(iv) It is of some significance that 11::l~~does not feature in the books where WO~ is
prominent, and it would seem that the writerls of Deuteronomy" did not know the
construction at all.
4.6 CO-ORDINATION OF CONJUNCTIONALFINAL CONSTRUCTIONS
The examples for co-ordinated final constructions are not many. Exodus 9:16, 10:1-2,20:19-
20, Deuteronomy 4:40,5:16,6:2,6:3,8:16,9:5, 11:8-9,31:12 present the sum total of these
examples. What stands out, however, is how varied the different constructions are which are
co-ordinated to one another. These co-ordinated constructions are due to subject changes: (i)
between the matrix and first final sentence, and (ii) the first and the second final sentences.
This is an indication that there are very little functional differences among the groups, even
though I have taken pains to formally distinguish the groups and the individual constructions
from one another.
36The Writers of Deuteronomy make use of alternative conjunctional final constructions like "'Wl$ Wi?'( or simply "'W~. Even
in co-ordinated conjunctional fmal sentences, where it is common to use varying combinations, "'1:::lP~ is not used.
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4.6.1 WO,? Yiqtol We l-PO'? Yiqtol
This type of construction is the most numerous with four cases.
Deuteronomy 31:12
t:l~iV~iJlt:l~t9~~Dt:l~D-n~ 'IiiPiJ 12
'9~)~~~1ip~'9~i.~!~iJl
i.I)9~~WO,?
iï9'?~ W07i
t:l~~ii';~i1'i1~-n~i~1~'
nKri1i11ini1 ~1::l,~·S~-n~ni~.I)S;i1~d,
- T - ..:. T": -: - : T :
Comment: The matrix consists of a single imperative 'IiiPiJ as volition. The final sentence is
therefore in contact position. There is a subject change between the matrix and the final
sentence, though the subject of the two co-ordinated final sentences are the same. The final
sentences are followed by two weqatals. The weqatals are co-ordinated to the previous two
co-ordinated final sentences, so that we have a chain of 4 co-ordinated final sentences. I have
earlier argued that in such co-ordinations the conjunctional final sentences express purpose
and the weqatal the result or consequence. I have also contended that there is a change of
mood in such a chain. This would imply that, whereas the co-ordinated conjunctional final
constructions in the case under discussion express a mood of probability or possibility, with
the introduction of the further co-ordinated weqatal constructions the mood changes to the
indicative (section 4.4.3.2.6, i.e., the sequence WO,? Yiqtol + weqatal). A translation
suggestion will then be as follows: "that you may listen and learn, and then you will fear the
Lord and will be careful to do the words of this law." The situation thus changes from one of
purpose to assured consequence. All of these cases occur in direct speech. It is worth noting
that in all the examples of co-ordinated conjunctional final sentences, there is not a single case
where more than two conjunctional final sentences are co-ordinated. After the second co-
ordinated conjunctional final sentence a co-ordinated weqatal verbal form normally follows if
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further co-ordination is called for. It is possible however, that the use of weqatal in these
constructions could be prompted simply by syntactic reasons to avoid the monotony of using
wo,? Though such a possibility cannot entirely be discounted, there are ample instances
where a weqatal chain is coordinated to a single WO'? sentence. In some of these cases the
weqatal chain includes three verbs, so that the argument of monotony will have to apply for
weqatal as well. It would appear then, that the writer use weqatal after coordinated WO,?
constructions to convey a change in mood.
Compare Deuteronomy 5:16, 6:2, 11:8-9 for three more examples of co-ordinated WO,?
Yiqtol We l.pO'? Yiqtol constructions.
4.6.2 l-PO,? Infinitive We l-PO~ Infinitive
Deuteronomy 8:16
'~"70~ 1~ '1,?~~OiJ 16
'1'Dj~ 1!Jl'"7:-~'; 'ip~
'1t;l~.pWO'?
'1Db~ WO,?!J
:'1Q"D~~ '1~~'i1,?
Comment: The matrix contains no volition. Two WO,? infinitive final sentences are co-
ordinated. The waw on the second conjunction is the marker for co-ordination. The co-
ordinated final sentences are followed by a '? infinitive construction (asyndetic). Like the
previous example, the co-ordinated chain consists of a maximum of two conjunctional co-
ordinated final sentences. The third element in the co-ordinated chain is an infinitive
construction. Because the co-ordinated final sentences are infinitival, it is followed by a
infinitive construction, and not weqatal as in the previous example. Compare also my
discussion ofWO,? infinitive followed by '? infinitive in section 4.4.4.5.
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Cf also Exodus 9:16 for a further example of co-ordinated 1.tJO'? infinitive we 1.tJO'? infinitive
constructions (The first final sentence is introduced by 11:l'p';l and the subjects of the two
final sentences are not the same).
4.6.3 1.tJO,? Infinitive We 1.tJO'? Yiqtol
In these constructions the infinitive construction is always the first component of the co-
ordinated pair.
Exodus 10:1-2
i1wb-';~ i11i1~11')~~11
.; .; i1b~~-S~~j
1~1:::JJj:l';-n~l tl.';-n~ ~n1:l~i1 ~j~-~:J
T T -: ":i:l~p~ ~!.~;~D~~-~rii4J 1~O~
n~ '~P~-Fl1 lP ~~~~~1;;l0t;1 WO,?1 2
Cl~1~1'):l~n';".!ini1 1W~. - : .: .: - - :. 0: _;
Comment: In this chain there are three co-ordinated final sentences. The first is an infinitival
final sentence, followed by a co-ordinated WO,? sentence (syndetic) and the third a weqatal
final sentence. I have already shown that there are no instances where more than two
conjunctional final sentences are co-ordinated (i.e., where the conjunction is repeated more
than two times). I will argue in the following that the choice of the elements of the co-
ordinated chain is not merely for the sake of variety or stylistic reasons, but that each element
brings a different nuance to the constructions and was carefully and deliberately chosen by the
writer.
I mentioned earlier that the infinitive construction is the first element of this co-ordinated
chain. This fact is of some significance. I have previously argued (section 4.4.4.6) that
infinitive constructions, because of weqatal in the matrix, can express an interpretation of the
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intention of a past event. The form 'r:r:l~=?iJ in the matrix requires an infinitive in the
"Nachsatz". Yiqtol conjunctional final constructions refer to future intentions, and never has a
qatal verbal form in their matrix. This contention is borne out by the current example. The
initial element of the conjunctional chain is infinitival (with a qatal in the matrix) and thus
refers to a past event. The second element is the co-ordinated final chain is yiqtol and refers to
a future intention ... "that you may learn."
The chain still has a third element mil' 'J~C'~ Clr-ll'i'l The third member of this co-
T : • -: • .,' : - •
ordinated final chain, a weqatal verbal form, expresses the consequences of the preceding, i.e.,
"and then you will know that I am Yahweh". Each element of the final chain therefore,
appears to be carefully chosen, and brings a specific nuance to the construction.
The Bible translations and commentaries consulted do not capture the change in syntax and
consequently the shift in nuance in the final constructions in Exodus 10: 1-2. The RSV
translates as follows, "Go in to Pharaoh, for I have hardened his heart and the heart of his
servants, that I may show these signs of mine among them, and that you may tell in the
hearing of your son and ... that you may know that I am the Lord." The RSV's translation of
the three final sentences with "that I may know", "that I you may tell", and "that you may
know" indicates a modal interpretation of the constructions involved. The NIVand NRSV
translate similarly.
Durham's (1987, 131) interpretation is also along the same lines "Go to Pharaoh - because I
have made heavy and dull both his mind and the minds of the members of his court, to the end
that I may be taken seriously through these signs of mine right in their own territory, and to
the end that you may recount again and again in the hearing of your son and grandson ... in
order that you may know by experience that I am Yahweh." Like the RSV, NIVand the
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NRSV, Durham interprets all three constructions as expressing purpose. So also Childs (1974,
125) "Go to Pharaoh, for I have hardened his heart and the heart of his courtiers in order that I
may perform these signs of mine among them, in that you may recount to your son and ... so
that you may know that I am the Lord."
Both the commentators and the translators interpreted the constructions as a chain of final
sentences, without according any significance to the difference in syntax in the three final
constructions. This further supports my contention that Bible interpreters and translators often
show little regard for the syntactic intricacies of the original text.
4.6.4 '~::J'p'~Infinitive We '~::J'p'~Yiqtol
Exodus 20:20
a'!)ir'?~ i1Wb'O~~.,20
TT·" -s ~~,'n:''?~
a~n~ nioJ 'i::J~:l'? ,;
...: ... -a'iiSii1: ~~
a~'JEl-'?'!)in~,' i1'i1n "~.!):li
..... : - T: . i~~rin 'nS:J'?
T v: '0' .;.:
Comment: This particular case is noteworthy because of the inversion after ':P which results in
the matrix being sandwiched between the two co-ordinated final sentences. The syndetic
'i::l'p'~ is, therefore, not co-ordinated to the matrix but to the previous final sentence. The
discussion concerning inverted cases after '~ applies to this example and the conclusions
drawn are further corroborated by this example. There is a definite change in the tense
between the first two co-ordinated final sentences. The first final sentence comments on the
intention of a past invent whereas the second expresses a future intention.
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1~~nn ~t1'1:l'lis the third element in this final chain and expresses a negative final sentence.
T ... : .: .:.:
After the second conjunctional final sentence an infinitive is to be expected (see Deuteronomy
8:16).
4.6.5 'tP.~We1.pO~Yiqtol
Deuteronomy 4:40
1~t;l;~o-n~11~i?Q-n~t;1~O~l40
D;~iJ'91~9 ~~j~ 'tP.~
'9~}D~'9~~~~1'9~ :l~~: 'tP.~
iT9:r~i)-'1.pD~~:T'~0 WO'l1
~ :D~~:iJ-'1;;'9~ 1(1j '9~ij'l~ iT1iT~'tP.~
Comment: The first final sentence is introduced by itp~ followed by yiqtol, to which a 1.pO~
yiqtol sentence is co-ordinated. It may be of importance that in other cases of a final itp~, the
verb form is also :l~~.37 itP.~appears to have the function of a final conjunction like WO~ or
i1:l~;l. The matrix consists of a volitional chain.
4.6.6 Co-ordinated 1.pO~,weqatal and 'tP.~Final Constructions
Deuteronomy 6:2-3
'9~ij'l~ i11i1~-n~~'J~DWO~ 2
1~t;l;~01~t;lPQ-'1;;-n~ibtq7
'9~:lJ~q~'Ij '9~:;l-F~i'9p1 i1t;1~'9~.~9~;)j~ itP.~
:'9~9:F?~~~WO~1
'1~,tv~t1l'~il;' 3··r1;tD~S:rï,ToiD1
'9~ -~~~~:,~~
ï~9 11:J~D'tP.~l
~ :iD~"Tl :lID n;lJ r)~ li '9~~j~ ~b'l~ i11i1~'~-:r 'ip~~
37See Deuteronomy 5:29, 6:3.
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Comment: The matrix of these final sentences consists of a "Jahweh Rede" in verse 1. In the
above verses a chain of three consecutive sets of co-ordinated final sentences are expressed.
The first combination is in verse 2, consisting of two l.pO~ yiqtol co-ordinated final sentences
~':1't1WO~ and 1?~~~WO~l The second pair is in verse 3a consisting of a set of weqatal
final sentences rll'aiV, and rI,aiVl The third set is in verse 3b were we have two ,~~ yiqtol
T:-T: T;-T: ••
final constructions :J.~': 'tP.~ and FJ~t1 'tP.~1.Could it be that the writer(s), for stylistic
reasons, chose not to use WO~ again but avail themselves of another, less common
conjunctional final construction known to them? If this is indeed the case, why was 'i:J.p'~
not used? This omission seems to confirm my earlier contention that the writer(s) of
Deuteronomy did not know '1:J.P'~ as it does not occur at all in Deuteronomy." This instance
would have been a good case for the use of another final construction, if only for stylistic
reasons.
I do believe, however, that style was not the only reason for the change in constructions.
According to a opinion expressed earlier, the use of the weqatal construction allows the writer
the possibility to change from a modal construction in verse 2 " ... that you may fear Yahweh
your God, ... and that your days may be prolonged" to an indicative construction in verse 2b, "
and then (consequence) Israel will hear and be careful to do." The last set of final sentences
gives the "hoped for" result of Israel listening and doing " ... it may go well with them and
that they may multiply greatly."
This example further supports an earlier contention that the Hebrew writer never co-ordinated
more than two conjunctional final sentences. There are cases though of a final chain
consisting of more than two consecutive weqatal verbs (Deuteronomy 8:1).
38There are two occurrences of the construction 'W~WO~ inDeuteronomy 20:18 and 27:3.
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The two infinitive constructions in verse 1, although also expressing purpose, do not form part
of the chain under discussion as the first 1,pO~in verse 2 is asyndetic. By using this chain of
three different pairs of final conjunctions the writer portrays a series of consecutive events,
each set in motion with the aim of either achieving the following event, or resulting in (having
consequence for), a succeeding event.
The RSV translation, however, expresses a different opinion. It does not interpret the weqatal
constructions D~0t91 and D~0i91 as part of the final chain and therefore as sub-ordinate
sentences, but as an "Aufforderung", thereby introducing a new "mainline" element. They
translate verse 3 as follows "Hear therefore 0 Israel, and be careful to do them, that it may go
well with you." Although this translation certainly produces a far less clumsy translation and
solves a lot of problems in English, it militates against the syntax and the grammar of the
construction in Hebrew. If the Hebrew writer hoped to express an "Aufforderung" as the RSV
translation suggests, using an imperative (see verse 4) is the grammatically viable and correct
option. It is technically possible to use weqatal to express "Aufforderung", but that would
only be possible if the weqatal in its function as continuation form, follows an imperative or
any other verb expressing "Aufforderung." The RSV translation is therefore not syntactically
justifiable.
4.6.7 Co-ordinated 1,pO~as Part of an Adversative Sentence
Deuteronomy 9:5
Cl¥~~-n~ nrq"J! N~ i1D~~p~~irq;:;rl ~t!i?7~~~, 5
~'~~Q Cli9'~iD~'iJ'~i11i1~i1?~D Cl:i~iJn,p~~~ ,:;
i~:rjTn~ Cl'PD 1,pO~1
::lP~~~1 Pl)¥:~ClD,)~~~ ~'Dj~7 i11i1~.i)~~~ irq~
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Comment: This example is interesting as the WO~ final construction forms part of a
adversative sentence. The first part also serve as matrix for the final construction. The second
part of this adversative sentence consists of two elements: Firstly, Yahweh supplies a reason
and, secondly, the purpose (aim) of his action. This second element is expressed by a syndetic
wo~final sentence. The matrix consists of a qatal verbal form, therefore one would expect
that the final sentence will have an infinitive, which is the case. The final sentence thus
supplies the motive of a past action.
4.6.8 Co-ordination by Means of a Weqatal Chain Following We WO~
I have earlier discussed these examples in detail (section 4.4.3.2.6).
4.6.9 Co-ordination by Means of a WeYiqtol Chain Following We WO~
I have already discussed these examples (section 4.4 3.2.6). It should be added that the corpus
is very small and one should be careful with drawing conclusions. It appears though, from
these examples, that it would be syntactically' possible that co-ordination could be achieved
through a chain ofweyiqtols following WO~, although this seem to be a construction which
has either fallen into misuse, or was a later development.
4.6.10 Summary of Syntactic Features of Co-ordinated Conjunctional Final
Constructions
(i) The varied ways in which the diverse constructions with 1.pO~ could be co-ordinated
show their interrelatedness.
(ii) Co-ordination takes place only among constructions on the same syntactic level.
Therefore, the fact that WO~ yiqtol is co-ordinated with WO~ infinitive shows that the
two are syntactically the similar or at least on the same syntactic level. The same
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would apply for co-ordination between a WO~ final sentence and weqatal and thus
provides further support to the contention that weqatal is not confined to mainline use.
(iii) If an infinitive construction is co-ordinated with the 1~o~yiqtol the infinitive
construction is always the first member in the co-ordinated pair." In such cases there
are also no subject changes between the matrix and the final sentence, so that the first
final sentence can be translated as "in order to".
(iv) There are no instances of a co-ordinated chain of more than two conjunctional WO~
constructions are used consecutively.
(v) A writer uses different co-ordinated possibilities to affect different semantic nuances
and not merely for stylistic reasons. By coordinating a l~O~yiqtol construction with a
1~O~ infinitive the writer changes the tense of the construction from past to future. I
have argued in sections 4.4.4.3 and 4.4.4.6 that WO~ infinitive constructions, because
it has a qatal in the matrix conveys the past events, whereas WO~ yiqtol construction
express future events. The writer's choice of using yiqtol or infinitive is also
dependent on the mood (s)he wishes to express.
(vi) Besides the WO~ constructions, 'ip~ yiqtol is also used, and there appears to be no
functional difference between the 'ip~yiqtol and the 1~o~yiqtol constructions. 'ip~
is used in these cases as a final conjunction in the same way as the final conjunctions
discussed in this chapter. These 'ip~ constructions are not very common though, and
their usage appears to be motivated by stylisitc considerations. It is used in cases
where another conjunctional final construction is needed and the writer has exhausted
his other, more common options (Deuteronomy 6: 1-3).
39ExceptDeuteronomy 9:5.
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4.7 ASYNDETIC 1j}'07 CONSTRUCTIONS
Two consecutive WO~ constructions are not necessarily co-ordinated. An indication to their
relationship is whether the second WO~ is syndetic or asyndetic. It was shown previously that
syndetic 1-PO~ / 1!):::l.'p':;l may be co-ordinated to a variety of final constructions. What is the
relationship between a final sentence followed by an asyndetic WO? final sentence? I will
explore this question below.
The following are examples of the construction under discussion. Exodus 33:13, Joshua 4:25,
Il :20, Deuteronomy 17:20, Ezra 20:26, 1 Kings 2:3-4, Nehemiah 6: 13.
Exodus 33: 13
'1't ~~ 10 'n~~p~~rtJ~iTt;')-Pl13
'1:?':r;T-n~ ~~ '~.P.'JiiT
'1.P,:r~1
'1't~~ 10-~~9~ WO~
: iT.:iiJ 'i~iJ '19-P '~ iT~":1!)
Comment: In this verse there are two final sentences. The first one has volition in the matrix
followed by a conjunctionless final sentence. The entire construction, then, forms the matrix
of the conjunctional WO~ final sentence. Notice that in the conjunctional final sentence the 1st
person verbal form is atypical with a conjunctional l-PO~ construction.t" The writer, however,
has to use a conjunctional 1-PO~ because the language cannot express this particular nuance
with a conjunctionless final construction. It can only co-ordinate two conjunctionless final
sentences (Genesis 27:7) but to make the second final to all that precede is only possible with
WO~. (Cf. Genesis 27:4, 27:25). The same situation obtains when two conjunctional 1-PO~
40Compare also Nehemiah 6:13 where a asyndetic WO~ (1st person) follows another WO~ infinitive. The first WO,? forms
part of the matrix to the second WO~. Again the writer is obligated to use WO~ I st person as it is not possible to realise this
relation with a conjunctionIess final construction.
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constructions follow one another. The second is then final to the preceding passage which
includes the first final sentence (cf. 1 Kings 2:3-4).
1 Kings 2:3-4
~'ij~~ i11i1~rr~)r~~o-n~t;1~O~l3
"t:1i7~1"~~~O!J,'t:1i¥O"t:1PD1b~7 "?J7:l n:i?!
i1iDbn1in:l :J.!Jn~~
i1tq~D1¢.~-~~·"n~ S'~~D WÓ~
oiDi1JElrl1iD~c~~n~,
1b~~ '7+, 1~'1 1¢.~ i1~;n1~ ~i~':o~'p:1~O~"';
o~7Tn~ ~'~~ nQïq:-o~
oiDElr~~:J.!Jo:J.:J.~-~~:lnr,j~:l 'jEl~ n~~~
:~i~~:~O~~~~:iD'~:~~"nJ'~:':~S1b~~
Comment: Two conjunctional WO~ sentences follow one another in close succession. The
second WO~ sentence is asyndetic. This means that it is not co-ordinated, but syntactically
dependent on the previous final construction. The first final sentence has consequences for the
second. In other words, Israel's prosperity is the means by, or the necessary prerequisite, for
Yahweh to raise up his word. The second final sentence is therefore not co-ordinated to, but
dependent on, the first.
4.8 NEGATED CONJUNCTIONAL FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS
It appears from a perusal of some examples, that 1~o~yiqtol is negated by the conjunction 1~
and WO~ infinitive by , t:"l~:;l~. These forms, however, do not form part of this investigation.
There are cases, nonetheless, where 1~O~ is negated by the negative particle ~~. These cases
will now be briefly considered. Numbers 17:5, Deuteronomy 20:18, Ezekiel 14:11, 19:9,
25:10,26:20,31:13-14,36:30,46:18, Zechariah 12:7, Psalm 119:11,119:80,125:3.
Two different constructions are distinguished:
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4.8.1 ~?WO~ + yiqtol
Ezekiel 14:10-11
:i1~.iTN'::;l~jJ1i~~ iDJ"1jJ1i~~ D~i~ 1N~~110
''JD~O ?~~~'-n'~ jil' 1l'~~-~? WO~ 11
Di1'l'iD~-?;':::Jjil' 1N~t9'-~?1·
.: •. :. T: Dl'?: ,-S 1'i11
D'ii?N? Di1?T~'i1~ 'J~1
. •• '.. T ';; '.. • -; -
E:l :i11i1' 'J-rN DNJ
• : T -s ", :
Comment: In this sentence, as in most of the negated sentences, the matrix consists of a
speech by Yahweh (beginning in verse 6). The final sentence concludes this speech and also
states the purpose (intended result) of Yahweh's proposed action (see also Ezekiel 25:10,
31:13-14). Notice that the final sentence 1l'~~-~? WO~ is co-ordinated to another final
sentence 1N~~'-~?1 which is not preceded by W07 (compare also Ezekiel 31: 13-14). This
construction is followed by a weqatal which expresses a real result. The final sentences are
negated by ~? and not ?~.The function of negated final sentences is to prevent an action or
an undesired state of affairs from continuing. This function is sometimes strengthened by the
addition of the particle jil' (see also Ezekiel 19:9, 36:30). Other examples: Ezekiel 19:9,
25: 10,26:20, Zechariah 12:7, Psalm 119: 11, 80, Psalm 125:3.
4.8.2 ~? 'rq~1.pO~+ yiqtol
Deuteronomy 20: 17-18
DO'':iDtJDJDjJ-'~ 17
'01::l'i11=rm 'i'~i11'Jl'J:Ji1 ',bNi11 'nni1
. :-: .. - .. : :-~,~{S~:1i1~:~~~:,~~~
DDj~in ,?j:p nitv~7 D~t}~ 1'~7~-~'? ,~~ W07 18
o :O;,'ii?N i11i1'?DnN~m Di1'ii?N'? 1tvl' 1iDN
'; •• .:: T - '; T -; - .;.. •. T ... "";
Comment: The negated final sentence includes the relative 'iP.~. There does not appear to be
a functional difference with those negated final sentences without ,~~. The function is also
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to "stop doing an action." Other examples: Numbers 17:5, Deuteronomy 20:18, Ezekiel
31:13-14, Ezekiel 36:30, Ezekiel 46:18.
4.8.3 Summary of the Syntactic Features of Negated Final Constructions
These sentences are always negated by ~, and never by ,~. Consequently, they express the
function to "discontinue with an action or practice." The verbal form following WO,? is
always yiqtol with no instances of the infinitive. The number of the verb is mostly 3rd person
with one instance of a 2nd person verb (Ezekiel 26:20) and two instances of 1st person verbal
forms (Psalm 119: Il, 80).
4.9 THE SYNTAX OF CONJUNCTIONAL FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS
Here I will systematically outline the key insights gained from the discussion of conjunctional
final constructions.
4.9.1 Conjunctional final constructions are two-element syntactic constructions consisting of
a matrix and a final sentence. The order is usually Matrix/"Nachsatz". The conjunction
always takes initial position in the final sentence except for two cases:
4.9.l.1 When the final sentence includes a conjunction '~. Exodus 20:20 (in these
cases, incidentally, the order is reversed "Nachsatz" /Matrix).
4.9.l.2 When the final sentence is introduced by the interrogative particle D. 2 Samuel
18: 18.
4.9.2 Conjunctional final constructions can be divided into two main categories based on
whether the verbal form in the final sentence is an infinitive or a finite verb (yiqtol).
4.9.3 The above two categories cover different functions and are not interchangeable. The
following are perhaps the most telling distinguishing characteristics of the two groups.
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4.9.3.1 There is the difference in tense between the groups. The infinitival group,
because of the qatal in the matrix, refers to past action, whereas the yiqtol
group expresses future intentions.
4.9.3.2 Different verbal forms occupy the matrix of the individual groups. In WO,?
yiqtol constructions mainly "Aufforderung" following weqatal. In WO,?
infinitive constructions mainly qatal.
4.9.3.3 The function of the WO,? infinitive group is purpose rather than result as there
usually is no subject change between the matrix and the final sentence.
4.9.4 Where the conjunctional final construction has a finite verb in the "Nachsatz" we notice
the following characteristics.
4.9.4.1 In the majority of these examples the matrix has a volitional form.
4.9.4.2 In some of these cases the governing verbs in the matrix are followed by
weqatal chains.
4.9.4.3 The constructions are restricted to direct speech.
4.9.5 In conjunctional final constructions, In which an infinitive follows the final
conjunction, the following characteristics are displayed:
4.9.5.1 The final constructions are not restricted to a volitional form in the matrix as in
the former group.
4.9.5.2 This group exhibits a greater variety of verbal forms that can occupy the matrix
as it covers both narrative and discourse.
4.9.5.3 In most cases, no subject change occurs between the matrix and the final
sentence so that these forms can be translated "in order to", so that the semantic
function of purpose rather than result is the overriding function in this group.
4.9.5.4 Certain constructions are unique to this group, e.g., narrative comment.
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4.9.6 There does not appear to be any functional differences between the various verbal
person (1st, 2nd and 3rd person), though the 1st person only appears with conjunctional
constructions under certain conditions.
4.9.7 Different types of conjunctions introduce the conjunctional final sentences. Most
common is WO~. There are also examples with, 'ip~ '1::l~;l, 'ip~ l~O~, '1::l~;l~.
This study has not identified any functional differences between the groups. This claim
is corroborated by the fact that different conjunctional constructions are co-ordinated
which suggest they are syntactically equal. I would like to propose that '1::l~;l is the
older archaic conjunctional expression and was later replaced by 1~O~. My motivation
for this contention is based on the following factors:
4.9.7.1 The conjunction '1::l~;l does not appear at all in Deuteronomy, Ezekiel and
Jeremiah where 1~O~ is very common.
4.9.7.2 Some of the '1::l~;l forms appear to be archaic, e.g., '1::l~;l~
4.9.7.3 In Deuteronomy, the writer uses 'ip~ for co-ordinated conjunctional final
sentence and does not seem to know '1::l~;l.
4.9.8 The distinction between purpose and result in final constructions is difficult to define.
There are some indicators, however.
4.9.8.1 If there is no subject change between the matrix and the final sentence the
function of the "Nachsatz" is purpose.
4.9.8.2 The distinction is also based on the verbs used. The verbal root lii' seems to
indicate a result in most cases. The same applies for the verbal root Oli::).
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4.9.9 Weqatal follows verbal conjunctional final sentences in a number of cases. Should it be
understood as a co-ordinated final sentence? This study seems to suggest so. Weqatal in
such cases is co-ordinated to the preceding conjunctional final sentence. There is also a
difference in mood between the weqatal and the preceding final sentence. The final
sentence is modal, expressing intended result or purpose whereas the following weqatal
is indicative expressing result or consequence.
4.10 CONCLUSION
From the aforegoing summary of the syntax of conjunctional final constructions, it is clear
that most of the objectives set for this chapter have been met. In the above chapter I have:
4.10.1 Identified and described the syntax of conjunctional final constructions;
4.10.2 Shown conclusively that conjunctional final constructions occur both in narrative
and discourse texts;
4.10.3 On the basis of the evidence supplied in the examples I have had to alter my initial
thesis concerning weqatal. Weqatal is not restricted to mainline only but can also
appear in final constructions. Weqatal however only appear as a consecutive final
sentence after the initial conjunctional construction;
4.10.4 It is difficult to differentiate between purpose and result in final sentences.
Conjunctional final sentences, because they are modal, mostly express purpose
instead of result. One should differentiate between intended and real result. When
the conjunctional final sentence is co-ordinated with a weqatal, the former is modal
end expresses intended result or purpose whereas the latter is indicative and express
a real result or consequence. It appears also that in cases where there is no subject
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change between the matrix and the final sentence, one is more likely to interpret a
purpose rather than a result sentence.
I will now tum to the discussion of the conjunctionless final constructions in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER5
CONJUNCTIONLESS FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, I will discuss conjunctioniess final constructions. The term conjunctioniess is
problematic, as such constructions are syntactically dependent on syndesis in the final
sentence. Waw could, of course, also be considered as a conjunction. In this study, however,
since waw is prefixed directly to the verb, unlike the conjunctions I have dealt with in Chapter
3, it will not be considered as a conjunction. As with the examples of the conjunctional,
conjunctioniess final constructions are also two-element constructions.
Kuhr's (1929) seminal work "Die Ausdruckmittel der konjunktionslosen Hypotaxe in der
altesten hebraischen Prosa, " forms the basis for the particular approach to the treatment of
conjunctioniess final constructions that will be followed in this chapter. According to Kuhr,
the key to understanding "Hypotaxe," i.e., sub-ordination in Biblical Hebrew, is
"Satzstellung." Juxtaposing sentences in a particular way, is one of the ways Biblical Hebrew
constructs sub-ordinated clauses. Biblical Hebrew realizes sub-ordination either by the
principle of "Eingliederung," imbedding, or "Angliederung," i.e., annexation. Final sentences
are constructed according to the latter criterion. Stipp (1987, 137) applied Kuhr's principles
and constructed the following paradigm for hypotaxes, which I have slightly modified and
used to construct a syntactic paradigm for conjunctioniess final constructions in Biblical
Hebrew.
l. 1m "Vordersatz": "Aufforderung", ausgedriickt dUTChImperativ, a-Form
der Prafixkonjugation (Kohortativ, nur bei l. Ps), w=qatall/x-yiqtul (LF)
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(Injunktiv) oder PK( -KF) (Jussiv), sowie die Ausdruckmittel der
negierten "Aufforderung" 10(')+ (PK) (-LF) und al + PK(-KF) (Vetitiv).
Liegt keine kurzformfáhige Verbalform vor, muss die Funktion
"Aufforderung" durch den Kontext zweifelsfrei abgesichert sein.
2. 1m "Nachsatz": we=PK-KF
It would be possible to add the infinitive absolute to Stipp's list of verbs that can express
volition, though I have not come across any examples of conjunctionless final constructions in
which an infinitive absolute occupies the matrix. I have argued in Chapter 4 that, contrary to
Stipp, weqatal does not appear independently in the matrix, but as part of a verbal chain.'
With conjunctionless final constructions, however, the instances of a weqatal verbal chain
following an imperative in the matrix are far less numerous than in conjunctional final
constructions.
Kuhr has argued that "Satzstellung" is one of the markers of sub-ordination. Stipp's
contribution was to point out that the verbal sequences involved might also play a role. A
further important factor in the syntactic formation of conjunctioniess final constructions is the
role of syndesis/asyndesis. 2
I wish to show in the ensuing discussion that in conjunctioniess final constructions, the verbal
form in the "Nachsatz" is always syndetic (yiqtol and mostly, but not exclusively, cohortative
in the 1st person - assuming the verb has no object suffix; in the 3rd person, the verbal form is
usually shortform in cases where the long and short forms can be morphologically
differentiated). The verbal forms which occupy the final sentence are either 1st or 3rd person.
lWe have seen in Chapter 4 that although weqatal often forms part of the verbal chain in the matrix, it never governs the
chain as the imperative does.
21do not support Niceacei's claim that sub- or co-ordination does not depend on waw at all (section 2.5.1.4). Conjunctionless
final sentences which are essentially sub-ordinated clauses, are all syndetic.
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Qimron (1986-1987, 152) suggests that the short form of yiqtol in the final sentence (in 2nd
and 3rd persons) is due to the presence of the waw, but this is questionable as the presence of
the waw seems to have the direct opposite effect on the morphology of the verb in the 1st
person. In the 1st person the normal form is a syndetic elongated cohortative form instead of
the shorter form. Some scholars consider the short forms of the prefix conjugation as the
remnants of a third Biblical Hebrew tense, and have tried to syntactically differentiate the
short from the long form of the prefix conjugation' and ascribe different syntactic functions to
them. In this study, although I have not identified contrasting syntactic functions for the two
groups, I have noted that the short and long forms are differentiated on the basis that they do
not have the same verbal status.' I have applied this in the description of 1st person final
sentences.'
5.2 OBJECTIVES
In the following I have outlined some objectives for this chapter, based on the hypotheses and
methodological and theoretical assumptions presented in Chapter 3.
5.2.1 To identify and describe the syntactic constructions which are urnque to
conjunctioniess final constructions.
5.2.2 To test the notion that yiqtol (prefix conjugation short form) is always the verbal form
used in conjunctioniess final constructions with 3rd person verbal forms in the
"Nachsatz", whereas the cohortative appears in the "Nachsatz" of the 1st person verbal
forms.
5.2.3 To test the contention that the matrix of conjunctioniess final constructions always
contain either a verbal form expressing "Aufforderung" or an interrrogative sentence
and that conjunctioniess final constructions are restricted to discourse.
3See Rossler (1961), Richter (1966, 1978) and Gross (1982), for example. See also Gross's recent discussion of Rossler and
Richter (1996,17-19).
4See the discussion in section 5.9. One could argue that this distinction has defmite syntactic implications.
5er. section 5.8.
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5.2.4 To determine whether conjunctional and conjunctioniess final constructions cover
different domains by comparing the findings of this chapter with those of the previous
chapter.
5.2.5 To validate my hypothesis formulated in section 3.4.4.1 concerning the two conditions
that must prevail for a final relation to be realised between successive verbal forms.
5.3 METHODOLOGY
The data for this study have been gathered through a careful reading of the text corpus,
Genesis to 2 Kings. Poetic texts present in the corpus were not considered. In addition, a
search was made using Eep Talstra's Quest program. The latter method, though more
expedient, unfortunately proved to be less reliable because the accuracy of the search is
dependent on the parameters entered by the researcher into the computer program. Because
language is not static, with many exceptions to the rules, it is -thus not always easy to define
parameters. Though I do not claim absolute accuracy, I am fairly convinced that most of the
relevant constructions have been identified with minimal exceptions, if any.
In conjunctioniess final constructions, distinct categories will be differentiated on the basis of:
(i) The verbal forms that occupy the matrix. This is done in order to assess whether the
matrixes of conjunctionless final constructions are restricted to interrogative or
volitional forms. In each case, the kind of volitional form and the type of interrogative
sentences will be indicated. Identification of the verbal form in the matrix will allow
one to determine the differences between conjunctional and conjunctioniess
constructions.
(ii) The construction occumng In the final sentence. I intend showing that this
construction is syntactically definite:" Waw + Prefix conjugation (short form for 2nd
and 3rd person, cohortative for 1st person). Distinction will be made between the
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different person forms of the verb in the final sentence (e.g., 1st, 2nd or 3rd person) in
order to test my hypothesis that the conjunctional and conjunctionless final
constructions can be differentiated according to the markedness (for person) of the
verb used in the matrixes. I have shown in Chapter 4 that in conjunctional final
constructions the 2nd and 3rd persons predominate, with the 1st person negligible. I
suspect to find in my investigation of conjunctionIess final sentences that the 1st and
3rd are the most common forms, with the 2nd person less prevalent.
Iwill analyze each conjunctionIess construction using the above criteria, since, with regard to
(i) above, traditional grammars have failed to analyze and describe the matrix of final
constructions, and what influence this matrix has for the form and function of the final
construction. The second criterion, i.e., the construction occurring in the final sentence, is also
important, as in conjunctional final constructions there is no conjunction that marks the
construction as final. As such, translations of such constructions often present difficulties as a
wide variety of constructions are translated as expressing a final relation. Beside the
mentioned criteria or categories, such syntactic indicators as contact and non-contact position,
subject change between the matrix and final sentence, volition or non-volition in the matrix,
will also be employed when analyzing conjunctionless final constructions. However, they will
not assume the dominant role which they did in Chapter 4. In that chapter, they were used
merely as a means to initially distinguish between the variety of conjunctional final
constructions, for which no distinguishing characteristics were readily available. Now that
such categories have been tested and established, it is necessary to focus on categories which I
believe will yield meaningful results for the investigation into conjunctionIess final
constructions. I have identified four such categories for the conjunctionIess final
constructions. These are:
6Cf. Chapter 4, footnote 5.
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Category A The matrix IS occupied by an "Aufforderung". The final sentence is
occupied by a 1st person prefix conjugation form (Cohortative singular or
plural).
Category B The matrix of this category is similar to that of category A. The difference
is in the final sentence where the verbal form is prefix conjugation 3rd
person.
Category C This category differs from A and B In that an interrogative sentence
constitutes the matrix.
Category D In this category, the final sentences are negated.
I deemed it necessary to identify different categories for the conjunctionless group as I expect
the syntax to differ markedly. Also, whereas conjunctional final constructions, as was seen in
Chapter 4, occur in both discourse and narrative, I suspect conjunctionless constructions to be
restricted to discourse. The absence of a conjunction in the latter group could also influence
its syntax.
After treating the above with appropriate examples, I will explore some related constructions
which are sometimes interpreted and consequently translated as final, but do not really satisfy
the criteria stipulated for conjunctionless final constructions. This is necessary, because, as we
have seen in Chapter 2, that although many different constructions in Biblical Hebrew are
translated as final sentences into English, it is to be doubted if they fulfill the syntactic criteria
in Biblical Hebrew to be interpreted as such. This problem becomes even greater in
conjunctionless final constructions, where there are no specific conjunction to mark them as
final sentences.
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5.4 CATEGORY A: MATRIX: "AUFFORDERUNG" + "NACHSATZ" 1ST
PERSON
This group is by far the most numerous. We have seen in Chapter 4 that there are only 12
cases of conjunctional final sentences in the 1st person (compared to the total number of 133
wo! yiqtol final sentences). I have also shown in the previous chapter that the final
conjunction followed by the 1st person verbal form occurs only under certain conditions. I will
attempt to demonstrate that, in order to express a final sentence with a 1st person verbal form
in the "Nachsatz", Biblical Hebrew uses the conjunctionless construction. In Chapter 4 I have
stipulated the conditions or situations under which the 1st person verbal form is used with the
conjunctional construction."
5.4.1 "Aufforderung" + wefïqla" (1st Person, Singular)
The plural forms of the 1st person final sentences are more numerous than the singular. The
following are all the texts from Genesis to 2 Kings.
Genesis 12:1, 17:1-2, 18:4-5, 18:32, 23:4, 24:2-3, 24:14, 24:49, 24:56, 29:21, 30:3, 30:25,
30:26,30:28,32:10,34:12,37:13,42:13,44:21,45:18, 49:1, Exodus 3:10,9:28,24:12,32:10,
33:6,33:13, Deuteronomy 1:13,4:10,5:31,9:14, Numbers 21:16, 22:19, 23:3, Joshua 18:4,
Judges 7:14, 11:37, 16:26, 16:28, 1 Samuel 7:5, 9:26, 9:27, 12:7, 15:16, 15:25, 17:44,27:5,
28:7,28:22,30:15,2 Samuel 13:10, 19:38,20:16,20:21,24:12, 1 Kings 11:21, 13:7, 17:10,
18:1,2 Kings 4:22, 6: 13, 6:20, 18:23.
5.4.1.1 Standard (Imperative + Cohortative)
1 Samuel 15:16
~,~iD-~~~~,~iD1~~~'16
i1/~/iJ ,~~ i1Ji1~1~'J 1~~ n~~.~'T~~l~}iJ
o :1~"J i~ 19~~J
7See 4.4.3.3.4.
81use nomenclature based on the qatal conjugation, i.e., the Ist person singular is Eqla and the 3,dperson plural is Niqla.
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Comment: Both the matrix and the final sentence consist of a single verb. The matrix is
occupied by an imperative 'l'Ji) and the final sentence by a cohortative i1'T~~l-Other
examples show that this verbal arrangement is fairly standard for these constructions. The
matrix and the "Nachsatz" of the construction are in contact position." The cohortative i1'T~~1
is sub-ordinated to and therefore dependent on 'l'}i). The RSVand NIV translate the two
verbs under discussion as simply co-ordinated, "Stand and let me show you". So also the
KJV. The RSVand NRSV translate the imperatives 'l'Ji) as an interjection and ignores the
syndetic relation between the two verbs, thus translating, "Stop! I will tell you."
Despite the fact that the translations in question fail to show a sub-ordinated, dependent
relationship between the two verbs, I maintain that this is a final relation based on similar
examples. On the basis of these considerations, the final construction in 1 Sam 15: 16 must be
translated as ... "Stand, so that I may show you ... " There are other cases of conjunctioniess
final constructions (see also the next example 2 Kings 18:23), where, although the
construction meets the syntactic criteria to qualify as a final relation, English translations fail
to interpret them as such. I would like to suggest a possible reason for this. Conjunctionless
final constructions are formed by the syndetic juxtaposition of two verbal forms, which have
to meet certain syntactic criteria (e.g., the first verb has to be a form expressing volition, the
second has to be syndetic, yiqtol, etc.). When, despite meeting all the grammatical and
syntactic criteria, the construction is often not translated as a final sentence into English, the
answer could be found in the semantics of the verbs involved. It is likely that a dependency
cannot be derived unambiguously from the meaning of the verbs involved in the construction.
If this is indeed the case, it illustrates that both semantic and syntactic criteria need to be taken
into account when one interprets final constructions. It appears that the translators were
9See TaIstra 1997,81-103.
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guided by semantic criteria alone in their interpretation of 1 Samuel. A consideration of both
semantic and syntactic criteria will result in greater consistency in translations of final
sentences.
The distinction between contact and non-contact position has definite implications for the
grammatical description of the construction. Final sentences in contact position are usually
described in terms of what Talstra (1997, 81) refers to as clause-level grammatical
description. In the instances where the final sentences is in non-contact position, very often
separated from its governing verb, a text-level grammatical analysis is called for (1997, 88).
5.4.1.2 Examples Where the Verb in the Matrix is Preceded by the Particle i1O-Pl
2 Kings 18:23
'1iD~1!9-n~ '~,~-n~ ~'q:l,}-Vt;liJ i1D-Pl 23
0'010 O'S?~ '9? mn~,
:O~T'~ O':;l=?''9~'-nD~S~1rl":D~
Comment: The matrix :l,}-Vt;liJ is preceded by i1D-Pl- A possible reason for this is to draw a
conclusion from the preceding and therefore highlight what is to follow. Waltke and
O'Connor (1990, 578) refer to i1D-Pl as a logical particle.!" The idea of "Aufforderung" is
supported by the addition of the particle ~J in the matrix. This particle is referred to as a
T
precative particle, and is often used in conjunction with i1D-Pl. The matrix and the final
sentence are in contact position, and both elements are in direct speech. As in the previous
example, there is a subject change between the matrix and the final sentence. Likewise, the
majority of the translators do not interpret this as a final construction. The KJV translates co-
ordinated sentences, "Give pledges to the king of Assyria, and I will deliver two thousand
10According to van der Merwe (1997, 144), "i1I;1-Pl as a rule introduces a logical consequence of a foregoing state of affairs,
introduced by a verb with a directive function e.g. an imperative. Cf. Also van der Merwe (1994, 28).
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horses." Similarly NSRV and NIV do not see a dependent relation between ::l}~t!i1 and
i1~t;1~1.They render, "Come make a wage: Iwill ... ".
Like the previous example, 1 Samuel 15:16, it appears that the syntactic criteria, i.e., volition
in the matrix and weyiqtol in the "Nachsatz" are not are not sufficient ground for translators to
interpret a construction as expressing a final relation. Likewise, semantic considerations, as in
1 Samuel 15:16, appear to have been the determining factors in the interpretation of this
construction. Other examples: Exodus 32:10, 33:6, 33:13, Numbers 22:19, 1 SamueI9:27,
12:7,12:10,15:25,26:11,28:22.
5.4.1.3 Often the Volition in the Matrix is Reinforced by the Particle ~~.
The following example illustrates this point.
2 Kings 4:22
~" N~i1r:r~iV'9Nhl i1~~~-"~N')pDl 22
: ni:Jn~D nlJ~l Cl~'J~~iTl01l)~
i1::l!JiVN'Cl~ïf"Ni1iV~N-1.!ii1~!J'N'
TT: . ...: T . - TT:
Comment: The particle N~follows the imperative i1r:r~¢in the matrix to further support the
request. Lambdin (1971, 170) states: "The particle seems ... to denote that the command in
question is a logical consequence, either of an immediately preceding statement or of the
general situation in which it is uttered." This particle is sometimes used as a sign of respect
when a superior is addressed, and is often translated as "please".
The final sentence has two consecutive cohortatives i1~!J'~! and i1~!JiV~lIwould suggest the
following translation: "Send me one ... so that Imay go to the man of God and return."
The NRSV translates this construction as final "Send me one of the servants and one of the
donkeys, so that Imay quickly go to the man of God and come back to you." Similarly the
NIVand KJV. This example shows the inconsistency of the Bible translators. The syntax is
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similar to the previous examples 1 Samuel 15:16 and 2 Kings 18:23, i.e., "Aufforderung" in
the matrix followed by a cohortative in the "Nachsatz", yet none of the translations rendered
the previous examples as final. In the previous examples (1 Samuel 15:16, and 2 Kings
18:23), it appears that the translators ignored the syntax of the constructions and were guided
in their interpretations solely by semantic considerations. This example, therefore, supports
my contention that besides syntax, semantics also play a role in determining which
constructions are to translated as final sentences into English. Other examples: 1 Samuel
26:11,28:22,2 Samuel 17:5, 19:38, 1 Kings 17:10,2 Kings 4:22, Genesis 18:4-5, 24:2-3,
26:28, Exodus 33:13, Judges 19:11, Numbers 22:19.
5.4.1.4 Verbal Chain in Matrix (Imperative Chain)
We have noticed quite a number of conjunctional final constructions where the matrix is
occupied by a verbal chain. II These examples are less numerous in the conjunctionless final
constructions, where the matrix is often occupied by a single volition.
1 Samuel 15:25
~~.!.' J1tD1 ~n~~n-n~ ~J ~tD jm.!.'1 25
• • :. T - .; i1;iT~S iT1nntv~1
T - '; -; - : ... ;
Comment: Notice that the matrix is introduced by i1t;1-Pl-The initial imperative ~~ is co-
ordinated with a second imperative J1tDl which forms an imperative verbal chain in the
matrix. Such constructions are more common in conjunctional final sentences, where verbal
chains occur frequently in the matrix and the final sentence subsequently in non-contact
position. The two imperatives ~~ and J1tDi are of the same verbal form and therefore on the
same syntactic level. They are co-ordinated and not sub-ordinated. The "Nachsatz" of this
final construction is iT1lJD~~l- I suggest the following translation "And now, forgive my SIn
llCf. 4.4.3.l.l.
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and return with me, so that I may worship the Lord." The NRSV, NIV, and KJV translate
similarly. Other examples: Genesis 18:4-5, 42:2, 45:18, Exodus 24:12, Deuteronomy 9:14,
Judges 11:6,16:28,1 Kings 13:7,18:1,2 Kings 6:13.
5.4.1.5 Verbal Chain in Matrix (Imperative, Followed by Qatal)
Judges 11:6
r~i?~1:l; iTt;:1"DliT~~ nt;1~'~ 1'9~;1 6
:1io~'P~ iT9C!;~!
Comment: This example deserves special mention as the imperative iT~~ is followed by the
weqatal iTt;:1"Diinstead of another imperative. The two verbs are co-ordinated and the weqatal
as a continuation form expresses, "Aufforderung" as the governing imperative iT~~ in the
matrix. The final sentence is occupied by the cohortative iT9C!;:ll- There is a subject change
between the matrix and the final sentence. In terms of my criteria this construction expresses a
final relation and may be translated as follows: "Come and be our commander, that we may
fight ... " NIV, KN and RSV support such a translation.
5.4.1.6 There Are Few Examples Where the 1st Person Form in the Final is Not a
Cohortative
1 Samuel 11:14
'?~'?~iTiT::;'?:l,1::;'?tJl'iT-'?~ '?~1r,jiV,r,j~;, 14
T: . - T: .. : : T T :·~::;1S0ïTtJiz5" iDïm1
T : - T •• - :
Comment: This example is unusual as the final sentence is occupied by the non-cohortative
form iDJIJ~1.Interesting also is that the matrix is occupied by the desemanticized 12 form 1::;~.
In order to create a final sentence the writer must ensure that the verbal status between the
matrix and the final sentence differs. He is, therefore, obliged to use the non-cohortative form
iDJIJ~1,which is of a different verbal status as the cohortative iT~~~! in the matrix. Had the
12See the discussion on desemanticized verbs in section 5.8.
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writer opted for a cohortative form, the construction would have consisted of two consecutive
cohortatives, and hence would not have been final.P The cohortative is of a different syntactic
status as the non-co hortative 1st person form. I would therefore translate the constructions as
follows: "Come, let us go up to Gilgal, so that we may renew the kingship there." The NSRV,
NIVand KN translate the two 1st person forms i1~~~!and iOJlJ~1 as consecutive and not
final. The translators therefore do not derive any syntactic significance from the
morphological difference between the forms. There is no subject change between the matrix
and the "Nachsatz" in the above construction.
5.4.1. 7 Sometimes Yiqtol Instead of the Imperative Occupies the Matrix
1 Samuel 27:5
~'t~~lIJ 't:'l~~~~rt:l~iO';:)~c'?~'17 '9~~J 5
i1:r~iJ'J~ nlJ~~ Clip~ "T1Jt;l:
~;r~~::liP:. i1r~/l Cl~ i1~i9~l
:l9~i1~/~OiJ"~~
Comment: The matrix is occupied by the yiqtoI1Jt;l' instead of the imperative. "Aufforderung"
can also be realized by a yiqtol form.l" Because David is addressing a superior, king Akish,
the writer uses the "respectful" yiqtol form instead of the imperative to express David's
request (see also 2 Samuel 13:5 where a king is also addressed). It appears that when a
superior is addressed, the "Aufforderung" is expressed by a polite request, expressed by a
yiqtol, instead of a command - expressed by the imperative. The "Nachsatz" is occupied by
the cohortative i1~i9~\ and there is a subject change between the matrix and the final
sentence.
l3See section 5.9.
l4See Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 565 footnote 2). They draw attention to lotion who suggests that one should distinguish
between cohortative mood and cohortative form. Jouen further claims that the prefix conjugation may connote notions we
may associate with the cohortative mood.
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I have identified only two cases with yiqtol in the matrix (1 Samuel 27:5 and 3 Samuel 13:5)
in the corpus. The NIV translation, "Let a place be assigned to me in one of the country
towns, that Imay live there ... " correctly captures the semantic meaning of the construction.
5.4.2 "Aufforderung" + weNigla (1st Person, Plural)
This group is similar to the former group except that the verbal form in the final sentence is
plural instead of singular. The constructions attested for in the above group (weEgla) are also
applicable in this group. Because this type was treated in some detail previously, they will not
be discussed again. Iwill only consider one appropriate example.
Examples: Genesis 19:5, 19:34, 26:28, 42:2, 47: 19-20, 47:20, Exodus 14:2, 17:2, Judges 1:3,
11:6,14:13, 18:5, 18:9, 19:11, 19:22, 19:28,20:13, 1 Samuel 11:1, 11:12, 11:14, 12:10,14:1,
6, 17:10,26: 11,2 Samuel 14:7, 17:5,2 Kings 6:38, 7:4, 7: to, 7: 13.
1 Samuel 11:3
iV~:;;l:~~p;1~;~n9~;13
Cl~Q:n~~iV 1J; ~}i7
';~,tv~';1:J~ ';j:J. Cl~:J~';~ i1n';iVJ1
.• T : • : : • T : - T::' :
1JD~ ~~~;~ r~-Cl~l
:~r!.~1J~~:1
Comment: The matrix is occupied by an imperative ~)ry. The verbal form in the final
sentence is a cohortative. The matrix and the final sentence are in contact position. There is a
subject change between the matrix and the final. The final sentence expresses purpose as it is
still an intention. This case is interesting as the final i1D~~~! is followed by a weqataI1J~~:l-
The difference between the two forms is one of modality as was established in the previous
chapter. The former is modal "that we may send" The weqatal is indicative "we will come out
to you." The weqatal expresses a result or consequence of the preceding action.
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5.4.3 Summary of the Syntactic Features of Category A
(i) The matrix is occupied by an imperative and in rare cases a yiqtol form. The yiqtol is
used to express a polite request, in cases when the "Aufforderung" is directed to a
superior, e.g., where a request is made to a king (1 Samuel 27:5, 2 Samuel 13:5).
(ii) The logical particle i1D~l sometimes precedes or introduces the entire matrix
construction.
(iii) The particle ~J sometimes follows the verb in that matrix.
T
(iv) In cases where there is a verbal chain in the matrix, the chain consists of two or three
imperatives instead of the volitionlweqatal constructions so common in conjunctional
final sentences. The verbal chain also appears to be shorter than those in
conjunctional final sentences composed at the most of three verbs whereas in the
former group the verbal chain sometimes comprises an entire paragraph.
(v) There is always a subject change between the matrix and the final sentence.
(vi) The verbal form in the final sentence is, with rare exceptions, the cohortative form. If
not the cohortative, there are definite syntactic grounds why the writer chooses the
alternate form. See the discussion with regard to 1 Samuel Il: 14.
(vii) The final sentence and the matrix are mostly in contact position and, consequently,
can be analyzed easily in terms of clause-level grammar.
(viii) The interpretation of 1 Samuel 15:16 and 2 Kings 18:23 illustrates that in English
translations, semantic considerations sometimes override syntactic consideration in
determining what constitutes a final relation. In these examples, I have indicated that,
although all the syntactic criteria are met for a final sentence to be realized,
translators often do not translate the constructions as expressing a final relation in
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English. In these cases, it appears that the translators are guided III their
interpretations mainly by semantic considerations.
(ix) All the constructions are in the direct speech, and the final cohortative is always
syndetic.
5.5 CATEGORY B: MATRIX: "AUFFORDERUNG" + 3rd PERSON YIQTOL IN
"NACHSATZ"
This group shows the greatest overlap with the conjunctional final constructions. In the
following discussion I will follow the same pattern which I established in the discussion of
category A. I will firstly describe cases which I consider to be the standard examples for
construction B. Thereafter I will list and discuss examples which, although still construction
B, deviates from this standard partem. I will also attempt to show what nuances these
deviations bring to the interpretation of construction B.
5.5.1 "Aufforderung" + 3rd Person
Genesis 1:6, 1:9,20:7,23:8-9,30:3,38:24, Exodus 2:20, 4:23, 5:1, 6:10, 7:16, 7:19, 7:26,
8:16,9:13, 10:3, 10:7, 10:12, 10:17, 10:21, 12:3, 14:1, 14:15, 14:26, 25:2, 27:20, Leviticus
22:2,42:2, 5:2, 10:35, 13:2, 17:2, 18:2, 19:2, Numbers 17:2, 21:7, 25:5, Deuteronomy 1:22,
10:11, Joshua 4:16, 18:4, Judges 6:30, 7:3, 9:19, 13:10, 14:15, 1 Samuel 5:1, 7:3, 10:17,
12:17, 18:21,25:8,28:2,29:4,2 Samuel 2:14,3:21, 13:5, 1 Kings 2:17, 5:20, 13:6, 13:18,
15:19,18:37,21:2,21:7,21:10,2 Kings 4:41-42,5:8,6:17,6:20,6:22,9:17,17:27,19:19.
5.5.1.1 Standard: "Aufforderung" + Yiqtol3rd Person in "Nachsatz"
Exodus 8:16
'~~7J~~~iT11i?j;l Cl~~iJ i1tqb-~~i1)i1':19~~116
,,~~ ni~~' i1~'~i1~~;, i1~i1i1liiE)
TO' T:-T; T:T- .• •.. :-
i11i1' i~~ i1j
T :,O~ Tn7~
:'JiJ,l)'1. ", : - -:
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Comment: The matrix is occupied by the imperative T17~.The final sentence is introduced by
the 3rd person plural syndetic form ~r9.p~l-There is a subject change between the matrix and
the final sentence. The entire construction is in direct speech and the final sentence is in
contact position with the matrix. With the verb in the final sentence, ~~:r~.p~lit is not possible
to distinguish morphologically between the long and short form of the prefix conjungation.
Such cases will be considered as virtual short forms. The translations are unanimous in their
interpretation of this construction as a final sentence; KN: "... let my people go, that they
may serve me." The NRSVand the NIV translations are identical: " ... let my people go, so
that they may worship me."
Genesis 1:6
o~ii'?~'9~~16
0~9iJl;n~ .p~p)~iT~
:0~9! 0:0 1';1 '?~:r~0~i1~"
Comment: The "Aufforderung" in the matrix is expressed by a jussive ~i1~.The verb in the
final sentence is also a syndetic jussive ~iT~'1.This is one of the rare examples in the corpus
where there is no subject change between the matrix and the final sentence. There is also no
change in verbal status. The features of this example are exceptional, since instances in which
no subject change occurs between the matrix and final sentence are normally expressed by
means of conjunctional final constructions with an infinitive in the "Nachsatz"." In the latter
group, however, it is very seldom that a volitional form occupies the matrix. The NIVand
RSV translate this construction as a purpose clause similar to the infinitive final sentences
where there is no subject change between the matrix and the final sentence change: "Let there
be an expanse between the waters to separate water from water." The KN translates these
15See section 4.4.4.
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constructions as consecutive: "Let there be a firmament and let it divide water from waters."
Since there is no change in verbal status between the matrix and the final sentence, I would
support the KN translation. I am reluctant to interpret this particular construction as a final
sentence.
5.5.1.2 Final Constructions with the Long Form of the Prefix Conjugation in the
"Nachsatz"
I have shown that the verbal form in the "Nachsatz" of conjunctionIess final constructions are
normally prefix conjugation short form, in the cases where the distinction long/short is
morphologically discemable. I have also argued in the cases where the distinction cannot be
made, the verbal form must be treated as a virtual short form. There are rare exceptions
however, where the long form of the prefix conjugation occurs in the matrix.
1 Kings 15:19
1'::;J.~ 1'~1'::l~ l'~ 1t~1'J'~ n'1~19
::lijn :'J9? 1IJW 1~ 'r:1n'?~ i1~i1
?~)~'-l!.9 ~~.v:;l-n~1t;l'"}~-n~i1);liJ l?
:'?l'~ i1?l"1
TT" ': -: - :
Comment: In this sentence, the matrix is occupied by two imperatives i1);liJ and l? The
second imperative is, however, asyndetic where the expected form would be a syndetic
construction. In such instances I suggest that the first imperative is desemanticized 16 and acts
as an exclamation, or interjection "Come!" or "Auf!" in German. There is a subject change
between the matrix and the final sentence. The form ofi1!.~~) is long where a short form is to
be expected. It does not seem to change the meaning in any significant way, and I am unable
to offer an explanation for this form. The translations are unanimous in their interpretation of
this construction as a final construction, NRSV: "Go break your alliance with king Baasha of
Israel, so that he may withdraw from me." NIV: "Now break your treaty with Baasha king of
16See the discussion on desemanticized constructions in section 5.8.
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Israel so he will withdraw from me (the NIV translation suggests that they interpreted this
construction as a result rather than a purpose clause). KJV: "Come break thy league with
Baasha king ofIsrael, that he may depart from me."
5.5.1.3 Cases Where the Matrix is Introduced by i1t;l-Pl
Genesis 20:7
~m ~~:JY~J ili~~i1-nili~ :Jilii1 i1r1l" 7
l'1 :J~iliO·~~~~-m~·lT i1:.61.··~rr~~?~ë~:l
:11 -'ip~r?~l i1t;l~ mrJt;l nirJ-~~
Comment: As the examples with the 1st person'? in the "Nachsatz", i1t;l-Pl can also precede
final constructions where the verbal form of the "Nachsatz" is 3rd person. It is significant that
examples where the matrix is introduced by i1t;l-Plare extremely uncommon in conjunctional
final constructions. A possible explanation is that i1t;l-Pland ~~ are markers associated with
direct speech." As conjunctionless final constructions occur solely in direct speech, they
appear almost exclusively in this group. Other examples: Exodus 10:17, Judges 7:3, 1 Samuel
28:2.
5.5.1.4 Sometimes the Volition is Followed by the Addition of~:l
T
2 Samuel 13:5
:J1:lii1~ i? 'rJ~~'5
?ryt;liJlT~~~ïq~_?~ :J~~
'~/~ t;l~O~l 1Di~~,? 1~:;l~ ~~1
~nin~ 'rJn ~:l ~:m
i1~':li1-n~ ~:l~l'? ~ntv~, On? ";':Jn
T
,
T: . - ... - .. ; Ti1;i~~,~~ ·l·~O-~
:i11~rJ ~r1?~~'
TT' .: - T :
17See section 5.4.1.2.
18Walt.ke and O'Connor (1990, 634) refer to them as macro syntactic markers and claim that they function as introductory
and transitional signals in dialogue.
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Comment: The matrix is occupied by a yiqtol form ~jQ. This is followed by the particle ~~.
The expression is used as a respectful way of addressing a superior; in this case the king (see
also 1 Samuel 27:5). There are consecutive final sentences in the final construction. The first
final sentence is a conjunctioniess final sentence. This final construction consists of the yiqtol
form ~jQ in the matrix. The "Nachsatz" is expressed by means of another weyiqtol form
The second final sentence is a conjunctional construction introduced by 1~O,? The 1~O,? is
asyndetic, which means that it is not co-ordinated to the previous conjunctionless final
sentence. A question that needs to be addressed is what constitutes the matrix of the second
conjunctioniess final sentence. My suggestion is that the matrix of this sentence is the entire
preceding construction beginning with ~~ ~jQ until ii:~:OiJ-n~. The conjunctional final
sentence, according to this interpretation, thus includes an embedded conjunctionless final
sentence. In the first final sentence, Amon explains what Jonadab should request of the king.
The final sentence expresses the purpose why Tamar should be allowed to come to his room.
In the second final sentence the narrator switches back from a 2nd person to a 1st person
subject. Amon addresses Jonadab directly and explains his motive to him. The conjunctional
final sentence with WO,? is one of the rare occasions in which the 1st person is used in a
conjunctional construction. This example further confirms my hypothesis regarding such
cases established in Chapter 4.19
This example illustrates an important difference between conjunctional and conjunctionless
final sentences. The latter are mainly in contact position and consequently operates primarily
19See section 4.4.3.3 where I argue that the 1st person "Nachsatz" is used only in exceptional cases with the conjunctional
constructions.
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at clause- and sentence-level, whereas the former must be analyzed on both clause and text-
levels." This illustrates why a textlinguistic perspective is crucial when one tries to
understand final constructions. Other examples: 2 SamueI2:14, 2 Kings 9:19.
5.5.1.5 Example With a Cohortative in the Matrix
Genesis 34:23
rJD9i)~-';:;;1 rJ~:~Pl rJmpO 23
l~ rJi] 1J! ~i';D
rJi1'; i1ni~J
... TT··
:1Jn~ 1:ltD"
T • : .. :
Comment: In this example, a cohortative occupies the matrix. The final sentence is occupied
by a yiqtol. The syntactic status of the verbs in the matrix and "Nachsatz" is, therefore,
different. There is a subject change between the matrix and the final sentence. The two
elements of the construction are in contact position. It is significant that none of the
translations consulted, i.e., NRSV, NIV or KJV interpret this construction as a final sentence.
They translate the verbs i1t:'1i~~and 1:ltq:.l as consecutive co-ordination. The NRSV
translation is a typical example: "Only let us agree with them, and they will live among us."
This example is a classic case of the inconsistency with which Bible translators translate
conjunctioniess final sentences. I find the translation of Speiser (1981, 263), a better option
than that of the Bibles mentioned, "So let us give in to them, that they may settle among us."
So also Westermann (1981, 150): "laB uns ihnen willfahren, daB sie bei uns wohnen bleiben!"
5.5.1.6 Verbal Chain in the Matrix (Imperative Chain)
1Kings 21:9-1021
20For discussion on the merits of text-level grammatical analysis versus clause-level analysis see Talstra (1997, 81-103).
21 See also 5.5.1.
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:ClJi1iV~1:J.ni:J.rn~ !):J'iViil1
i'~D:l~l)!,~:J-~:lJc'iV:l~ c':lib !)~'iViil;10
;.: -_.; .. ; ·T-; ·-~b~~·1i1,l)'1
l;91 D'i1S·~ ~j~
!)iI,?pol !)iI~'~iill
:nb'1
T;
Comment: The matrix consists of an imperative chain starting in verse 9 and which includes
the imperatives 1~~P, 1:J'~iil\ 1i1~'~iill and 1i1'?POl The matrix and the final sentence
nb:l are in non-contact position. This is caused by the qatal verb ~=?'J;lwhich expresses
"Vorvergangenheit." Notice the subject change between the matrix and the final sentence and
the change of verbal status. The NRSVand NIV translation of "stone him to death" is really
only a semantic translation which reflects the logical relation between the verbs 1i1~'~iil1and
nb:l and as such do not do justice to the entire construction. The KN version "that he may
die," is to be preferred.
5.5.1.7 Co-ordinated Conjunctioniess Constructions
1Kings 13: 18
l~~01 ~ia~ ~'~~ '~~-C~ i~ 19~~J 18
1b~~ il1i1' 1::J.ï:J.,~~ 1:J."1
..~Q'~-~~; t;1~- ïil;l~6
cry; ~~~~!
c'a niV'1
:4S ~n~
Comment: The final construction consists of two co-ordinated sentences ~~~~land t;1t9:.l The
sentence ~D';l-~~ ~t;l~ 1i1;l~Oconstitutes the matrix. The two consecutive yiqtols are co-
ordinated and should thus be translated as consecutive final constructions. The RSV
translation correctly captures the construction "... Bring him back with you into your house
that he may eat bread and drink water."
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2 Kings 6:22
1t;lt9~~'1~~r:r~D':;l~ '~~iJ i1?tJ ~'? '9~~122
Oi1':lE)'?O'~1 on'? o'tv i1~~ i1r-l~
... ..:. • - T ';~:.l ,n~~i"~'?~~;-l
. . :cii)';~.,~~,?~
Comment: The construction consists of three co-ordinated final sentences ':J~~l 'r-ltq'1
''?~l:'t;1which all express purpose. All three are yiqtol verbal forms and are syndetically
connected. Based on these examples, it would appear that if a Biblical Hebrew writer wishes
to coordinate conjunctionless final sentences, a chain of consecutive yiqtols are used after the
initial final sentence. The consecutive chain refers to future events and expresses the speaker's
intention, or the intended outcome of his instruction/command. In this instance, there is a
subject change between the matrix and the final sentences. The yiqtol chain should be
translated as consecutive final sentences, "that they may eat and drink and go to their master."
Other examples: Deuteronomy 1:22, 10:11, 1 Samuel 18:21, Leviticus 22:2, 1 Kings 17:27,
Genesis 30:3. 1 Samuel 18:21,2 Kings 17:27, Genesis 30:3.
It appears that conjunctionless final constructions can be coordinated with a single or
successive weyiqtols We have seen in Chapter 4 that in the case of conjunctional final
constructions the writer has three options to co-ordinate such constructions:
(i) A conjunctional sentences can be co-ordinated with another conjunctional sentence.P
(ii) A conjunctional sentence can be co-ordinated with a successive or a chain of
consecutive weqatals.P
(iii) There are the rare examples where a weyiqtol chain is co-ordinated with the initial
conjunctional final sentence.>'
22Cf 4.6.1.
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Exodus 8:4
19~~1 t'D~~i i1ipb~ i1l7"';1;l~'JP~1 4
i1'li1'-'?~ i1'nl'i1
T:'" . : -
'~l'~i ,~~~ lJ' l''11E:l~i1 10"
• - •• -Ó:Ó: lJl'~_:n:~-~n"~~,
TT:i1'~''? Tin~i~ï
T - : :.:
Comment: This example presents significant problems. The first final construction has the
hiphil imperative i1'n.;.'iJ in the matrix and hifil weyiqtol 10:1 in the "Nachsatz". It should
therefore be translated, "Pray to Jahwe, that he may remove the frogs from us."
The above final construction is followed by another conjunctioniess final construction. The
matrix of this second construction is the cohortative i1n"iV~, and the "Nachsatz" is in:::li'l
T : - -; - : :.:
This second final construction can therefore be translated as " ... I will let the people go that
they may worship Jahwe."
The problem with this verse is to define the relationship between the two final constructions.
Is the cohortative i11j~iP~1 coordinated with10:', and, therefore, interpreted as the second
element of a consecutive final chain consisting of the verbs 10:1 , i11j~W~1 and in~n? In
such an understanding the entire final construction is consequently governed and thus sub-
ordinated to the matrix i11i1~-'?~ i1't:l.;.'iJ. Such an interpretation will result in the following
translation "Pray to Jahwe, that he may remove the frogs from me, so that I may let the people
go, that they may worship Jahwe. My contention is that i11j~iP~J is not co-ordinated to 10:1
but to a chain introduced by i1't:l.;.'iJ. This translation however, seems a bit contrived.
I find a second possibility more plausible. In this interpretation, the cohortative i11j~W~1 IS
not co-ordinated to 10:1 but is the second element of the verbal chain introduced by n'n.;.'iJ.
23Cf. 4.4.3.2.6.
24Cf. Isaiah41:19-20.
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Both forms 11'r:J.!;'iJand i1lJ~iP~l express "Aufforderung" which in terms of this study, do
not express a final relation but should be coordinated (cf. 5.9). The chain, 11'tl.!;'iJ followed
by i1lJ~iP~] is interrupted by the sub-ordinated conjunctionless final sentence introduced by
the verb 10'1. The second element of the chain i1n~iV~1also serves as the matrix of a second
•• T: T : - -: -
conjunctional final construction which "Nachsatz" is m~r1- To recap the syntax of the above
construction: The chain consists of two verbs; the imperative n'r:J.!;'D and the cohortative
i1n~iV~l The first final sentence 10'1 is embedded in this chain. The "Nachsatz" of the
T : - -: - .• T:
second conjunctioniess final sentence is m~n.The first element of the chain (the imperative
11'r:J.!;'iJ)has its own final sentence 10:1- In the above construction we thus have two
consecutive conjunctioniess final constructions. Such an interpretation is captured by the KN
translation "Entreat the Lord that he may take away the frogs from me and my people and I
will let the people go, that they may sacrifice unto the Lord." The NRSV translation also
supports the above interpretation "Pray to the Lord to take away the frogs from me and my
people, and I will let the people go and sacrifice to the Lord."
Childs (1974, 123) also translates similarly "Pray to the Lord to remove the frogs from me and
my people, and then I will let the people go to sacrifice to the Lord." So also Durham (1987,
100) "Pray to Yahweh, that he may remove the frogs from me and my people; then I will send
the people out, and they shall sacrifice to Yahweh." Both Childs and Durham, by introducing
the second final sentence with "then", and "and then" interprets the second final construction
as dependent and therefore the result of the first.
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5.5.2 "AufTorderung" + 2nd Person
I identified one such case by means of Quest viz., Numbers 17:25. This example is text-
critically problematic and correspondingly should not be considered as a final sentence. The
text-critical apparatus suggests that the 2nd person form "~r;rl in the matrix is wrong and
should probably be read as ";;D\ i.e., the 3rd person singular form. It is evident why
conjunctionless clauses with the 2nd person in the "Nachsatz" is not common. The imperative
in the matrix is 2nd person by definition. If the final sentence also had a 2nd person verbal
form, there would not be a subject change between the matrix and the final sentence and,
hence, no final.
5.5.3 Summary of the Syntactic Features of Category B
(i) The matrix of this group is always occupied by an "Aufforderung" and the "Nachsatz"
by a shortened yiqtol form.
(ii) The construction is mostly In contact position though non-contact cases are also
attested.
(iii) The abovementioned observations confirm the contention that, for a final sentence to
be realized, there needs to be a change in the verbal form between the matrix and the
final sentence.
The syntax of category B corresponds largely to that described for category A25, except that
the verb in the matrix is the 3rd person instead of the 1st person.
5.6 CATEGORY C: INTERROGATIVE IN THE MATRIX
There are instances where the matrix is not occupied by an "Aufforderung" but by an
interrogative sentence. As the number of these sentences is relatively small, we are able to
discuss most of them individually.
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Examples: Genesis 12:19, 31:26-27, 34:23, Exodus 5:2, Deuteronomy 12:30, 1 Samuel 12:3,
20:4,2 SamueI9:1, 9:3, 21:3,21:4,1 Kings 3:5,22:7,22:20,2 Kings 3:11,14:11.
5.6.1 Interrogative Pronouns "0 or i10 in the Matrix
1 Samuel 12:3
;n.,tDo "J1 rrrr "J "::1 1Jl' "JJil 3
.: .;;:;061 :"rlryb7· "0-,;0~n~
"Dr;Ti?7 "0
"DP~~"o-n~l
"~;~"J "o-n~
i~j "Dr;Ti?7 "0-':0·1
;:1 .,?~ O"'?.i?~1:O~'::1.,il;~i-r T • T :
Comment: The matrix is occupied by a senes of sentences introduced by the animate
interrogative particle .,~. The interrogatives, "0 and ilO introduce interrogatory questions. The
animate interrogative "0 is used to elicit identification or classification of persons in questions
(Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 318).
The interrogative pronouns in 1 Samuel 12:3 are followed by a qatal verbal form. The
"Nachsatz" is occupied by two consecutive yiqtol verbal forms. Both verbs are in the 1st
person. The second verb ::1"~~l is clearly not cohortative. Because of the suffix to the first
verbal form O"'?~~\ it is not possible to morphologically differentiate whether it is a
cohortative or non-cohortative form. I propose that this form be treated as functionally
cohortative and be translated as such. Because the second verbal form in the "Nachsatz" is not
cohortative, it is not certain whether this example is indeed a final sentence. It may also be a
simple consecutive. It would mean therefore that the long form (in such cases where such a
form can be distinguished morphologically) is the marker for final sentence in the 1st person
conjunctionIess constructions and, where the short form is used, a consecutive and not
25Cf. section 5.4.3.
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subordinate translation is called for. I also suggest that in such instances a change of mood
becomes evident. The final sentence expresses the "irrealis" and the subsequent prefix
conjugation short form an indicative. Thus, the following translation would be possible " ...
and from whose hand have I taken money, that I may blind my eyes with it? (Testify against
me), and I will give it back." The RSV translated this example in a similar fashion, " ... or
from whose hand have I taken a bribe to blind my eyes with it? .. testify against me ... and I
will restore it to you" (See also 1 Kings 22:20).
1 Samuel 20:4
1"T';~ It;1~iii~:'9~~1 4
'9~~~'o~n-i1r~
l~-iiWP~l
Comment: The matrix is introduced by the inanimate interrogative pronoun iiO which is
followed by a yiqtol form. Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 322) note that the inanimate pronoun
is more common than the animate and has a greater range of uses. This form is also
sometimes combined with a preposition. The uses are comparable with those of the animate
pronouns. The final sentence is occupied by a cohortative form.
A second possibility is that the interrogative iiOdoes not necessarily express a question in this
construction '9~~~'o~n-iiO. The RSV, NIVand NRSV translations all seem to suggest
such an understanding, by translating" Whatever you say, I will do for you." According to the
RSV, therefore, this is not a final construction. The KJV also translates in a similar way
"Whatever thy soul desireth, I will do it for you" thus not interpreting a final relation between
the interrogative sentence and the successive verb iiWP~l I, however, would prefer the
following translation, "What is it you require, so that I may do it for you?" The interrogative
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i10 in the matrix, coupled with the syndetic yiqtol i1tp';?~lin the "Nachsatz", are two good
reasons why this construction should be interpreted as a final construction.
2 Samuel 21:3
Cl'Jj):l~i1-'?~ "., ,a~~,3 .
'9~~ ~D:l1 O~'?Ti1tD~~~a
.. - -;:i1'~'~ nSnTJ-n~ ...~;,~
T; - -; -"_. ; T
Comment: The matrix consists of two co-ordinated interrogative sentences introduced by
inanimate interrogative pronouns. The second pronoun is combined with a preposition. Both
pronouns are followed by a prefix conjugation. The final sentence is problematic, as it is
occupied by a Piel imperative instead of the yiqtol, which is to be expected. This would imply
that an imperative is used in a sub-ordinated sentence to express a final sentence. The RSV
translates this sentence as follows: "What shall I do for you? And how shall I make expiation,
that you may bless the heritage of the Lord?" Although this translation is supported by the
majority of other English translations (see NRSV, NIV, KJV), there is only this example
where an imperative expresses a final sentence after a matrix consisting of an interrogative
sentence. It is also important to note that the final sentences with interrogative in the matrix all
appear to be "borderline" cases (at least with regard to their translations into English). One
could translate them as final (and the translations generally do so), but the syntax differs from
the patterns we have identified for conjunctionless final constructions and, therefore, the
arguments are not as compelling as those identified for other types of conjunctionless final
sentences. Furthermore, the corpus is very small and the examples too disparate to formulate
definite criteria.
2 Samuel 21:4
Cl'~j):;l~iJi'? nO~~14
'?1~~-Cl~:lD]! =-J9~ 1J!-r~
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~~'J~r~n'OiJ~ iD'~ :drr~1in';n::l~l
Cl'1a~ Cln~-i1a 1a~~,. : .:~Cl~Si1bl'~
": T -r v: ":
Comment: This is an unusual example. The "Nachsatz" is introduced by i1tq~~ a form which
does not morphologically differentiate between a cohortative or the ordinary 1st person. The
verb i1tq~~ is asyndetically connected to the previous sentence Cl'19~ Clt;1tCm~. What,
therefore, is its syntactic relation to Cl'~9~ Clt;1~-m~? The latter is introduced by an
interrogative. The RSV translates this construction with a "that clause"26 in English "What do
you say that I shall do for you?" The NIV translates "What do you want me to do for you?" It
appears that the syntax of final constructions with an interrogative in the matrix has many
irregularities, when compared to the syntax of conjunctioniess final sentences studied so far.
Since i1tq~~ is asyndetic and one cannot ascertain the form, this sentence should perhaps not
be considered as a final sentence. The following translation is perhaps an option "Whatever
you say/request, I will do for you."
Closely linked to the above are examples with the inanimate pronoun combined with the
preposition ~ in the matrix.
2 Kings 14:10
1~'?1~t9~1Cli1~rn~ t;l':)i1 i1~iJ 10
1D'~~ :lWl 1;J~i1
i11'1:l i11~nn i1~~'TT: .: T: ~n~~T:J1
T ; - T :
Comment: The matrix consists of an interrogative sentence introduced by i19/l The matrix is
the third element of an interrogative chain beginning in verse 9 and including 1~~iJ and :lW!.
The final sentence is subordinate to the interrogative sentence. The final sentence is
26See Storms (1966, 249-70).
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problematic as it is occupied by a weqatal verbal form (cf 2 Samuel 21:3, which is occupied
by a Piel imperative in the matrix). The RSV translates this sentence as final expressing
consequence, "so that you fall."
We have seen two examples in which the matrix is occupied by verbal forms other than the
expected yiqtol form in the final construction (2 Samuel 21:3, 2 Kings 14:10). This never
occurs in conjunctioniess final sentences with "Aufforderung" in the matrix. One can
conclude that the syntax of these constructions with interrogatives in the matrix is somewhat
different from the syntax of conjunctioniess sentences where an "Aufforderung" occupies the
matrix, so that it remains doubtful if all these constructions are really final sentences. In
instances like 2 Samuel 21:4 where the verbal form introducing the "Nachsatz" is asyndetic,
and there is no morphological difference between the cohortative and the short form, I have
suggested that these should not be interpreted as final. Other examples: Genesis 12: 19,31 :26
5.6.2 Interrogative i1~'~ in the Matrix
Deuteronomy 12:30
1~'9~i130~n~QCl:r9$i1 ''JCJ~Clry''JCJ~tDp~r:q~
,b~7 Clry'ij?~7 tV'7D-1~!J
Cli1'ii?~-n~ i1'~i1 Cl'i~i1!Ji:ll" i1:J'~
... .• •.. : ... '.' •• T • - ; - - T"
:'~~-Cl) r;;;-i1WP:~l
Comment: The interrogative is followed by a yiqtol verbal form. The final sentence is
occupied by a cohortative form. The final sentence and matrix are in contact position. The
English translations consulted (NIV, RSV, NRSV) do not recognize a dependent relation
between the interrogative sentence and the cohortative i1WP:~!-The NIV typifies these
translations, "How did these nations serve their Gods. We will do the same." On the basis of
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the syntax of this construction, I propose the following translation, "How did the nations serve
their Gods, that I also may do the same."
5.6.3 Examples With Interrogative iJ in the Matrix
2 Samuel9:3
L;l1~t9n~:;;l~ iD~~1il' O~~iJ l'?9iJ '9~~J3
Cl~iiL;l~101J i~l' i1~P.~1
1D~ii1~L;l1~ 1il' l,?~i:r-"~~~~~"9~'~j
:Cl~L;lJ' rt»
. T : - •• :
Comment: The matrix is occupied by an interrogative sentence. The sentence is a nominative
sentence introduced by the interrogative iJ .27 The final sentence is occupied by a cohortative
form. Other examples: 2 Samuel 9:1, 2 Kings 3:11,1 Kings 22:7. It is significant that all
sentences introduced by the interrogative iJ are occupied either by nominal sentences or
participle sentences in the matrix. This may be ascribed to the fact that in these examples
inquiry is made about a state or condition rather than an action. The RSV translation correctly
interprets the construction "Is there still not someone of the house of Saul, that I may show the
kindness of God to him?"
5.6.4 Summary of the Syntactic Features of Category C
(i) The syntax of the final constructions with interrogative sentences In the matrix
exhibits some peculiarities, which we have not seen in the examples already analyzed.
(ii) There are two cases where the final sentence is occupied by a form other than the
customary yiqtol form (see 2 Samuel 21:3, 2 Kings 14:10). In both cases, the matrix is
introduced by the inanimate interrogative pronoun i1Q. It is not always clear whether
these forms should be translated as final.
27According to Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 316) the interrogative I) normally introduces questions of fact. They refer to
such questions as polar constructions "in that the entire proposition is questioned instead of just one feature of it" (1990, 684).
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(iii) Very often the final sentence is occupied by a non-co hortative form. We have seen
that the 1st person cohortative form in the "Nachsatz" is the expected form for final
constructions with "Aufforderung" in the matrix (Compare also Genesis 12:19, 1
Samuel 12:3). These cases most probably must not be treated as final sentences.
(iv) The matrix of final sentences introduced by the interrogative particle D tends to occur
with a nominal or participle sentence instead of a verbal sentence (see 2 Samuel 9: 1,
9:3, 1Kings 22:7, 2 Kings 3: Il).
(v) 2 Samuel 21:4 has an asyndetic cohortative in the ''Nachsatz'' and it is not clear
whether this construction realize a final sentence. This further supports the contention
that syndesis is a vital prerequisite for conjunctionIess final sentences.
(vi) The most common verbal root in the "Nachsatz" is iTtVl'. Examples: Deuteronomy
12:30, 1 Samuel 20:4, 2 Samuel 9: 1,2 SamueI2I:4,
5.7 CATEGORY D: NEGATED FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS
Because final constructions are two-element constructions, it is possible that negation could
refer to both negation in the matrix and negation in the final sentence. Whenever reference is
made to negated final sentences in this work, it will concern only those instances where the
final sentence "Nachsatz" is negated. I will, however, make some brief remarks on how the
matrix is negated. Because of the relatively small number of cases, most of them will be
discussed.
Examples: Genesis, 16:10,42:2,47:20, Leviticus 22:2, 1 Samuel 5:11, 12:19,29:7,2 Samuel
l3:5, 14:11, 1 Kings 14:l.
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5.7.1 Examples
1 Samuel 5: 11
Cl'tlW'?El':liO-'?::;,-m"1ElO~~'1n'?W~'11
.S~~~~:' h~1i,~-n~ -~n~iP:1,'9~;1
i~P97 ::lW:1
'Dl'-n~, 'n~ n'~'-~'?,
i' l'iI-'?:;:l n,~~n~iil~ilI1;iI-':)
. ;ClWTo'iiS~iI ::1' -T~~T~'::l~
T • ":: T - : T: T
Comment: The matrix is occupied by an imperative 1n~iP. In the "Nachsatz" there are two
consecutive final sentences one positive ::lW:\the other negative n'O:-~'?l- This construction
seems to be common, i.e., co-ordinated final sentences, with the second sentence a negated
final sentence (Compare also 1 Samuel 12:19,29:7, Genesis 42:2,47:19, Leviticus 22:2). In
all of these examples, it appears that the order of the sentences is of importance as the final
negated sentence is always the second member of the co-ordinated chain. This means that the
order cannot simply be reversed as was previously the case with co-ordinated final sentences.
Note that the negative particle ~'? is syndetic and always followed by the prefix conjugation.
2 Samuel 13:25
'~~-'?~ Cli'?t9~~-'?~l!.9iJ i9~~1 25
1:l/? lL;J. ~r'?~
~r!..v 1~=?~~'?l
i:J-r~~
1i1::;i::l"n::;'?'? iI::l~-~'?'
.. -; T : - ... "; T TT:
Comment: In this example, both the matrix as well as the final sentence are negated. The
"Aufforderung" in the matrix is negated by '?~ whereas the final sentence is negated by a
syndetic ~'? The syntax of negated final sentences, therefore, requires a syndetic ~'?l
followed by the prefix conjugation in the final (See also Genesis 37:22, 27, Exodus 20: 19). 1
Kings 20:8 is similar to the above example.
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1 Kings 20:8
D~iT';:tlD'~p~iT';~"/~ 1'9N~} 8
l'OtDtl-';~
:i1~Nn Ni';l
Comment: As in the previous example, both the matrix and the "Nachsatz" are negated:
Problematic about this sentence is that there is no subject change between the matrix and the
final sentence, which raises the question if it is really a final sentence. The NRSVand RSV
thus translate, "Do not heed or consent". The NIV translates similarly " Do not listen to him
or agree to his demands." Notice that the matrix is negated by ';~ and the final sentence by
Ni';1- The verbal forms in the "Nachsatz" as well "Aufforderung" in the matrix are yiqtol
verbal forms. Both are 2nd person. Iwould therefore suggest that this example not be treated
as a final sentence because firstly there is no change in verbal form between the matrix and
the final sentence. Secondly, both verbs are 2nd person forms and conjunctionIess final
sentence are restricted to the 1st and 3rd person.
1 Samuel 12:19
';N1~tD-';NDl'i1-';:J 1'~N~' 19
~rry';~~1i1~:-';~:~r7~~-';~~S7ët!iJ
m~:J-';N'
i1l'i 1:J'nN~n-';:Y';1' 1:J~O'-;J
TT" 0- :l!9 -1:J/:S~~S
Comment: The matrix is occupied by an imperative ';7;lt!i1. Problematic about this case
though is the negated form m~r';~lin the final sentence. We would expect a negated form
with N';. The textual apparatus, however, suggests that the ';~ form could be a result of a
textual error and points out that many manuscripts have N';. Similar examples in Genesis 42:2
and 1 Samuel 5: 11 support the text-critical suggestion. A translation suggestion for this verse
would be as follows: " And all the people said to Samuel, 'Pray on behalf of your servants to
the Lord your God, that we may not die' ... "
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Genesis 42:2
Cl~,~a::l'J.iV-iV~~:;,~rl,l)aiVi1~i1,a~~, 2
• T : .: ";": ": • .: - T •• • ... -
i1r~iV-n,
Cl~a1J"-~'J.iV:,
:mTaJ ~S,i1~:n·J'
T :":: .:
Comment: Genesis 42:2 seems to confirm the text-critical suggestion in 1 Samuel 12:19. The
"Nachsatz" consists of co-ordinated final sentences - one positive, one negative. The RSV
translation, in my opinion, gives a sound interpretation of the construction " ... go down and
buy grain for us there. That we may live and not die."
Genesis 16:10
i11i1~l~~O ~!'9~;110
ll.'":iTn~ i1~":i~i1:t":iiJ
:J.1a 'El0~ ~';,
•• •• T • :
Comment: The matrix IS not occupied by an "Aufforderung", but rather by a
commitment/promise/assurance by Jahweh. We have come across a few such examples in
conjunctional final sentences, where a "Jahweh Rede" occupies the matrix.ê" I suggest the
following translation "The Angel of the Lord said to her, I will also greatly multiply your
seed, so that it cannot be numbered for multitude."
5.7.2 Summary of Syntactic Features of Category D
(i) In the examples where the matrix is negated, the "Aufforderung" is negated by ';~
(e.g., 1 Samuel 12:19, 1 Kings 20:8).
(ii) Final sentences: Yiqtol is negated by ~'; (always syndetic sentence initial).
(iii) Where the negated final sentence is part of a co-ordinated pair of conjunctioniess
final sentences, it is always the second element of two co-ordinated final sentences.
28See section 4.4.3.1.4 (iii).
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5.8 DESEMANTICIZED VERBAL FORMS
In our corpus, there are several cases where the imperative precedes a cohortative, which
needs special attention. In these cases, there is a subject change between the imperative and
the cohortative. However, I will illustrate that in such instances a final relation is not
achieved. Rather, the cohortative after such imperative cases, should be treated and translated
as consecutive and, hence, is not sub-ordinated to the preceding imperative. These
constructions are restricted, however, to a specific number of verbal lexemes. These are
imperatives of the verbs l'li1, (the most popular example), and the verbs O'p and ~':::l.29 In
these cases, the imperative (singular or plural) immediately precedes a syndetic cohortative. I
am of the opinion that in these examples the imperative has become desemanticized and
should be treated as an interjection or exclamation. Examples like these illustrate again the
close link between syntax and semantics in the realization of final sentences. In such
instances, because the verb has lost its semantic value, it no longer serves as a final sentence,
which implies that syntax alone does not account for the interpretation of certain constructions
as final sentences.
5.8.1 Examples
1 SamuellI: 14
O.!ii1-'1~ '1~1r,jiV ,~~~, 14
TT·_' '1~S~i1:i1;:)S:J,-1;:)'1
:i1;:)~Son O'w: Ïlhm:1
T : - T •• - :
Comment: The cohortative i1~7J.l is preceded by the imperative 1;:)(. The root of both verbal
forms is l'li1. The first imperative is desemanticized and should be translated as "come!" or
German "Auf!" The two verbs are co-ordinated and, consequently, of the same syntactic
29Compare also Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 574). "The effect of the plural cohortative is frequently heightened by the verb
of motion in the imperative, which functions as an auxiliary or interjection." The verbs used include l"i1,mp and ~1:::l.
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status. Both verbs form the matrix of a final sentence whose "Nachsatz" is iDJ1:q1. The verb in
the final sentence is not cohortative but a shortened 1st person form. This means that there is a
change of status between the "Nachsatz" and the final sentence. This is necessary to create a
final relation. The matrix is occupied by a cohortative form.'? The fact that both verbs in the
matrix are from the root l?i1 supports my argument that the first verb is desemanticized and
should be treated as an intetjectionlexclamation. A proposed translation is therefore "Come,
let us go to Gilgal so that we may renew the kingship there."
The following are similar examples.
Genesis 37: 13
:'jO;'-?~?~')~' 19~~113
cq~:l Cl'.i:" l'ry~ ~;?D
Cli)'~~ lr:r!~~li1~~
:'~~i1 ;? 19~~1
Comment: Translation "Come, let me send you!" The desemanticized imperative i1~~
precedes the cohortative form (not seen due to the suffixes). Therefore, one should not
interpret a final relation between the verbs in the construction lr:r!~~li1~~. KJV, NIVand
RSV translations also reflect such an interpretation.
2 Samuel IS: 14
Cl?iD11'::l;n~-1iD~ "ï::l.lJ-?:J? ï,., 11',j~~'14
Cl;?~=?-~-~~~O·i1~'~~ ~'J~-i1:~rl~~S ~~ ~1:r,)~'~,:1-1',j1P
n:J?? 11i11',j
': ... T -; -
1iJO~-1~
i1.lJ1i1-n~ 1J'?.lJrr=rn 1J,tem
T T T :'~1n~'~'-),' ~~ A~~,
... T .; • TT' :
30Compare the example in section 5.4.1.6 where I argued that the change from cohortative to short first person is to ensure a
change in verbal status between the matrix and the [mal sentence and consequently realise a [mal sentence.
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Comment: The difference between this example and the previous one IS that the
desemanticized verbal form is 101P instead ofl'?i1. Translation "Come, let us flee!" The RSV
translates "Arise, and let us flee!" Likewise in NRSV, RSV, NIVand KJV.
2 Kings 5:5
O'J~-1'?9 19N~1 5
'?~'J~' 1'?9-'?~ 1~O i1D~ïq~1 Nj-l'?
1,?~1
Cl'~'?~ nipiP.l ~9~-''J=?~ 1fp.p i1~~ n~~J
:Cl'1':J niE)''?n 1WlJ1 :li1i
• T : • -: vÓ: :: TT
Comment: The imperative construction Nj-l'? precedes the cohortative i1D~~~l. This, as in
the previous examples, should be treated as a desemanticized unit. The RSV translates the
construction as "Go now! and I will send a letter to the king." The translators clearly do not
see a causal relationship between the going and the sending.
5.8.2 Summary of the Syntactic Features of Desemanticized Verbs
(i) The desemanticized verbs are restricted to the verbal forms expressing movement
(ii) The imperative is followed by a syndetic cohortative form, singular or plural.
(iii) There are a few examples where there is no waw between the forms
From the abovementioned observations it is clear that although some constructions meet the
requirements for final sentence, i.e., cohortative in matrix followed syndetic yiqtol, they were
still not translated as final because of the verbs of movement involved. It shows that there is a
close link between syntax and semantics in the description of final sentences and, in even
"purely" syntactic analysis, one has to resort to semantic criteria from time to time.
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5.9 COHORTATIVE PLUS COHORTATlVE
There are many cases where a cohortative is followed by another cohortative or, in some
instances, a cohortative chain. How are these cases to be treated? Is the following cohortative
final to the chain-initial cohortative? If it is, it would mean that the second cohortative is sub-
ordinated and not co-ordinated with the preceding. Is that syntactically possible?
It is clear from the investigation into conjunctionless final constructions, that in order for a
final sentence to be realised, there must be a subject change between the matrix and the final
sentence. In the following I hope to show that there is another prerequisite, i.e., there must be
a change in the verbal form, between the matrix and the "Nachsatz", i.e., the verbal form in
the matrix should not be the same as the verbal form in the "Nachsatz". I have already pointed
to several examples where this is the cases.(l Kings 20:8, Gen 1:6).
The cohortative wecohortative constructions provide suitable examples to test the above
hypothesis. The question that needs to be addressed is whether, in the case of two consecutive
verbal forms, the second can be sub-ordinated to the first.ê! Sub-ordination, it was stated
earlier, can only occur between verbs of different syntactic status.
1 Samuel 20:29
l' l':J ~J' iTnsiVon:JT':! ~J 'Jn~iV 10~~'l29
• T T TT:· -.: . T ,ri~:,S-iT'·~~~iT'l
• T • T • :
'1't ~=? 10 'D~~p~-t:l~iTt;1-P'l
~~ iT~'~~
TT: T .
'n~-n~ iT~1~'l
o :l!.9iJ 11J~~t'~ ~-~s1~-:S~
Comment: In this example there are two consecutive cohortatives iT~~~1~~ iT~~9~.Should
this be interpreted as "Let me go, in order that I may see my brothers." A second option is to
interprete them consecutively "Let me go and see my brothers." The construction is made up
31According to Jouen-Muraoka (1990,382) this is possible. They cite Exodus 3.3 and 1 Kings 19:20 as examples, but admit
that "it is not always clear whether the 1 is juxtaposed or subordinate." They also cite Genesis 24:57, 2 Samuel 16:9 and
Jeremiah 40: 15 as "doubtful examples."
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of two consecutive cohortatives. There is therefore no change of verbal form between the first
and the second sentence. Secondly, there is no subject change between the two verbs. In most
instances this construction is translated as consecutive and not as a final relation. The RSV
translates: "Let me get away and see my brothers" Likewise the KN "Let me get away, I pray
thee, and see my brethren." The NIV, however, translates a purpose clause, "Let me get away
to see my brothers."
On the basis of the syntactic considerations mentioned above I would therefore suggest that
such constructions not be considered as final sentences, but as simple consecutive relations.
Other examples 2 Samuel 15:7, 1 Kings 19:20,2 Kings 6:2, Genesis 18:21.
2 Samuel 17:1-3
d'?iliJ.~-'?~ '?Eln~n~'O~~,
ili~~ ~!~:ï~~:'cn'~~~-:i1J6~~
i191P~1
:i1'?~?i1ïn-~,n~ i1El1"~'
;n~ ~nï,ni11 Cl~ï~i1El'~:~,~~1'A,i~S~ ~iJ.:~'':2
:;1';l~:1~9b-ri~T~t1~~~1-;Ï1~-'~~6~iJ-,?~T0:l1
i1t;l~,tp~ ili~~iJ,?jiJ J.1ili:p ~r!~Cl~iJ-'?~i1~~iP~l3
:Cl;,?~i1~iTCl~iJ-'?~ilip;l9
Comment: In these verses consecutive cohortatives follow one another. The chain starts in
verse one and constitutes the following verbs i1~O~~, i1~'T~'~1i191P~,(verse 1) ~;J.~\
(verse 2) and i1~~ili~lNotice that all the forms are cohortative, except ~;J.~l in verse 2. The
non-cohortative form is not unintentional or fortuitous. I would suggest that the first three
cohortatives are all consecutive. "Let me choose twelve thousand men, and go and pursue him
tonight." The non-cohortative ~;J.~l is not consecutive to the previous three, but sub-
ordinated to them and thus final. The 1st person form ~;J.~l is not cohortative and accordingly
not of the same syntactic status as the preceding and following cohortatives. Therefore: Let
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me do X + y + z + ... so that I may ... The first three cohortatives express Ahithophel' s
intention, the final sentence ~i:::l~l reveals his purpose/motive. The cohorative chain is
continued by cohortative i1~'~~1 in verse 3. The final sentence is thus embedded in the
cohortative chain. Even though there is no change of subject between the matrix and the final
sentence, there is a change of verbal form and therefore syntactic status which qualifies this
construction as a final sentence.
2 Samuel 19:27
~p~.p 'O~-'~ '~~, '"J~.p l!.9iJ '~,~ 'O~~l27
,iarii1 '~-i1iV:m~
'~l7~.pIJO~ '~ l!.9iJ-n~l'~l: ~T!..p::l:;>:~:~.'
Comment: In this verse three 1st person. singular verbs follow one another. The first is the
cohorative i1~~ry~. The two verbs :::l:;>~~land l'~1are non-cohortative. These two verbs
are not co-ordinated to i1t9~ry~,but sub-ordinated and consequently final to it. The reason for
this interpretation is that the two non-conhortatives are different verbal forms to the
cohortative in the matrix and thus sub-ordinated to it. Hence, the cohortative occupies the
matrix of this final construction whose "Nachsatz" consists of two consecutive non-
cohortsative forms.
The above discussion has provided enough evidence to corroborate my hypothesisê- that for a
final sentence to be realised, two conditions must be met. There need to be a change in verbal
form between the matrix and the final sentence. The matrix must be occupied by an a form
expressing "Aufforderung". Consecutive cohortatives cannot realise a final relation to one
another as they are the same verbal forms. In the instances where a cohortative is followed by
a non-cohortative 1st person form, the latter is subordinate to the former and final to it (1
32Cf section 3.4.4.l.
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Samuel 11:14, 2 Samuel 17:1-3, 19:27). I further suggest, on the basis of the above
discussion, that the same would apply to the construction imperative + imperative. Such
constructions will also not be in a final relation as they have the same verbal form, imperative
in both the matrix and the "Nachsatz".
5.10 THE SYNTAX OF CONJUNCTIONLESS FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS
The following are some of the more salient syntactical issues with regard to conjunctioniess
final constructions.
5.10.1 To realize a conjunctioniess final construction the following conditions should be
met:
5.10.l.1
5.10.l.2
5.10.l.3
5.10.l.4
The matrix must be occupied by either a volitional form or an
imperative.
The "Nachsatz" is always a syndetic prefix-conjugation verbal form.
There must be a subject change between the matrix and the final
sentence or, alternatively,
If the previous condition (4.9.l.3) is not met, there must be a change in
syntactic status between the matrix and the final sentence. A cohortative
and an ordinary 1st person verb (yiqtol) do not have the same syntactic
status.
5.l0.2 Conjunctioniess final constructions are, as a rule, in contact position with their
matrixes (conjunctional final sentence is more often in non-contact position).
Consequently, they are much more readily investigated in terms of traditional
clause-level grammatical analyses. In cases where there are embedded final
sentences.P a text-level description is called for.
33Example Exodus 8:4.
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5.10.3 The distribution of conjunctioniess final constructions reveals the following
pattern, viz., in the books where conjunctional final constructions are popular, like
Deuteronomy, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, conjunctionless final constructions are very
rare.
5.11 CONCLUSION
It follows from the discussions in this chapter that the syntax of the conjunctionless final
constructions differs markedly from the conjunctional constructions described in Chapter 4.
This supports my initial theses that conjunctional and conjunctionless final sentences are
distinct syntactical entities that cannot simply be used interchangeably.
After careful consideration of the syntax of conjunctionless final constructions outlined above,
the following hypotheses were confirmed:
5.11.1 The matrix of conjunctionless final constructions are always occupied by an
"Aufforderung" or interrogative sentence and the "Nachsatz" by weyiqtol (short
form) in the the 3rd and cohortative in the 1st person. When a cohortative form
occupies the matrix, the 1st person form in the "Nachsatz" will be non-cohortative.
In this way the writer ensures a change in verbal form from the matrix to the
"Nachsatz" and a final relation can be established (1 Samuel 11 :14).
5.11.2 The syntax of conjunctionless final constructions confirms my hypothesis
regarding the two conditions that have to be met for a final relation to be
established between two successive verbal forms. My examples have shown that
syndesisis is absolutely essential for final relations to be realised in
conjunctioniess constructions. I believe my analysis have succesfully illustrated
and confirmed my hypotheses (cf 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 under Chapter 3.4) m my
investigation into conjunctioniess final constructions.
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5.1l.3 The examples also confirm that conjunctionless final constructions are restricted
to discourse or direct speech.
5.11.4 The examples and syntax also confirm that conjunctional and conjunctionless
constructions cover different domains. I have demonstrated in Chapter 4 that in
the "Nachsatz" of conjunctional final constructions, the 2nd and 3rd persons
predominate, with the 1st person negligible. The syntax of conjunctionless final
constructions has conclusively shown the 1st and 3rd persons to be the most
common forms in the "Nachsatz", with no instances of 2nd person verbal forms.
5.11.5 With regard to the questions of the relationship between syntax and semantics, this
investigation thus confirms that both play a role in the interpretation of certain
Bilical Hebrew constructions as final constructions. I have indicated various
examples of constructions in which the syntax suggests that it should be
interpreted as a final sentence. Nevertheless, there remains a reluctance on the part
the English Bible translations consulted to do so. I have suggested in these cases
that finality seems to be also dependent on the semantics of the verbs involved in
the construction. It these cases, it appears that semantic considerations are given
precedence over syntactic considerations by the translators.
In Chapter 6 I will discuss Genesis 27 with special reference to the many final constructions
(both conjunctional and conjunctionless) that appear therein. I also wish to illustrate the value
and applicability of the results of my investigations into conjunctional and conjunctionless
final constructions conducted in Chapters 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER6
AN ANALYSIS OF FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN GENESIS 27
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter I will carry out an analysis of Genesis 27 as it is of special significance for this
study, viz., it is one of only two chapters in the Hebrew Bible in which both conjunctioniess
and conjunctional final constructions appear together in a coherent narrative.' Muroaka (1997,
139-140) observes the following concerning Genesis 27, "That there is a measure of fluidity
possible in our biblical writers' mode of thinking is manifest in the various linguistic patterns
used in Genesis 27 in casting and recasting the arrangement that the ageing Isaac made
regarding the future of his twin sons." The text thus presents a classic study to compare the
two categories of final constructions and to apply and test my hypothesis concerning their
usage.
6.2 OBJECTIVES
6.2.1 To investigate conjunctional and conjunctioniess final constructions III a coherent
narrative by applying the insights gained in Chapters 4 and 5 and test its validity.
6.2.2 To determine whether the choice in final construction in a narrative is syntactically
induced or is solely a result of stylistic considerations.
6.2.3 To test my contention that diverse final constructions are not simply alternate ways to
express the same thing, but that they cover different domains in Biblical Hebrew and
convey special nuances of meaning.
1The other chapter is 2 Samuel 13. However, the final constructions do not appear to the extent as they do in Genesis 27.
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6.3 LITERARY STRUCTURE OF GENESIS 27
In Genesis 27 the same final construction, expressed originally by Isaac in v.4, is repeated five
times, as the characters in the narrative repeat what Isaac had said from their own perspective,
and is therefore not verbatim. Hence, each time the construction recurs, a different syntactic
expression is used. The question that needs to be asked is therefore: "Are these changes in the
final constructions purely for stylistic reasons to avoid the monotony of repetition, or do these
different syntactic expressions convey subtle shifts in meaning?" Are any of these changes
syntactically induced or perhaps brought about by syntactical constraints imposed by the rules
of the language?
Brueggeman (1982,231), in his analysis of the text, divides it into four scenes, which focuses
on the four central characters of this narrative.
Scene I. (vv. 1-4)
Scene II. (vv.5-17)
Scene III. (vv. 18-29)
Scene VI. (vv. 30-40)
The father prepares to bless bis older son.
The mother schemes for her younger son.
The younger son deceives the father.
The father grieves with bis older son.
In addition, he regards verses 41-45 as a "transitional conclusion" and points to a symmetry
between Scene I and Scene VI, where the main characters are Isaac and Esau. Scenes II and
III intrude, as it were, on this framework (1982, 231).
Hamilton (1995, 212) follows a similar analysis, dividing the chapter into SIX scenes. He
comments:
The whole chapter is divided into scenes involving two personalities each: (1) Isaac
and Esau (vv. 1-4); (2) Rebecca and Jacob (vv. 5-17); (3) Isaac and Jacob (vv. 18 -
29); (4) Isaac and Esau (vv. 30-40); (5) Rebecca and Jacob (vv. 41-45); (6) Rebecca
and Isaac (v. 46). Thus, Isaac appears in four scenes, Rebekah in three scenes, Jacob
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also in three scenes, and Esau but twice. Hence, Isaac is most prominent and Esau
least prominent.
My own division of the chapter presents a combination of the two positions above, as I have
included elements from both expositions that could be helpful to my own inquiry. I have
followed this route in order to elevate the discourse sections of the narrative as the focal point
of my analysis. I have also divided the chapter into four scenes - the direct speech sections
constituting the kernel of these sections. Each scene repeats the initial final construction, and
it is placed in the mouth of a different character. In order to accommodate all the final
constructions in this design, I have divided the middle scenes (scenes II and III), into two acts
each, on the basis that each act presents a new or different usage of the final construction. This
was deemed necessary since in each of the middle scenes, the final construction appear twice.
By dividing these scenes into two acts each, all the six occurrences of final constructions in
this narrative are made the focus of this investigation.
For the purpose of my analysis I make the distinction between discourse and narrative
sections, as propagated in this study. The discourse sections contain the final constructions.
The narrative sections function as "scene setters", thereby, either introducing each scene or,
alternatively, concluding scenes. They also provide a connecting link between the scenes. The
division of scenes in my analysis is summarized overleaf
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Scene Summary
I Genesis 27:1-4
Act
In this scene Isaac and Esau are the actors
and Isaac the speaker. Isaac requests of Esau
to make him a savoury dish and informs him
of his intention to bless him afterwards.
Rebecca is also part of this scene, but she is
"behind the scenes", from the perspective of
the other actors, and does not directly
influence this scene. Focus, verse 3-4.
II Genesis 27:5-17
1 Genesis 27:6-7
2 Genesis 27:8-13
I have divided this scene into two acts. The
characters are Rebecca and Jacob. Rebecca
repeats what she overheard and, in so doing,
restates the final sentence. The focus of this
scene is the two acts.
The speaker is Rebecca informing Jacob
about the conversation she overheard
between Isaac and Esau. She repeats Isaac's
words to Esau. Focus, verse 7.
Rebecca plots with Jacob on how to secure
Esau's blessing for himself The final
sentence is recast in the words of Rebecca.
Focus, verse 10.
illGenesis 27: 18-29
1 Genesis 27: 18-20
2 Genesis 27:21-26
I have also divided this scene into two acts.
The actors are Jacob and Isaac. Jacob
confronts Isaac in an attempt to deceive him
and thus secure the blessing. The focus of
this scene is in the two acts.
Jacob and Isaac are the main characters.
Jacob is the speaker and deceives Isaac. He
reiterates the promise Isaac made to Esau
from his perspective and under pretense
claims the blessing for himself Focus, verse
19.
Isaac is the speaker and blesses Jacob. In the
process, he repeats his original prorruse.
Focus, verse 31.
IV Genesis 27:30-40 In the last scene, Isaac and Esau are the
actors. Esau is the speaker. Esau restates
Isaac's original promise. Focus, verse 25.
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The narrator places the same final construction in the mouth of all the actors, i.e., Isaac (2x),
Rebecca (2x), Jacob (Ix) and Esau (Ix). Are they all saying the same thing? Because of the
changes of speaker, there are also subsequent shifts in perspective and person, i.e., the original
speaker, the I st person subject, becomes the one spoken about (3rd person) in the latter verses.
This constant retelling results in changes in the syntax and choice of final construction.
I will now consider the syntactic differences and similarities between the diverse final
constructions in Genesis 27. I will also compare the original text with translation of this
chapter into English, i.e., The Revised Standard Version, and Greek (Septuagint) to see how
they dealt with the differences expressed by the Hebrew text, and what light they throw on the
interpretation of the various constructions, and the exegesis of the text. Although the RSV is
used in my outline presented here, the KJV, the NIV, and the NRSV have also be consulted.
The commentators consulted are Wenham (WBC), Speiser (AB), and Hamilton (NICOT).
6.3 GENESIS 27:1-47: COMPARISON OF THE NARRATIVE IN BffiLICAL
HEBREW, GREEK AND ENGLISH
I have included only those sections relevant to my analysis. In the English and Greek versions
only a translation of the verse containing the final construction is given.
English Translation Greek Translation Hebrew Text BHS
Revised Standard Version Septuagint
Scene 1: Isaac and Esau (Genesis 27:1-6)
3 ... now then, take your weapons, "J~~j?1 "J~'?f1"J''/;::>~q-~~i1I;1-P1 3
i17t?1iJ ~~1
:ï'~ ''7 i1:ri~1
'n~iJ~ "~I$;J tl'~-PtpQ ''?-i1tp~} 4
i1/::lN1 ''':? i1l!':::ltTl
your quiver and your bow, and go out e~pEuaóv !lOL e~pav 4 KaL lTOlaOV
to the field, and hunt game for me, 4
and prepare for me savoury food, such
EVE')'KÉ uoi , ïva <j>á')'w, CllTW$
as I love, and bring it to me that I may
eat: that I may bless you before I die.
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Scene 2: Act 1: Rebecca and Jacob (Genesis 27:7)
savoury food, such as 1 love and bring uot
7 Bring me game, and prepare for me 7 "EvEyKÓV IiOt 911pav KaL rroincóv
KaL
it to me, that 1 may eat: that I may
bless you before 1 die."
<l>aywv
EUAOYllaw aE EvavTlov KVplOV TTpO
Toil áTT09aVE\V liE.
Scene 2: Act 2: Rebecca and Jacob (Genesis27:8-17)
9 ... Go to the flock and fetch me two
goat kids, that 1 may prepare some
savoury food for your father, such as he
loves; 10 and you shall bring it to your
father to eat, so that he may bless you
before he dies." TTaTllP o ou TTpOToil áTT09aVE\V
aUTÓV.
Scene 3: Act One: Jacob to Isaac (Genesis 27:18-20)
your first born. 1 have done what you
20 Jacob said to his father, "I am Esau 20 Kat El TTEVIaKw~ T(\l rrurpl
m'noil 'Eyw Hcuu ó
told me; now sit up and eat of my
game, that you may bless me."
TTPWTÓTOKÓS-o ou ETTolllaa, Ka9a
192
7
t:l'l'2llJt!)l:l"-i1tDlJ1. - ,- . .. -, - 7
i1/::;l~1
:'nil:l ,~~, i11i1' ':JEl, i1:>:>ï:::J.~1
• T: .-:. T: -r T -:-
l~~jT'~ rn!
t:l'::I1;)t:l'-TlJ'~:r~'~tq t:l~l:l "Tnj?1
i1tq~~1
::::J.V~ïtq~9 ~Pt'! t:l'I'2l~~Ot:ll')~
'~~1 "1':::J.~ l')~::lV1
inil:l '~~, "1~:9~ ïtq~ ï:;lp::;l
9
10
,')j~ 1t9.1':>~t' 1':::J.~-'~ :::J.P.!-1'ï9~;1 20
,,~ nï:::l'1 ïtti~:;, 'n'tDlJ
T" T : -. -: -; - . . T
i1~tq~rmp
"'~l:l i1':>~1. ... T; T ;
:"1tq~~'~:;l'J~n ïi:::J.P::;l.. ..
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Scene 3: Act 2: Jacob and Isaac (Genesis 27:21-26)
25 Then he said, "Bring it to me ,
that I may eat of my son's game and
bless you." So he brought it to him
and he ate; and he brought him wine,
and he drank.
25 Kol Et1TEVITpooáyayÉ
uor, Kal <j>áyo!lat (llTO Tfis
e~pas oou, TEKVÓV, iva
Koi 1TpOO~1'ayEv alJT(~,
Kal Ë<j>aYEV' Kat
, , t '" f
ElOT]EyKEV aUT~ OlVOV,
Kat E1TlEV
Scene 4: Isaac and Esau (Genesis 27:30-40)
and brought it to his father. And he
31 He also prepared savoury food, 31 Kat E1TOlT]OEVKal Qlhos
said to his father, "Let my father
arise and eat of his son's game, that
you may bless me."
,.. "..., t
T~ rrrrrpt aUTOU xrn El1TEV
1TaT~p uov Kat <j>ayÉTat
Tfis e~pas TOU ui.ou alJTOU,
OOU.
193
':JJ. "~rJ i1,?~' '';l i1t9);:T iQN;1 25
'tli~~ '9=?}~ W~I
'ï:;lN"1 i'ï-tli?~1
:t;1~~1]': i'ï N::l:1
i:9 "~Q 'ï:;lN;1 ':;lt' op:
:'9rP.=?~ 'P:)~t;1 ii::J.~~
6.4 ANALYSIS OF FINAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN GENESIS 27
Scene 1: Verses 3-4
'9t)~j?!'9~~t)'9'!.;? ~r~~i1~.p!
i11~m~~,
:1'~ ~.~~1i~'
'n:::li1~,iD~!) Cl'~l'~TO ;l;-ïltD1'1
• : - T .,' '"; - • - : -,~ . i1~~:l~
. i1S~i,
T" :
:mo~ Cl'J~~ '~~~ '9=?'J:tt;1 'i:::lp'~
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The matrix of the final construction is introduced by i1~~1in verse 3. The governing verb,
N~, is followed by the particle N~.These syntactic features, we have seen in Chapter 5,
normally occur in the matrix of conjunctionless final constructions.' The matrix consists of an
imperative chain introduced by NrN~. Four further imperatives N~\ i1:r1~\,7-i1~m and
i1~':;:lDcomplete this chain. This matrix confirms our finding in Chapters 4 and 5 that,
whereas the matrix of conjunctional final constructions consist of a governing verb followed
by a weqatal chain, an imperative chain seems to be the preferred construction in the matrix of
conjunctioniess constructions."
The matrix is followed by successive conjunctioniess and conjunctional final constructions.
The "Nachsatz" in the conjunctioniess final construction is constituted by the cohortative
i1/~~!-There is a subject change between the matrix and the "Nachsatz". The chain of verbal
forms also indicates a change in syntactic status. The first final sentence is in non-contact
position.
The NIVand NRSV translate the first final construction similarly, "Bring it to me to eat". So
also do Speiser (1964, 203) and Hamilton (1995, 213). This translation is problematic as it
does not capture the subject change between the matrix and the "Nachsatz". By using an
infinitival construction in the English translation they would seem to imply the same in the
Hebrew. The RSVand KJV translations of "that I may eat" is more appropriate.
The first final construction is followed by an asyndetic conjunctional final construction
introduced by the conjunction '1:J~~. The absence of the waw is significant and indicates that
2See 5.4.1.2 and 5.4.1.3. These markers have to do with the fact that conjunctional [mal constructions always occur in direct
speech.
3Compare 5.4.1.4 and 5.4.1.5. I have used the word "prefer because there are cases in which the reverse is true, but these are
the exception rather than the rule. See I Samuel 15:25, Genesisl8: 4-5, Numbers 27: 18 -20.
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the second final sentence is not coordinated to the first. Rather, the second final sentence is
dependent and, therefore, final to everything that precedes, including the first final sentence."
Such a construction can only be achieved with a conjunctional construction. To accomplish
this the writer changes subject from the 1st person i1/~~1in the conjunctioniess final sentence
to the third person '9=?)~t;'I in the ensuing conjunctional final sentence. The writer
accomplices this subject change by introducing the impersonal noun '~~~ as subject of verb
'9=?)~t;'I in the "Nachsatz". In doing so, he affects a change in the verbal person between the
two final sentences. This is rendered literally, though correctly by the KJV and Wenham
(1987, 198) "that my soul may bless ... " The other translations, NRSV, NIV, KN, is
comparable to Hamilton (1995, 212) who translates "so that I may bless." This translation,
however, does not reflect the subtle change in subject by the introduction of '~~~. The writer
thus shows that the blessing is dependent on the eating and not co-ordinated with it. The
conjunctional final sentence is followed by the yiqtol. Yiqtol is used in in the "Nachsatz" of
conjunctional final constructions to express future intentions as opposed to the infinitival
construction with qatal in the matrix which expresses interpretations of past events."
The Septuagint translation renders the two final sentences with two different final
conjunctions. Firstly, a final conjunction followed by the subjunctive mood (present
subjunctive active) is used, i.e., 'iva <j>áyw. The second final sentence is introduced by the
conjunction orrws. Blass, Debrunner and Rehkopf (1976, 298) states that final sentences are
introduced by the three conjunctions 'iva, orrws and ws in Greek. Wenham (1965, 161-162)
states that "Purpose clauses are introduced by tva or órrws, both of which mean 'in order
4See asyndetic ].PO?constructions in 4.7.
5See 4.4.3.2.6.
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that' or 'that'." Blass, Debrunner and Rehkopf, like Wenham, do not indicate any differences
in the uses of the above conjunctions, though the former observe that cmwS' is often used as
"Abwechslung" to tva which is the more common conjunction of the two (1976, 299). The
use of two different conjunctions in Greek can therefore be seen as an attempt by the
translators to capture the Biblical Hebrew expression, by showing that the final sentences are
expressed by two different constructions in Hebrew.
Scene 2 Act I Verse 6-7
,b~? i1p :Jp~~-'?~i1':19~i1i?~'1
~'~~-n~'t:l+'O~ i1~i1
~'n~ ,~~-'?~ '~'J9
1'~ ,'"'i1~':Ji1,b~'?
.- Cl'6.p~o·'~-i1tq~1
. i1'?;)~'
:'n;~'JE:),? i11i1'JE:),? i1;);)';~'
.•• :' T; .,;. T:':T-:-
The matrix of this sentence is constituted by an imperative chain consisting of two verbs
,~ i1~'~~ and '~-i1tq~l In Rebecca's retelling, the final sentences expressed by the verbs
'~-i1tq~, and i1/~~! are not consecutive as in Isaac's original instruction v.4, but
coordinated. Notice that there is no subject change between the coordinated final sentences
(both are 1st person and cohortative ) and that the second final sentence is also conjunctioniess
(i1~=?}~~J)(1st person, syndetic) as opposed to the asyndetic conjunctional (3rd person
~=?}~t;'l1:J~~) in verse 4. I need to reiterate my findings in Chapters 4 and 5 that the first
person form is used with conjunctioniess constructions except in special cases which I
demonstrated in Chapter 4.6 Because the subject of the coordinated final sentence is 1st person
6See 4.4.3.3. Here I have argued and demonstrated that Ist person conjunctional cases only appear under certain conditions,
and is the exception rather than the rule.
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i1~=?)~~1, the Biblical Hebrew writer uses a conjunctioniess final sentence, which is the
preferred form with the 1st person.
The RSV' s translation correctly captures the coordination between the two final sentences " ...
and prepare for me savoury food, and bring it to me, that I may eat it, and bless you before I
die." Similar to this, Speiser (1964, 203) translates "... that I may eat it and bless you."
Hamilton (1995, 214) repeats "that I may" in his translation" ... that I may eat it, and that I
may bless you ... " to underline the consecutive final constructions. The NIVand RSV provide
similar translations. There appears to be general consensus regarding the translation of these
constructions. Wenham (1987, 198) translates the first sentence with an infinitival
construction, though there is none in the Hebrew, "Bring me game and make me a tasty stew
to eat, so that my soul may bless you you before I die." The same concerns raised in the
discussion in verse 4 about such infinitival translations into English applies here. Biblical
Hebrew has means to express infinitival expressions, either by '7 infinitive or by final
conjunction followed by the infinitive.
The Septuagint translation is somewhat strange. They translated the constructions with a
present participle <j>aywv and a future active EUAOYT)(JW, respectively. One can translate it into
English as follows "... eating, I will bless you." The Greek translation, therefore, focuses on
the fact that the eating and blessing are simultaneous actions.
Scene 2 Act II Verses 9-10
'~~~ l'O~ 'P i1t;1~,
:It:l~ i1~~9 '~~ 'ip~~
l~~iJ-'?~ ~rn!
o'~b O'W ',,:q '~~ O~O '~-nj?l
:::J,iJ~'ip~~,;r~~~O'O~tpO 0t:l~ i1tqP:~l
'?~~l l'::J,~~ t:l~;liJl
inia '~~~ ';'p)~~'ip~ '?-~;l.
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There are two different final constructions in these verses. In the first, the "Nachsatz" is
introduced by the syndetic cohortative iitq';?~1- The matrix of this sentence is constituted by
the imperative chain .ln~tq~rn! and '7-ni?1.There is a subject change between the matrix
and the final sentence. The RSV correctly translates this construction as final "... fetch me
two kids, that I may prepare from them " Likewise, Wenham (1987, 198) "... take from
there two good kids, so that I may make " Both Speiser (1964, 203) " ... fetch me from
there two choice kids. I will prepare them " and Hamilton (1995, 214) "Go to the flock and
fetch two choice kids. With them I will prepare ... " do not translate a subordinate relationship
between the two constructions, but translate iitq';?~l as an independent sentence which,
because of the syndesis, is not a viable option. NRSVand NIV translate it as a final sentence,
"get me two choice kids so that I may prepare it". Moreover, the Septuagint translates iitpl?~1
with a simple future active TTOl~Gw. It, therefore, also do not reflect the fact that iitq.;?~! is in
a dependent relationship with the previous imperatives.
The conjunctioniess final iitq.;?~! is followed by consecutive weqatals, t:'I~~iJl and L;~~1-
According to the position presented in this study, these weqatals are coordinated with iitq.;?~!
and express the consequence (and then, then, or "und dann" in German)." This view seems to
be supported by the translations of Hamilton, Wenham and Speiser, "Then bring/take it to
your father to eat." The translation of the second weqatal with the English infinitive "to eat"
by all commentators (see also RSV), however, is problematic as there is a subject change
between the weqatals. My earlier criticism against this practice thus applies. One is tempted to
translate "that he may eat" because of this subject change. KJV translated "that he may eat
and that he may bless." This translation is a bit clumsy. However, to be consistent with my
7See 4.4.3.2.6.
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thesis that weqatal expresses result after a final sentence, one has to settle for this rather
awkward translation, "then take it to your father, and then he will eat, that he may bless you",
to do justice to the construction in terms of my thesis.
The second final sentence is asyndetic and conjunctional. It is independent and, therefore,
final to the preceding and expresses the purpose of Rebecca's action. The matrix in this final
construction, like the conjunctional final construction in verse 4-5, thus includes another final
sentence. Conjunctionless constructions, since they are dependent on "Aufforderung" in the
matrix, never occupy the "Nachsatz" of such sentences. The use of the final construction 'i{1~
';l.P,~ seems purely for stylistic reasons and is not functionally different from the same
construction without ,tp~or WO~ or ,tp~WO~. This observation is in line with my findings
regarding different final conjunctions expressed in Chapter 4, where I noted that the
conjunctions appear to be interchangeable and are used as such for stylisitic reasons without
adding a special nuance of meaning.
Scene 3 Verse 18
1':l~-';~ ~:r',
• T ... T"
!'!:l~,~~!'!,
• T '.. -
!'!:J:JiTn~ ,~ '~~iT,~~!'!,
'9'Jj~ ,~~ ,~j~' ,'~~-';~' :lp~': '9~~j
,';~ n':J'1 ,~~~ 'n'~,!j
T •. T: - . •.. -: - . • T
i1:t~ ~rQ1p
'i'~~ iT';~~'• ••• T; T ;
:'9W~~'~~':9t;1'1:l'p'~
This matrix comprises the imperative construction iT:t~ ~rQ1pfollowed by the syndetic
imperative i1'?=?~lNotice that the second imperative iT:ttq is asyndetic. The first imperative
acts as a so-called desemanticized imperative, which I have alluded to in Chapter 5. Notice
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that the verbal root is O'p which supports my contention that desemanticized imperatives are
restricted to the lexems mp 1'li1 and ~'::l. Notice also that the two imperatives are verbs of
movement and thus express a semantic unit. The final sentence is introduced by the
conjunction '1::l'p'~. Contrary to my expectation the imperative chain is followed by a
conjunctional final sentence, where the conjunctionless is to be expected (I have pointed out
earlier that conjunctional final constructions have an imperative chain in the matrix whereas
conjunctioniess sentences prefer a weqatal construction after the initial imperative).
I do believe, however, that the writer has good reason to use this unusual, or shall I say
unexpected form. I will return to this issue shortly. There is a subject change between the
matrix i1~~~rmp and the final sentence '"J'¥O i1!:;;~[.The final sentence has a 2nd person
impersonal subject 1iP.~~,which means that the writer is obligated to use a conjunctional
construction, as conjunctioniess final sentences do not cover the 2nd person subjects. NIV KN
and NRSVall try to indicate the second person subject. The KN and NRSV translate, " so
that you may bless me."
The RSV translates "Now sit up and eat of my game, that I may bless you." The expression
"Now sit up" is the RSV's attempt at rendering the construction i1~~ ~r01p (cf. also
Hamilton (1995,218 ). Speiser (1964,203) translates i1~~~r01pas a polite request "Pray,
sit up", and Wenham translates it more crudely as "Come on, sit up." I believe that the attempt
by some translators to translate the imperatives as a polite request is a fallacy and goes against
what the writer deliberately wants to express. The syntax militates against translating the
imperatives a polite request as the writer uses the imperatives instead of the more customary
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yiqtol which is used to express such request to a superior.f Wenham's almost abrupt "Come
on, sit up" in my opinion, does justice to the expression and shows Jacob's impatience and
edginess, for his father to get on with the job of eating and bless him. His impatience is due to
the fact the he is nervous that his father will uncover his deception. In verse 25 the writer puts
the normal or expected syntactic expression for a polite request in the mouth of Esau when he
speaks to Isaac his father.
In verse 19, the writer uses all the means at his disposal to alert the reader of the deception
that is taking place, and so highlights the abnormality of the situation. In response to Isaacs
request for identification he makes Jacob reply ~'Jj~ '~l.' ~~j~ '~:;J~-';~ ::li'.P,~ '9~~1.He
therefore points out explicitly that it is Jacob who replies "I am Esau". He also uses the
imperatives and sets the knowledgeable reader up to expect a conjunctioniess construction,
only to "deceive" with a conjunctioniess construction. These imperatives used by Jacob to
address his elderly father further underlines the abnormality of the situation. The writer
further manipulates the syntax by introducing the 2nd person subject ~tp~~ in the final
sentence. This enables him to use a conjunctional construction ~~~':')~t;1 'i::l'p'~ in the final
sentence and avoid the expected conjunctioniess construction after the imperatives. I have
pointed out that there are no recorded instances in our corpus in which conjunctioniess final
constructions have a 2nd person verbal form in the matrix? These nuances, supported by my
findings in Chapters 4 and 5, open up additional insights into the narrative.
The Septuagint also translates the construction as final, rendering it with 07TWS' EUAoy~an, i.e.
"in order that he may bless you."
8Compare 5.4.1.7. See also 1 Samuel 27:5 and 11 Samuel13:5.
9See 5.4.1. 7.
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Scene 3 Genesis 27:25
,~ i1iD~i1'~l'\~'
':Jj ï'~ai1S·J~'
,~~~:";P~~t;l i~o~
'?~l'\~1i'?-iD.~~l·
:t;l~~1r~i'? l'\~:1
This verse contains consecutive final sentences. The first is a conjunctioniess construction
i1!:;J~1followed by a conjunctional final sentence '~~~ ~:;J'J~t;lWo~. The matrix is
occupied by the imperative i1~~iJand the "Nachsatz" by the cohortative i1!:;J~l The verb in
the "Nachsatz" has a I" person subject. Therefore, the writer uses a conjunctioniess
construction. Like verse 3, the second final sentence with l~O~ is asyndetic. The matrix
consists of the entire preceding, including the first final sentence. This type of construction
appears three times in Genesis 27, in all cases expressed by a conjunctional construction
which supports my findings that this type can only be expressed by the conjunctional
constructions.
The RSV's translation, "Bring it to me, that I may eat of my son's game and bless you" gives
the impression, however, that the two final sentences are coordinated, which is not the case.
Hamilton's (1995, 218) translation seems to suggests that there is not a dependent relation
between i1t9~iJand i1!:;J~l-"Serve me, and let me eat some of my son's game, so that I may
bless you." Speiser's (1964,203) translation is almost identical, "Serve it to me, and let me
eat of my son's venison, that I may give you my very own blessing." The Septuagint
translation approximates the above two translations. All these translations fail to give proper
recognition of the first final sentence. There are compelling reasons for interpreting i1!:;J~1as
a final sentence with '7 i1t9~iJas the matrix. Firstly, there is a subject change between the two
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verbal forms. Secondly there is a change between the form of the verbals. I have argued that
these two issues are determining factors for identifying final sentences. The translation by
Wenham (1987, 198) best captures the essence of the construction in my opinion, "Bring it
close to me that I may eat of my son's game in order that my soul may bless you."
Scene 4 Verse 31
,a~~, '~::l~~ ~::l!!' Cl~~l't!)a~:1i1-Cl)tvl'!!'
... - . T: iJ~ ï~~a:S~~~l~~~cJp:
:1W~~~~~J~t;'l'1::l~;l
Two yiqtol verbal forms express the volition in the matrix. The final sentence is conjunctional
and is introduced by '1::l~;l. The RSV interprets the yiqtols as expressing a request rather
than a command."Let my father arise and eat of his son's game, that you may bless me." This
supports the understanding expressed concerning the address to a superior in Biblical Hebrew
and further supports my suggestion that the imperatives in verse 19 should not be interpreted
as a polite request, but was carefully chosen by the writer to make a particular point.
Hamilton's (1995,218) translation, so also Wenham's (1987, 198), "may my father arise ... ",
and Speiser's (1964) "Let my father please ... ". The writer, therefore, uses expressions that
are in sharp contrast to the almost disrespectful address of Jacob in verse 19.
All these constructions are treated as final and are translated "that" by AB, RSV, NICOT and
"so that" by WBC. The Septuagint uses the now familiar 01TWS' EUA.oy~(Jn.
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
6.5.1 The analysis of Genesis 27 corroborates my findings in Chapter 4 that the conjunctions
in conjunctional final sentences are interchangeable without necessarily altering the
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mearung of the construction. Correspondingly, the choice of conjunction is based
purely on stylistic reasons. The alternative usage of either i1~'p';l, itp~ i1~'p';l or
1!,}O( in this chapter illustrates the interchangeability of these constructions. In this
chapter i1~'p';l is used more often, whereas our findings indicate that WO( is the
more popular and the standard construction. This investigation have shown that
i1~'p';l is usually used to as an alternate construction to WO(.
6.5.2 The analysis also confirms that conjunctional and conjunctioniess final constructions
are not as interchangeable. The choice between the conjunctional and conjunctioniess
construction is, too a large extent, dependent on the person of the verb. When the verb
has a 1st or 3rd person subject, the Hebrew writer uses a conjunctioniess construction.
(See verses 3, 4, and 7). When a 2nd or a 3rd person impersonal subject is used, the
conjunctional construction is preferred (See verses 4 and 19). The fact that the final
sentences are often repeated, necessitates the change in construction and verbal person.
This is because different speakers put distinct perspectives on the story.
6.5.3 Some constructions are only possible with conjunctioniess expressions and further
corroborate my contention that the range of conjunctional final constructions are far
wider than that of the conjunctionless. This analysis supports the fact that whereas
conjunctioniess sentences are restricted to "Aufforderung" in the matrix, the same
restriction does not apply to conjunctional final constructions whose matrixes could be
constituted by another final construction (see verses 4 and 19).
6.5.4 The analysis also confirms that the syntax of conjunctioniess and conjunctional
constructions differs markedly. The conjunctionless seems to have a greater syntactic
dependence on the preceding volition. The conjunctional construction appears to have
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far less stringent syntactic dependence on the preceding. It does, however, show a
greater semantic reliance on the preceding expression, as it draws a conclusion by
stating the purpose of the aforementioned (cf. verses 4 and 19 with 7 and 25).
6.5.5 Thus, the analysis of Genesis 27 supports the hypothesis that conjunctional and
conjunctioniess final constructions are not simply alternate means to express the same
meaning and, therefore, fully interchangeable. Each covers a different syntactic range
and express distinct shades of meaning, e.g., v.3l.
In closing, I have to say something about the question asked concerning the usage of different
final constructions in this chapter. The question was, "Are these changes in the final
constructions purely for stylistic reasons to avoid the monotony of repetition, or do these
different syntactic expressions convey subtle shifts or shades in meaning?" The analysis
shows that both of these suggestions are possibly true. Stylistic considerations do play a role.
This is evident in the alternation of conjunctions used in conjunctional final constructions.
These conjunctions are changes from 11:l'p':;;l to 1tp~ 11:l'p':;;l or WO,? without evidently
affecting the meaning of the conjunctional construction or indicating a different shade of
mearung.
The constant change of perspectives when the different speakers are introduced and the story
is retold causes changes in the verbal person of the verb in the matrix and final sentences. This
change in verbal person in the "Nachsatz" brings about changes in the construction open to
the writer to use and results in subtle nuance shifts. Sometimes the introduction of an
impersonal noun as in verses 4 and 19 also has the effect of changing the person of the subject
of the verb and, as a result, determines the construction that can be used and the nuance to be
expressed.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY
The general observation that Biblical Hebrew possesses a variety of ways in which final
constructions can be realized was introduced as the basis for the study undertaken in this
thesis. The main hypothesis to be investigated was formulated, viz., that the diversity of final
constructions in Biblical Hebrew does not merely reflect different ways to express the same
meaning, but that each syntactic construction carries definite semantic nuances. Although this
investigation, for practical and logistical reasons, did not cover the entire range of syntactic
possibilities to express a final relation in Biblical Hebrew, the hypothesis is nevertheless
borne out by this study.
In Chapter 2, I stated the problem and provided an historical overview of the treatment of
final constructions in Biblical Hebrew grammars. It was found that traditional grammars,
because they are sentenced based, have certain inherent limitations and, therefore, do not
provide the linguistics means to adequately describe final constructions in Biblical Hebrew.
In Chapter 3, I explored the possibilities which modern textlinguistic approaches hold for the
investigation of final constructions. I interrogated the approaches of Schneider, Talstra,
Niccacci and Longacre. On the basis of the methodological insights gained from this analysis,
I formulated my main hypotheses to be investigated.
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In Chapter 4, I investigated final constructions introduced by final conjunctions, the so-called
conjunctional final constructions, and evaluated them in the light of the hypotheses
formulated in Chapter 3. The following represent the main observations from Chapter 4:
• The investigation has shown conclusively that conjunctional final constructions occur
both in narrative and discourse texts.
• On the basis of the evidence supplied in the examples, I had to alter my initial thesis
concerning weqatal. Weqatal should not be restricted to mainline in discourse, as
Longacre and Niccacci suggested, but can also appear in the "Nachsatz" of final
constructions. Weqatal, however, only appears as a consecutive final sentence after the
initial conjunctional construction.
• It is difficult to differentiate between purpose and result in the "Nachsatz" of final
constructions. Conjunctional final constructions, because they are modal, mostly express
purpose instead of result. One should distinguish between intended and real result. When
the conjunctional final sentence is co-ordinated with a weqatal, the former is modal and
expresses intended result or purpose, whereas the latter is indicative and expresses a real
result or consequence. It seems also that in cases where there is no subject change
between the matrix and the final sentence, one is more likely to interpret a purpose rather
than a result sentence.
In Chapter 5, I analyzed the conjunctioniess final constructions. Insights gained from the
investigation into the study of conjunctional final constructions in Chapter 4 prompted me to
use different categories suited to yield results specific to conjunctioniess final constructions.
As with Chapter 4, I interrogated the hypothesis formulated in Chapter 3 concerning
conjunctioniess final constructions. The key results in Chapter 5 are formulated below:
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• The investigation confirms that conjunctionless final constructions are restricted to
discourse or direct speech.
• The examples and syntax also corroborate that conjunctional and conjunctionless
constructions cover different domains. Whereas in the "Nachsatz" of conjunctional final
constructions, the 2nd and 3rd persons predominate, with the 1st person negligible, the 1st
and 3rd persons are the most common forms in the "Nachsatz" of conjunctioniess final
constructions, with no instances of 2nd person verbal forms.
• With regard to the question of the relationship between syntax and semantics, the
investigation into conjunctionless final constructions demonstrated that both playa role in
the interpretation of certain Bilical Hebrew constructions as expressing a final relation.
However, it appears that in the interpretations of many translators, semantic criteria
override syntactic considerations. In these cases, although the syntax suggests that a final
relation is realized between two successive verbal forms, the translators, for semantic
reasons, and for the sake of an acceptable translation into English, ignore the syntax.
In Chapter 6, an analysis of Genesis 27 was made. Genesis 27 is of special significance for
this study, as it contains both conjunctionless and conjunctional final constructions in a
coherent narrative. The text, by casting and recasting the arrangement that Isaac made
regarding the future of his sons presents a classic study to compare the two categories of final
constructions. The main findings of this chapter may be summarized as follows:
• The analysis of Genesis 27 corroborates my findings in Chapter 4 that the conjunctions in
conjunctional final constructions are interchangeable without necessarily altering the
meaning of the construction. Correspondingly, the choice of the conjunction is based
purely on stylistic reasons. The alternative usage of either 11::l'p':;l, 1W~ 11::l'p':;l or WOl
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in Genesis 27 shows the interchangeability of these constructions. In Genesis 27 i1~'p';l is
used more often, whereas our findings indicate that 1~O'? is the more popular and the
standard construction, and that i1~'p';l is only used as an alternate construction to WO,?
• The analysis of Genesis 27 confirms that conjunctional and conjunctionless final
constructions are not interchangeable. The choice between the conjunctional and
conjunctionless construction is, too a large extent, dependent on the person of the verb in
the "Nachsatz". When the verb has a 1st or 3rd person subject, the Hebrew writer uses a
conjunctionless construction. When a 2nd or a 3rd person impersonal subject is used, the
conjunctional construction is preferred.
• Certain final constructions 10 Biblical Hebrew are only possible with conjunctionless
expressions which corroborates my contention that the range of conjunctional final
constructions are far wider than that of conjunctionless. This analysis of Genesis 27
confirms my observation that, whereas conjunctionless constructions are restricted to
"Aufforderung" in the matrix, the same restriction does not apply to conjunctional final
constructions whose matrix could be constituted by another final construction.
To conclude then:
(i) From a methodological point of view textlinguistics do present novel challenges for
the grammatical description of final constructions by:
(a) Shifting the focus of linguistic analysis from the sentence to the text, thereby
allowing for a more inclusive description of final constructions, including an
analysis of both the "Vordersatz" and "Nachsatz".
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(b) Allowing for the description of the linguistic "Umwelt" of final constructions
i.e., what constructions immediately follow final constructions, which
constructions precede it or whether the final construction is part of discourse or
of narrative texts. This investigation has shown that conjunctioniess
constructions are restricted to discourse texts, whereas conjunctional
constructions occur in both discourse and narrative texts.
(ii) From a syntactic point of view, this investigation showed that, in order to understand
final constructions in Biblical Hebrew:
(a) The description of the "Vordersatz" (the verbal forms that occupy it, i.e.,
imperative, yiqtol, qatal, etc., whether it is direct speech or narrative, whether
it is occupied by a verbal chain or a single verb), which had been neglected in
traditional grammars, has implications for the "Nachsatz."
(b) In determining formal criteria to identify functional significance, it is not
sufficient to simply consider the verb, or the form of the verb (i.e., qatal,
yiqtol, weqatal, etc.). The verbal person (1st, 2nd, 3rd) of the verb occupying the
"Nachsatz" could also playa determining role in the syntactic choices open to
the writer. The 1st and 3rd person verbal forms occupy the "Nachsatz" of
conjunctioniess final constructions, with no occurrences of the 2nd person. In
the "Nachsatz" of conjunctional final constructions, the 2nd and 3rd persons
predominate, with the 1st person negligible.
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(iii) Even though a conscious decision has been made to focus on syntactic criteria, this
study has shown that semantic criteria cannot be ignored in such an investigation.
Therefore, the interplay between semantic and syntactic criteria in determining final
relation is an area that warrants further research.
The investigation could not identify syntactic criteria to differentiate between the functional
notions purpose and result. However, the distinction between real result and intended result
shows that the question whether final constructions express purpose or result is irrelevant. It
expresses both purpose and intended result, and the notions appear to be the opposite sides of
the same coin. There seems to be no functional difference between the two notions as purpose
is really intended result. In coordinated final sentences with weqatal as the second element it
was suggested that the initial final clauses express purpose/intended result whereas
coordinated weqatal clauses convey real result. An area that calls for further clarification is
the problem of mood and modality. Although I made a few tentative suggestions in this
regard, this problem is not limited to final constructions, but is generally neglected in Biblical
Hebrew grammar.
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